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Much of the literature on the removal of Japanese Canadians

during the Second WorÌd War is preoccupied with British Columbia

and Ottawa; and little detailed research has been done on the fate
of Japanese conmunities resettled in other provinces. Between Lg42

and L948 some l-rL80 Japanese evacuees were relocated in Manitoba.

The task of this thesis is to examine why the Japanese famil-ies
were relocated in Manitoba, and how they were treated by federal
auÈhorit,ies, the Manitoba government and the provincers residents.
The establishment and evolution of the Japanese community in
Manitoba during the perÍod v¡iII also be discussed. The thesis will
accomplish this by exarnining the complex inter-relationship arnong

the British Colu¡nbia Security Cornmission (BCSC) , a federal agency

associated with the Department of Labour, the Manitoba Sugar Beet

industry, the Manitoba government, the Japanese evacuees and

concerned citizens amongst the provincers rural and urban

population.

The people of Japanese origin resettled in Manitoba

represented a cross section of Britísh Columbiats Japanese

cornmunity. First (Issei) and second (Nisei) generation Japanese

iv
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Canadians, born or naturalized, âS well as Japanese Nationals

(citizens of Japan), arrived in Manitoba together. From the

correspondence between the BCSC and provincial governments as welI

as among Security commission officials, it is clear that the

evacuees were viewed as one community. Japanese Canadians and

Nationals were accorded the same treatment whether under the

jurisdiction of the BCSC, or later, the Japanese Division within

the Department of Labour. Of the L,L80 relocated in Manitoba, 22o

lrere Japanese Nationals. lrlhile Japanese Nationals elected a

representative who dealt with the Spanish Consulate monitoring the

treatment of enemy aliens, in actual practice any changes in

regulations by the authorities lvere applied to all evacuees. Thus

for the purpose of this discussion, references such as evacuees,

Japanese families, Japanese conmunity and Japanese Canadians will

include aI1 persons evacuated to Manitoba, unless otherwise

specifically stated.
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The literature discussing Canadian Japanese can be

placed into three categories; contemporary monographs,

academic studies and Japanese canadian personal hj-stories.

Monographs portraying the contemporary ideological climat,e

are an inportant and useful addition to the riterature. The

monographs which support anti-Àsian exclusionistts
ideorogies played a vital rore in deveroping the caucasian

cultural bias, which manifested itself in the Japanese

Canadian evacuation in L942. I{hen analyzing the writings
some general questions may be asked. l{as racism in British
Columbia motivated by political, economicr oE cultural
factors? what caused the federal government to evacuate the

Japanese Canadians from the coasÈ in L942? I{hat were the

effects of the evacuation on the minority group? How

successfurry did the Japanese evacuees resettle outside Bc.?

Before these questions can be answered a sample of the

periodts mindset is reguired.

By the end of the t89Os, racist propaganda denigrating

Chinese and Japanese innigrants was readily accessible in
pamphlets and nelrspaper articles in BC.l The first to
dramatize this xenophobic attitude was Hilda Glynn-t{ard,s

The lfriting on tbe tfall (1,gzLl .2 The novel contained the

tradiÈíonal elements of good versus evil, corrupt
politicians, unsavoury businessmen, and family intrigue; all

1
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of which was linked to the rrAsian Menacerr threatening the

very heart of BCts Occidental society. The novelrs

decisively anti-Asian theme was designed not sirnply to shock

the reader, but to rreducaterr as well as entertain. The book

has a number of interrelated themes. Glynn-!{ard, Iike her

exclusionist counterparts, argued the onry way to avoid the

impending Asian invasion was to stop or restrict oriental
inmigration, maintain disenfranchisement, and tightly
control their economic penetration in the province.3

Glynn-Wardrs work represented the contemporary view of
orientars in BC during the twenties and thirties. The first
significant academic study on the Asian conmunity in British
Columbia was The .fapanese Canaðians, (1938) by C.H. young,

H. R. Y. Reid and l{.4. Carrothers.a prior to the Japanese

Canadians, opinions expressed by exclusionist were not

seriously refut,ed. Young, Reid and Carrothersr study was the

first atternpt to dispel many of the myths that ernbelrished

this emotional issue. The book was divided into two parts:
part 1 discussed the Japanese Canadians, while the latter
looked at the Chinese and the Oriental standard of living.
Part 1 examined the Japanese Canadiansr settlement process,

imrnigration and fertility rates, employment, and their
economic inpacÈ on the provincial economy. The authors also

studied the assirnilat,ion rate of the Japanese Canadians with

respect to occupation and their standard of living.5
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The.relationship between economics and prejudices was

one of the bookrs centrepieces. Young, and Reid and

Carrothers maintained that as Japanese Canadians advanced on

Èhe economic ladder, white groups became agitated and

lobbied for restrictions on inrnigration and economic

occupations, illustrated by a sharp reduction in fishing
licences in the nid-tgzo.ó The authors arso stated that
because wealth was distributed unegually, the common

antagonism of class confrict was compounded by cultural and

colour factors. strong economic competitj-on magnified the

ingrained prejudices of white British Co1unbians.T

Equally irnportant in the authorsr analysis was the

social and cultural conflict between Caucasians and Japanese

irnmigrants as well as the simultaneous rift between the
rsseí (first, generation) and canadianized Nisei (second

generation). Young, Reid and carrothers suggested that the
Nisei vrere raised with mainry canadian varues, and during

their youth nere largely accepted by the Occidental

community. As the v¡hite children aged and 1earned

prejudices, they became less tolerant of non-whites.8

Despite not being accepted by the dominant Occidental

culture, the Nisei tried to assimilate into Canadian

society.

Young, Reid and Carrothers declared that in order to
eli¡ninate racial prejudice, the Asian co¡nmunity must be

granted citizenship rights and dispersed over a large area.e
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The authors examined the topic in a thorough manner and

their contribution was an importanÈ first step in correcting
the inaccurate arregations leverred at the Asian conmunity.

Ten years after young, Reid and carrothers conducted

their study, Forrest E. Laviotette pubrished The canadian
italraDese anô Forlô tfar rr (i.949), a sociological and

psychological account.l0 Laviorette was the first to examine

the effects of internment on the Japanese canadians and

discuss the actions of the federal government in the
evacuat,ion. The book offers a description of the internment,
workcamp conditions, the evacuation, and resettrement across
the prairies and Eastern canada. Às werl, it illustrates the
probrems and shortcomings of ernployment opportunities on

sugar beet farms and federal facilities in the interior
resettlement centres.

Laviotetters account was rich in historical data, but
the bookrs primary task was to analyze the sociorogicar and

psychological effects of the evacuation on the Japanese

conmunity. He attenpted to rook at the leadership and

rerigious divisions within the Japanese community and how

they affected Japanese-white rerations. Laviorette noted
that within the Japanese community, readership was moving

from rssei to Nisei contror, a process hastened by

rerocation. Prior t,o the evacuation, rssei leadership,
enbodied in the canadian Japanese Àssociation (cJÀ) !.ras

unguestioned. As the Nisei generation matured, however, they
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became better educated and more cornfortable with Canadian

society, demanding a larger say in the decision naking

process of their community.ll

Religious divisions v/ere an egually divisive force

within the Japanese community. Most of the Issei were

Buddhist, while the Nisei were Christian. As a result of
ties with the Christian church, the Nisei vrere more

accurturated and had supporters within church organizations

Iike the United Church League and the Y.I{.C.À. which

enhanced their leadership role, but strained the

relationship among religious groups.12 Despite the Nisei's
Christian affiliation, the displacement of the Japanese

evacuees led to disorientat,ion, a loss of ambition, and

feelings of insecurity for all members of the Japanese

community.13

LaVioletters work was a valuable contribution to the

literature. If the book had any deficiencies, it was the

discussion of the sugar beet project. Lavioletters analysis

centred on AlberÈa with a peripheral look at the Manitoba

program. While acknowledging that the Manitoba sugar beet

industry had different problerns, LaViolette did not

recognize the resistance to the BCSCTs proposal within
Manitoba, nor did he take into account the adninistrative
differences of the project, which made the evacueesl

resettlement in Manitoba an unique experience.



After the war, Japanese Canadians reorganized and

rebuilt their lives. Written testimonies and public
statements were abandoned in an attenpt to blend into
canadian society. Not untir the rate L96os and early L97os,

with the encouragement of the federal governmentrs

murticurturalism poricy, !ìras there a significant increase in
the guantity and qual-ity of articres and books relatj.ng to
Japanese Canadian history.

The first modern Japanese Canadian study to benefit
from the federar governmentrs program was Ken Àdachirs Tbe

Enemy That Never Was, (L97q.11 As part of a series to
promote the ethnic diversity in canadian society, the book

etas jointly funded by the NatÍonar Japanese canadian

citizens Àssociations (NJccA) in conjunction with the

Secretary of State, Canadian Citizenship Branch, and

canadian Ethnic Btudies. Adachirs work was important as it
represented the first officiar atternpt by the Nisei to
record the communityts history. He produced a werr-t¡ritten,
thoroughly researched book (including a map showing where

the workcamps and resettrement locations erere in the BC

interior). Àdachi clearly and convincingly conveyed two

themes in the book. First, he wished to reveal racial
prejudice and its ranifications. secondry, Adachi presented

the nearly century-ord history of the Japanese in canada;

and by placing their evacuation process in the Iarger
historical context, hê gave the episode meanittg.tt
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The first portion of Adachi's book dealt with the
period 1870-1940, and identified the different forms of
discri¡nination expressed in BC which incruded, anti-Asian
groups, provincial laws, and economic restrictions irnposed

on the Japanese cornmunity. In chapter eight, Adachi

discussed how BC poriticians used political and economic

propaganda to keep Japanese canadians second crass citizens,
and if possibre t,o remove the¡n. ALso, within the firsÈ eight
chapters, Àdachi noted the development and acculturation of
the Nisei. Building on earlier works by LaViolette and

Young, Reid, and Carrothers, Adachi analyzed the

inter-generational confrict within the Japanese community,

and the deveroprnent of Japanese-l,rhite rerations. rn chapter

thirteen the condÍtions and hardships of resettlement vrere

presented. Chapter fourteen examined the Canadian

governmentrs plan t,o extend the l{ar Measures Act, giving
parriament the right to deport/repatriate Japanese evacuees

to Japan. onry with the herp of groups rike the ccF, NJJCA,

church groups, and civir Liberties unions did canadian

popular opinion shift, forcing the federaL government to
abandon its repatriation policy. Adachi ended his analysis
by outlining the achievements and successes of Japanese

canadians since 1950. He berieved that the recovery of the

Japanese since the war was not due to the advantages

bestowed by Canadian society, but s¡as a product of their
internal strength and ability.1ó
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I{hile comprehensive, Adachi fails to analyze the

treatment of the L075 evacuees ttshipped of f rr to Manitoba I s

sugar beet fields in L942. His treatment, Iike that of
LaVio1ette, centred on events in Alberta. Adachi discussed

the climatic, work and living hardships as well as Èhe

initial unfriendly reception afforded to the evacuees by the

Àlberta government and the provincers residents. Adachi

inaccurately contrasted the Àlberta and Manitoba experience

stating that rrevacuees who moved to Manitoba encountered few

problems . . . . rr17 By not recognizing that organized

resistance by Manitobans occurred, and administrative
restrictions and deficiencies existed, Adachi presented an

erroneous analysis of the Manitoba sugar beet project.
Despite this unevenness, the book was a competent effort.

While Adachi wrote a survey history of Japanese

Canadians, W. Peter l{ardrs, Fhite Canada Forever (1978),18

studied anti-Orientalism in Canada, specificatly in British
Co1unbia. Ward suggested that British Colunbians trere

opposed to Orientals because of race prejudice grounded in
that provincers psychology. He acknowledged that prejudice

was not universal, but prejudicial consensus was very

general with little dissension. Other factors such as

economic cornpetition were secondary to white xenophobia.le

The social psychology that dominated Caucasian British
Colunbia night be attributed to the increased racial
asrareness that accompanied the rise of the British Empire.
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As Britain conquered more territories the broad range of

racial, ethnic and national differences presented

themselves; and intellectuals formulated theories for these

relationships. Àlthough Ward denied that any post-Darwin

racial theory directly influenced British Columbiansl

anti-Orientalism, the nativists truncated similar concepts

and used them as vehicles to voice their fears and

hostilities.20

Once expressed, these beliefs !.rere nurtured and became

visible with varying degrees of intensÍty, as illustrated by

propaganda, the riots of I9O7, legislative restrictions and

the evacuation. Í{ard noted that racism was not confined to
one segmenÈ of society. Trade unions, veterans, journalists

and politiciansr âs well as businessmen, home-makers and

missionaries were active in the anÈi-Asian movement, alt of

which was made possible because racism became a cultural
norm.Z1 Ward found that this cultural norm tras sustained by

nevrspapers and politicians making anti-Oriental speeches.

The constant agitation of nativist groups was combined with

the free flow of prejudicial actions in everyday living,
evident by de facto segregated cafes and movie theatres.

Consequently anti-Asian expression erupted when

stinulated by continued migration, j.ncreased birthrates, and

recurring economic rivalry. Yet, economic factors for

discrinination were secondary, flowing out of the

psychological prejudice that constantly exists in latent and

9



active forms. Economic diversification combined with the

conmon element of psychological prejudice exercised Èhe

whiÈe population. Caucasian British Colunbians deemed the

Àsian to be unassimilable by virtue of culture and skin

colour. By wanting to protect their British cultural purity

the Occidentals excluded the threatening element. As a

result, racism was grounded in fear and desire for ethnic

purity.22 while cleverly argued, Wardrs central thesis never

expands beyond the premise that Caucasian British Columbians

lrere racist because of inherent racism. He fails to explain

adequat,ely the origin of their racism.

Another active observer of Asian-White relations in BC

is Patricia Roy. Unlike Peter Ward, Roy prefers to accent

the economic and potitical factors in her analysis. In a

series of articles, Roy argued that White-Asian relations

r^¡ere a mixture of political and racial elements, based on

the economic survival of Caucasian British Columbians. rfThe

oriental Menace in British Colunbia,n23 Qg72) naintained

that the provincers white population wanted to segregate the

Oriental element from society to keep BC rrvthiterr, in

culture, economics and landownership. Incremental increases

in Asiatic population or economic standing raised occidental

fears. rrEducating the East:BC and the Oriental Question in

the rnterwar Yearsr "24 (L972) highlighted the tactics of

exclusÍonists in their bid to persuade Ottawa to restrict

and remove Asians from BC and Canada. Through a non-abrasive
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and extensive education campaign conprising speeches,

pamphlets, journal articles, and lobbying in ottawa, Bc

politicians sought and received new laws reducing employment

opportunities in f ishing and irnrnigration guotas.

rrThe Illusion of Tolerance:I^rhite Opinion of Asians in

British Columbia, Lg2g-Lg37n, (1980)25 suggests that support

for exclusionist groups decreased when British Columbians

faced more pressing economic problens like the depression.

l{hile prejudice remained ingraÍned in the provincers psyche,

a degree of tolerance existed between L927 and 1937 r âs

trade with Àsia was seen as one possible solution to the

depression. Events such as the trial and conviction of a

Japanese imrnigration interpreter, and the 1930 election

campaign did not create the usual outcry of anti-Asian

protest. Not until the l-ate thirties, with renewed Japanese

aggression in Manchuria, did protests resume. The dislike

for non-white economic competition, the question of

assimilation, and security were the issues discussed in rrÎhe

Evacuation of the Japanese, Lg42rr2ó1t969). These factors and

Japants rnilitary efficiency convinced Ottawa to evacuate the

Japanese population frorn BC. In Royts latest effort, À Wbite

lfanrs Province (L989), she applies the economic deterninist

theory to the period L858-L9l-4. I{hite-Àsian relations during

this period nere always political, but largely driven by

economic considerations with racial overtones dividing

Caucasian British Columbians." Royrs economic determinisrn
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offers an interesting perspective to the continuing debate

on White-Asian relations in BC.

Prior to L978 researchers faced restrictions on

documents detailing the federal governmentrs decision to
evacuate Japanese Canadians in Lg42. A. G. Sunahara's The

Politics of Racisn (198L), was the first study to use

government documents to explain federal policy towards

Japanese Canadians from 1941- to l-950.28 Sunahara argues that
the federal governmentrs racist actions were politically
motivated rooted, in tradiÈiona1 prejudice and carried out

by politicians within the federal Cabinet Ín an atternþt to
protect another more irnportant rninority in BC, the Liberal
party.2e

covernment policy s¡as formulated by the Cabinet

Comnittee on Japanese Questions and the Departments of

Labour and Justice. It was endorsed by the silence or

neutrality of the najority within the federal Cabinet and

legalized by Orders-in-Council 1486 and 365, L942. Under the

I{ar Measures Act, the federal government uprooted, confined,

and dispossessed people of their property, dispersed them

East of the Rockies, and after the nar, tried to repatriate
them to a defeaÈed Japan. Sunahara asserted that the

opinions of External Affairs, the RCMP, and the nilitary
ttere cast aside. The Asian issue presented King with the

opportunity to avoid a conscription crisis in Quebec. By

overplaying the threat of a Japanese attack, the PM
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strengthened west coast security and evacuated Japanese

Canadians to satisfy Quebec and 8C.30

Although Sunahara has produced a generally

wel-l-documented analysis of the evacuation years, the book

carries some insidious fLaws. The Politics of Racism was

v¡rit,ten with an agenda, to prove the federal government was

evil. This bias detracted from the factual presentation. The

evidence in itself is compelling, making the anti-governrnent

slant unnecessary. As in earlier works, little attention hras

given to the problem of the federal adninístration governíng

the evacuees in Manitoba, or the reaction of the Manitoba

government and the provincefs citizens to the evacuees.

sunahara seems to argue that the evacuees in Manitoba were

accepted, at least in North l{innipeg, because it was CCF

territory.3l In actuality, labour demands and the wishes of
city council had more influence in the evacuees' situation.
Finally, Sunahara concludes that 'rby the faII of Lg43 life
for Japanése Manitobans began to seem relatively normal.

lgithin the bounds of the governmentrs restriction, they had

begun to rebuild their lives.¡r32 As will be discussed, by

the fall of L943 two thÍrds of the evacuees continued to
search for a better way to survive and had not yet

established themselves. Despite being we1I researched, the

presentation, at tines, v¡as misleading.

One of the latest academic contributions on Japanese

Canadians eras a collaborative effort by P.E. Roy, J.L.
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Granatstein, M. Iino, and H. Takamura, entitled l,lutuaL

Hostages: Canadians and ilapanese during tbe Seconô World Far

(1990¡.33 ettnough not a survey, one of the bookrs

objectives was to look at Ottawats actions and policies and

their effects on the Japanese in Canada. As a result, l.tutual

Hostages briefly discussed the placement of Japanese

evacuees in the sugar beet project in Manitoba. The

information presented concerning their resettlement was

often incorrect. Whil-e noting that Alberta and Manitoba

received evacuees with condítions, the authors fail to
acknowredge that Manitoba as r¡err as Arberta, indicated that
they expected the evacuees to be removed at the conclusj.on

of the confLicÈ. Sinilarly, the authors stated that !{innipeg

eJas rrvery cooperative in accepting fanilies.tt fn actuality
I,Iinnipeg reacted to the evacuees I presence in a cautious and

restrictive manner, prohibiting ernployment to male Japanese

Iabour and tightly regulating any rnigration into the

city-hardly a rrcooperativerr attitude.sa Finally, tfutual

Eostages states that once the Alberta and Manitoba sugar

beet industry began to rely on the evacuees, rtthe grosrers

persuaded the Department of Labour to rrfreezerr the Japanese

in their jobs as essential agricultural workers... .tt35 The

suggestion to rrfreezerr the labourers to sugar beet farms was

proposed, but in Manitoba, the evacuees were not forced to

remain in the sugar beet industry. Indeed, the opposite was

true. The Japanese evacuees in Manitoba were allowed to
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leave the beet farms in search of better employment. Despite

these specific inaccuracies, the idea of comparing the

experience of prisoners of war within Japan and Canada made

the book a valuable addition to the literature.

In the latter part of the L970s, Japanese Canadians

began publishing books and articles describing their

experience in workcamps, concentration camps and the early

resettlement years. One of the first books to express the

views of Japanese Canadians was Barry Broadfootrs Years of

Sorros, years of thame , (Lg77 ¡ .3ó the book hlas a collection

of stories trtold by the people themselves, how they lived

and acted and reacted, how they survived.tt3T Líke his other

worksrtt it vras an oral history accumulated by tape recorder

and field notes. Broadfoot wanted t,o show Canadians the

injustices done to the Japanese during the war years.

Although written as popular history, the book lacked

analysis and references to source material which detracted

from the bookts credibility. Yet the project was useful as a

vehicle which showed that many Japanese Canadians stiLl did

not understand what had happened to the¡n during the war

years.

ã ltan of Our Tines, (L976) was the biography of a

Japanese Canadian fishermen, Ryuichi Yoshida.3e Interpreted

by M. Koizumi and edited by R. Knight, the book charted the

life of an Issei who was influenced by, and active in, the

Japanese labour movement. Às a contributor to a Japanese
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Iabour newspaper, The Labour Weelcly, Yoshida added new

information to Japanese history in BC. Yoshidars story

exposed the pre-World War II Japanese labour movementrs

rel-ationship with the Japanese Consulate and the Canadian

Japanese Association; a relationship that was often marred

by disputes over conflicts of interest.a0 Yoshida presented

an interesting angle to the relationship among the Japanese

Union movement, BC labour unions, and the Japanese

conmunity.

T. Nakano's lÍithin tbe Barbed lfire Fence, (1,980)

provided an account of his experience in the interior
workcanps of BC, and his treatment at Angler concentration

camp in Northern Ontario.al Nakano illustrated the tension

that existed within the concentration camp among the zealous

ninority of prisoners loyal to Japan, and those whose

loyalÈy lay with Canada. Through Nakanors account valuable

insight was gained about the internal dynarnics of the

interned segment of the Japanese population.42

À fictional approach concerning the internment period

sras presented by Joy Kogawars Obasan, (L981).43 obasaD was

an account of herself and her familyts life from the end of

the thirties to the present. Through the description of the

pliqht of her farnily, the reader condemned the political

expediency of the governmentrs racist polices. Kogawa

illustrated the guilt and feelings of betrayal within the
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Issei generation, and the haunting loss of dignity and

security felt by of the Nisei generation.

Most of the riterature written by Japanese canadians

depicted the realities of living as a foreign element within
their native land. Roy rtors we t{ent To tvar, (t-994), was the
story of the few exceptions who sen¡ed in wwr and wwrr.aa

rto I s book acknowredged one of the rnany hrays in which they

fought prejudíce, discrirnination and charges of disloyarty
fhat faced then in BC. we lfent to rar not onry exprored the
invaluable service the Japanese men rendered overseas as

interpreters, interrogators and intelrigence agents, buÈ

illustrated the Nisei struggle for full citizenship.
Moreover, in the appendix there was a rist of all the war

veterans-a usefur reference guide and a valuable addition
for further research.

Muriel Kitagawats, Tbis is l,ty Own, (Lgg5) discussed

Kitagawats life as a prolific wrj.ter and contributor to the

Japanese Canadian netìrspaper the New Canadian.a5 The

int,roduction rooks at hor¡ the internnent, years affected
Kitagawa personally. The nain sources for the book were

Murielrs letters to her brother l{es who rived in Toronto and

was attending rnedicar school. t{es I s desire for detaired
reports of events on the west coast provided unique insights
viewed through the eyes of a participant.

The preceding discussion hightighted three distinct
types of writÍngsi contemporary monographs, academic
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studies, 4nd personal histories. Ant,i-Àsian writings which

flourished prior to 1946, helped create the ideological
mindset for the removal of Japanese Canadians from BC.

Through the publication of books, Japanese Canadians tried
to comfort those surviving Issei and Nisei by confronting

the past, âs weII as proving to Caucasian Canadians that
they ttere not enemies, saboteurs or disloyal, but victirns of

racial intolerance in their ob/n country.

Within the academic literature, discussions varied on

the main causes leading to the uprooting and dispersal of
the Japanese population. !{ard proposed that it was due

predominantly to racism, Roy enphasized economic factors,
and Sunahara stated that political concerns guided by a

strong undercurrent of racism in government led to the dark

stain on Canadars past. Nevertheless, aII agree that these

factors are closely interrelated and must be included in any

study of the topic. Many of the points that have been

highlighted in this analysis, âs well as in the books, can

be att,ributed directly or indirectly to the works of young,

Reid and Carrothers, and LaViolette, who together have laid
the building blocks for further research.

The literature surveyed raised some important,

quest,ions that need further research. Through the work of
LaViolette, Adachi, and Sunahara, much of the Japanese

evacuation experience r¡¡as presented. Their research,

however, tended to emphasize national events. As has been
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demonstrated, more attention needs to be given to specific
provincial histories. Only by separating and analyzing the

relationship among the specific parts to the larger body

witl an understanding of the total experience be gained. It
is also clear that the existing literature has not paid

enough attention to the resettlement of approximately L,tBO

evacuees in Manitoba. By studying the resettlement of the

Japanese community in the provincer âD important aspect, of
the national experience of Japanese Canadian communities in
Canada witl be presented. It will help contribute to a

betÈer understanding of a tragic episode in Canadars past.
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CHAPTER ]-

THE BRITISH COLUI,IBTA SECURTTY COMMTSSION AND THE
CREATTON OF THE MÀNITOBÀ SUGAR BEET PROJECT

The British columbia security commission (Bcsc) with
the co-operation of the Manitoba sugar Beet company, moved.

the Japanese evacuees to Manitoba for security reasons and

to fill the labour shortage in the Manitoba sugar beet
industry. This chapter witl examine the rore of the Bcsc,

Manitoba sugar beet industry, and the Manitoba government in
arranging the evacueesr arrival in the province. The

resettrement process, and the reaction of interest groups

and municipal officiars in the province wirr be anaryzed as

weIl.

On December 7, L94L, Japan attacked pearl Harbor,

crippling the us Navy's pacific fleet. Five hours later
Japan bornbed the British protect,orate of Hong Kong. !{ithin
hours of the assault, Britain and canada decrared war on

Japan. Hostilities in the pacific presented influential
erements within BCrs popuration the opportunity to garvanize

pubric opinion into believing that the Japanese community

needed to be removed from the coast for security reasons.l

rntensifying an already explosive racial situation, federal
and provincial politicians from BC pressured ottasra for
action.2

Despite assurances from top-ranking officials in the

R.C.M.P., the Milit,ary, and External Àffairs, prime Minister
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Mackenzie King's cabinet yierded to the political demands of
BCfs representatives.s on January L6, Lg4z, pc 365 was

issued. The order prohibÍted Japanese canadj-ans and Japanese
NaÈionals from fishing for the duration of the vrar, and

their boats were confiscated and sord to non-Japanese.

Moreoverr âs of January L6, Lg42, male Japanese Nationars
were to be removed from the coastar defence zone before
April L, L942.4

once Pc 365 was issued, the federal government, had the
task of rocating a destination for the Japanese Nationals.
Federal officiars approached Manitoba. As a resurt M.A.

Lyons, Deputy Minister of public works in Manitoba,
contacted v.H. campbelr, District Engineer for The

Pas-cranberry. rn early February campbelr presented a

proposar to buird a road between The pas and cranberry
PorÈage enploying approxirnately 500 Japanese Nationars.5 on

February 9, L942 T.A. crerar, Federar Minister of Mines and

Natural Resources, sent a letter of support to premier

Bracken with respect to'the above proposal. crerar was

initially involved because the proposed plan would stirnulate
Northern deveropment. After consulting with his cabinet,
Premier Bracken was ready to cooperate with ottawa. The

Manitoba government was not enthusiast,ic about the plan,
but, as a necessity of vrar, felt, it was the provincers duty
to assist the federal government.ó The premier stated,
however, that any Japanese rocated in the province as part
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of a hrar measure ,would be removed when the need for keeping
them from their present dornicile no ronger existed.,,z rt was
clear from Brackenrs correspondence that Manitobars
conditionar acceptance of the Japanese Nationals was
predicated on supporting the general war effort, and their
removal at the conclusion of the conflict. eras expected. r{ith
this undersÈanding Bracken and crerar agreed to turn the
matter over to their respective departments to work out the
details.

Àfter receiving approvar from Bracken and E.F. wiJ_ris,
Manitobars Minister of pubrÍc r{orks, campberl went to ottav/a
to finaLize the prans. on 2g February, hovrever, campbelr
requested approval for alternative project sites. He

proposed roads to point Du Bois, white shelr Forest Reserve
and Duck and Turtle Mountain Reserves. These sites were
opposed by the povter companies in Manitoba that had stations
in the areas. The Manitoba por'er companies v/ere extrenely
protective of the power plants which suppried hydro to the
vrar industries in Manitoba. The original plan was scuttled
when Mr. Greene from the Hudson Bay Mining and smerting
conpany successfurry robbied crerar to rescind federar
approvar for the The pas-cranberry project. Greene opposed
the project because the Flin Flon railway rine had a number
of wooden trestres which presented the Japanese with the
opportunity to conmit acts of sabotage.s The discussions
concerning Japanese Nationals working on the The
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Pas-cranberry project were terrninated and carnpbell returned
to the province

The securiÈy measures passed by the King governmenÈ on
January L6, lrere viewed favourabry by Bc Members of
Parliament (Mprs) in ottawa. As the pacific war continued to
go in favour of Japan a resurgence of fears and rumours
amonçt tlest coast residents deveroped on both sides of the
canada-us border. Àlleged sightings of Japanese attack craft
by us sources (subseguently disproved) and the British loss
of singapore on 15 February renewed the BC governmentrs
demand for a buttressing of coastal defence and the removaL

of all Japanese.e

Despite pressure from federar and provinciar Bc

poriticians after the farl of singapore, federal authorities
did not take steps to remove arl mernbers of the Japanese
community.lo On February 24, Lg42, pC i 486 was passed

empowering the Minister of Justice, Louis st. Laurent, to
remove all people of Japanese origin from the protected
area, and impose restrictions with respect to enployment,
business and movenent or place of residence. prime Minister
King justified the evacuation as necessary for national
security.ll

. once the Minister of Justice lras authorized to remove
people of Japanese origin fron the coast, an effective
expulsion rnethod was needed. To faciritate a swift
evacuation, the British coru¡nbia security commission (Bcsc)
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Iras established on 4 March Lg42.12 The Bcsc consisted of

Chairnan Aust,in C. Taylor, a prominent BC businessman, and

two Assistant Conmissioners: F.J. Mead of the R.C.M.P and J.

Shirras of the British Colunbia Provincial Police. As a

federal agency associated with the Department of Labour, the

prirnary duty of the BCSC was to transfer aII desi-gnated

persons out of the strategic area in 8C.13 The BCSC's

mandate, however, did not include a provision for

recognizing Canadian citizenship, native born or

naturalized, thus negating the right,s of Japanese canadian

citizens.

Charged with the task of removing the Japanese

community from the coast, the Security Com¡nission now took

up the search for potential destinations. The shortage of

labour in the sugar beet industry presented the BCSC a

possible option. As war continued, the federal government

asked Canadars sugar industry for naximum sugar production.

Despite the federal governmentrs appeal for increased

production, Manitoban farmers v¡ere reluctant. Sugar prices

were lower than other crops on the preferred list and there

was a shortage of labour to harvest the crops. To alleviate

the labour shortâ9ê, both Alberta and Manitobars sugar

industry expressed interest in the Japanese internment

scheme. On behalf of the Manitoba Sugar Beet industry, the

President of the Manitoba Sugar Cornpany, G.H. Aikins,

contacted the Commissionrs Chairman for infor¡nation on the
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evacuation of Japanese from the coast. Aikins and the
Manitoba sugar Beet, Growers Association believed Japanese

faniries with agricultural experience courd be usefur in
meeting the labour shortage in Manitoba.la

The BCSC welcomed the overture of the sugar beet
industry. The sugar beet proposaÌ met two important, security
conmission criteria: a destination for the evacuees outside
BC and the productive use of their rabour in the war effort.
Acting on cornmissioner Meadrs advice and experience with the
Japanese conmunity in BC, attempts were made to keep the
Japanese famiries together. By moving the Japanese in faniry
units they were more likely to cooperate and expenses would.

be reduced. 15

Às Aikins waited for a response, the BCSC issued a
letter to the Arberta Beet Growers Association and the Beet

Growers Àssociation of Manitoba. The letter noted that as a

trwar emergencyrr it was necessary that all Japanese be

removed from the coast for defence reasons. The statement

loosery defined the obrigations of the BCSC and future
employers with regard t,o Japanese workers.16

on March 15, Aikins received a sirnirar retter risting
the commissionts duties and responsibilit,ies if evacuees

were sent to Manitoba. unrike the statement, issued to the

Manitoba Beet, Growers Association, the obligations cited in
the memo to the Manitoba sugar company did not include the
Commissionrs guarantee that ttany Japanese so moved, (to
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Sugar Beet farms) would remain doniciled on the farms to

which they (were) allocated. . . . "17 This omission led to
misunderstanding and disagreement between the sugar industry

and the Japanese families in the following year.

With the sugar industry in Manitoba willing to accept

the BCSCTs terms, Aikins and the Security Commission began

making arrangements for resettling evacuees in Manitoba. The

BCSC aLso wanted the approval of the Manitoba government.

The federal Minister of Labour, H. Mitchell, wired Prenier

Bracken endorsing the proposed project and stated that rfthe

mat,ter was of national importance. The people in question

must be moved from the coastal areas and used in productive

occupations in the interest of Canad¿.rr18 Premier Bracken

responded by noting that the federal government had made a

si¡nilar reguest in February and Manitobats position had not

changed. The province agreed to cooperate in any war plan,

provided that the federaL government assumed full financial
and other responsibility, including protection against

sabotage. Bracken assured Mitchell and the BCSC that the

province would not object to any arrangements between the

BCSC and groups in Manitoba. The Premier demanded, ho!.rever,

that all evacuees brought to the province under this
agreement be removed when the emergency $ras over.19 The

rationale for Brackenrs position remains unclear. Perhaps

his approval of the plan was partially a response to the

request for assistance as a srar measure and the need to
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acquire labour for the provincers sugar beet industry. The

Iabour shortage was very likely the main reason. the BCSC

accepted Manit,obats position and offered a letÈer of

obligation, sinilar to that addressed to the sugar beet

industry.20

After Shirrast trip to Winnipeg in late March, the

Security Cornmission acknowledged the prelirninary agreement

with Manitoba.zl Two months later, Manitoba received a

for¡nal agreement indicating the terms under which the BCSC

was to operate within the province.22 Þtanitoba refused to

sign the agreement. Bracken and his advisors believed that

the Dominion government and its agent (the BCSC) had asked

for the provincers consent out of courtesy and to elicit

Manitobars cooperation. From the provincers standpoint,

Iittle would be gained by signing a formal document. First,

Èhe proposal did not suggest that the Province- take any

responsibilities. Second, the Manitoba government had no

lega1 authority to pass an order in Council approving the

agreenent. Third, if in the future, the BCSC did not keep

its promises, the Manitoba government would need the consent

of the Attorney General of Canada to sue the Commission, or

its successor. Since the Conmission had no assets in

Manitoba and was a federal crotln agent, the province would

be iIIegaIIy suing the federal government. Bracken preferred

to reserve the right to seek redress through public pressure

or withhold provincial cooperatj.on. The courts would be a
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last resort. As a result the Premier requested an exchange

of letters setting out the obligations of the commission.23

The Conmission Chairman, in a letter of understanding,

stated the duties and obligations of the BCSC. The Security

Cornmission promised to send to Manitoba on a temporary basis

evacuees suitable for agricultural work. The BCSC would take

fu1I responsibility for the movement of Japanese people to,
and within Manitoba, and would ensure they were properly

housed and supported. The BCSC, in conjunction with the

R.C.M.P, would provide security for Manitobans and the

evacuees. The Japanese fa¡nilies would not be an expense to

the province, atry city or municipality for relief, rnedical

services, oE hospitalization. The Conmission would reimburse

any of the above authorities if the evacuees failed to pay.

The Commission would maintain superrrision preventing

movement from the districts in which they were placed.

Education costs were the responsibility of the evacuees. If
local school boards objected to Japanese children in school,

the BCSC would provide education. The BCSC expected the

evacuees to be paid the regular contract rate and receive

suÍtable housing and accommodations for year-round

residence. The Cornmission agreed to remove the Japanese

¡leople from any district that protested their resettle¡nent.

Finally, the Bcsc prornised to remove the evacuees once the

emergency vras over.2a This arrangement met the Premierrs

wishes and on June 30, L942 agreement was achieved.
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After the BCSC received Manitobars prelirninary consent

in lat,e March, Aikins began laying the ground work for the

transfer of evacuees from BC. Some Manitoban farmers were

eager to test the labour opportunity presented by the

evacuation process.25 To obtain positive results from the

transferred labour supply, an optinum size family unit was

considered essential. Aikins suggested that the Commission

select good agricultural farnilies with two to four

workers.26 He believed that in a farnily of four to five
persons, two to three people needed to work the fields.
Based on figures from Alberta, Aikins speculated that each

individual could handle ten to twelve acres. A fa¡nily of

four woul-d be responsible for forty acres, earning between

$9oo-$looo per season.27

To get the program started, Aikins reconmended the

Conmission send twenty to twenty-five fa¡nilies and

rrarrangements would be made to place these in good housing

with a type of far¡n employer who would be dependable and

sympathetic to the undertaking.tt2s The BcSc agreed with

Aikinsr suggestion of matching twenty Japanese farnilies with

host farmers. To facilitate the matching process, the Sugar

Cornpany was to supply the Comrnission with information

concerning the type of far¡n operation available. The

Security Cornmission would then assign the Japanese fanilies
to a Manitoba farmer. When the people arrived in Manitoba,
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the local appointed Connission representative was to assist
the host farmer with the necessary clerical detaiLs.2e

The BCSC also notified the R.C.l.f.P. in Manitoba of the

Commissionrs plan. The Security Commission stated that the

resettled people would be escorted by R.C.M.P. and

transported in faniJ-y units. On arrival in Manitoba the

BCSCts representative would be responsible for directing the

resettlement, operation. Each family would fill out forms,

and a copy would be sent to the local R.C.M.P. detachment

for their records.so

The placement of Japanese fanilies on selecÈed farms

increased the programrs chances of success. rrsuccessrr had

two important implications. If local farmers vrere impressed

with the Japanese labourer a demand and a destination for
the evacuees would be created. ÀIso, the evacuees would

likely send back favourable reports, encouraging friends and

relatives to move fro¡n the internment camps in the BC

interior. In addition, the Comnission hoped that the

evacuated faniliesr work would benefit the war effort and

provide sufficient incorne to ¡naintain thernselves without

being a charge to the federal Governrnent.3l Using selected

host farmers to begin the progra¡n created false expectations

for the far::ners and evacuees. As L940 was the first crop

year for the Sugar Conpany, the industry did not have a

Iarge number of experienced sugar beet farmers dedicated to

beet farming. Nor were all farmers sympathetic to the
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Japanese resettrement program. consequently, the successful

extension of the sugar beet program beyond a select number

of slnnpathetic farmers was less certain.
the Manitoba sugar industry had evorved over years of

experimental testÍng.tt By the early thirt,ies, sampre crops

proved that sugar beets were a viable cash crop.

Approxinately twenty-five farmers in the Emerson, Gretna and

Artona area gres, 3 r 500 tons of beets under contract for the
Àmerican sugar Beet conpany in East Grand Porks.33 with this
precedent, locar farmers and businessmen tried to finance
the constructi.on of a sugar refinery in Manitoba. Due to the
depressÍon, the capiÈal courd not, be acguired rocarly.e

rn 1935 the construction of a refinery was brought one

step croser to rearity. provinciar regislation authorized
the governrnent to guarantee bonds to a rinit of g600,ooo.35

rt was not untir l-939, however, that investors such as Baron

c. Neuman de vegvar and Baron p.G. Kronacker from New york

and Brussels purchased the shares of preferred stock which

raised the necessary finances. The factory was buirt in Fort
Garry, a suburb of Winnipeg. On Novernber g, j,g3g the

ManÍtoba sugar Company was i.ncorporated.só

rn 1940 the Manitoba sugar company completed its first
crop year. with lr1oo farmers in the Red River varrey area

under contract, oD Lsr7OO acres, 95,L2O tons of sugar beets

were han¡ested.37 The sugar company ernployed 70 to 90 full
tine sÈaff and as many as 4OO nen during the refining
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season.38 until sugar beet farming became mechanized, it was

Iabour intensive. In some districts it reguired 70-80 hours

of labour to cultivaÈe one acre of beets. Approxinately 40?

of the labour was devoted to thinning, hoeing and weeding;

60? was expended on the harvest operation.3e Labour was

supplied by the farmerrs family and hired individual-s on an

informal basis. Thus labour shortages at harvest time vrere

one of the industryrs most serious problems. Despite the

industryts youth in Manitoba, it quickly became a

significant producer of sugar beets. In I94O, Manitoba

produced LL.5t of Canadars sugar.4o Between L94L and Lg43,

the years in which Japanese farnilies ptayed an instrumental

role in the sugar industry, production rose to 232 of
Canada's total before declining to L4.38 in L944.41

Considering that sugar beet fanning was not a najor
commercial crop until 1940, with no solid historical
success, why would farmers in Manitoba switch from wheat and

other grains to sugar beet,s? Farmers began to grow sugar

beet,s for a number of inter-related reasons. Some regions

such as Emerson, Portage, Morden, and Altona had soils of

fine, sandy loam and silty clay loam which nere more

conducive to beet than to cereal crops. I{eather factors were

an additional consideration. Beet crops srere less

susceptible to hail and wind danage, a constant threat to

Manitoba farmers. While environmental factors were

inportant,, economic inducements were also significant. The
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establishnent of a new refinery provided the producer with a

loca1 processor, guaranteeing the grower a purchaser.

Moreover, the sugar company contracted the acres before they

were planted. Thus the farmer had the security that the
acreage planted would have a purchaser, and at a fairly
stable price. With the added protection from climatic
dangers and the economj.c inducements, many farmers chose to
experiment with sugar beets. The industryrs most serious

drawback was labour shortages. This problem appeared to have

been sorved with the arrivar of Japanese fanilies from BC.

Before Japanese families could be resetÈIed on the
sugar beet farms a locar connission representative was

required. The candidate had to possess good administrative
skills and a working knowledge of the agricultural
industry.az Assistant Conmissioner J. Shirras was

responsible for coordinating the resettre¡nent of Japanese

families onto sugar beet farms in Arberta and Manitoba.

Shirras believed the success or failure of the project
depended on the cornmission representative. The BCSC asked

Aikins to find a suitable person.43

Aikins believed a person from BC who had had previous

experience with the evacuees would be best qualified to
adninister the project,. Nevertheless, the Commission

insisted on a Manitoban. Guided by Aikints reco¡nmendations,

the BCSC hired Charles E. Graham, Manager of Melady SeIIers
& co. in earty April L942.44 Graham, born and educated in
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Ontario, had moved to Winnipeg in L905 and worked at a

family owned and operaÈed canning business. In L913 he

entered the grain business with Blackburn and Mills, then

transferred to Melady Sellers in L924 and held the post of
managing director from L930 until his retirement in L945.

Grahamrs gualifications erere sound. In addition to his
position at Me1ady Sellers, he was Vice-president of the

Winnipeg Grain Exchange from L94L-43, Chair¡nan of the Rural

Victory Loan campaign, and farmed tand in the EIm Creek

District.a5 Thus Graham possessed the skills and

agricuttural knowledge the Commission lras looking for in a

representative.

Once Graha¡n assumed the responsibility of Commission

representative in Manitoba, Aikinst direct invorvement with
resettling evacuees dininished. AikÍns remained an active
participant in the sugar beet industry and continued to play

an advisory role to the SecuriÈy Commission, but did not

figure prominently in future policy decisions. During Aikins

early association with the BCSCTs sugar beet project, Iinks
etere forged between the Manitoba sugar beet industry and the

Security Commission. Àikins' initial strategy of selecting
the optinal fanily size and matching them to a compatible

host farmer was accepted by the BCSC, but poorly

implemented. AÍkins had pragrmatic motives for wanting the

project to succeed. As president of the new Manitoba Sugar

Beet Company, he had a vested interest in solving the
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industryts labour shortages; if the resettlement program

succeeded, the labour shortage night be alleviated.
Às the search for a Commission representative persisted

throughout the latter part of March, policy discussions

between the BCSC and Aikins continued. Shirras pointed out

to Aikins the inportance of treating the Japanese peopJ-e in
a humane manner. In order to prevent negative publicity,
Shirras wanted the farmers and evacuees to meet under the

best circumstances. Shirras also wanted the farmer to
provide the evacuees with the type of rraccomnodation

supplied to one of our own farm labourers and his farnily.rr4ó

Àikins realized that due to office procedures, there would

be a day or two wait in Winnipeg before the farmers could

pick up their workers. In an effort to provide acceptable

accornrnodations Aikins arranged to use rrnmigration HaIl No.2,

next t,o the C.N. station in t{innipeg.47

With the Security Commission keen to initiate the

project they endorsed Àikinst earlier proposat to send

twenty Japanese families. The tirnetable vras deter¡nined by

the Security Commission in BC. The evacuation of Japanese

farnilies from BC was a pressing matter. This coincided with

the need to have available labour for the sugar beet season.

The sooner they h¡ere in Manitoba the better for the beet

industry and the BCSC; the concerns of the Japanese families
were inconsequential.
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The BCSC was eager to launch the program but the

commission office in Manitoba was not ready. with less than

LL days before the arrival of the first group of evacuees

the Manitoba Sugar Beet Cornpany had not provided the

commission with the necessary information to match the
evacuees and host farmers. Some farmers had not been

canvassed, and living quarters e/ere not prepared. As weII,
Graham needed to arrange support staff to feed and assist
the new arrivals. Even at this late date, Graham was sÈil1
in the process of learning the Commissionrs objectives.

Despite the inadequate preparationsr orl April L3,

twenty families, totalling t Lg individuals arrived in
Winnipeg from BC after a two day train trip.as The trainrs
accommodations had been rninimal, with primitive water and

heating facirities. The majority of the evacuees v¡ere from

Haney-Hammond, Mt. Leman and Steveston. They came as

fanilies or ext,ended families, although some singre workers

reseÈtled as well. The Japanese people who chose Manitoba

did so because it was an opportunity to keep their faniries
together. The alternative to sugar beet farrning in Manitoba

or Alberta was rogging camps in the BC interior. Leadership

lttas an additional factor encouraging group rerocation. The

destination of a respected community leader often deter¡nined

the communityrs new location.ae

On arrival the Japanese fanilies were taken to the

rnrnigration Harr. The five storey building provided spartan
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Iiving conditions. The building's heating and washroorn

facilities hrere inadeguate as there was only one bathroom

per floor, and only one sheet and blanket were supplied for
each army style bunk bed. Meals were served mess style and

rarely vrarm. Men were separated from their fanilies and

there was a curfew at dusk for anyone who left the

building.50 Substandard conditions such as these highlighted
the deficiencies in the BCSC program.

It was soon discovered that the distribution systern in
Winnipeg required more time to process the people. Once the

evacuees unloaded their luggage from the train, they $¡ere

fed and assigned beds. The next morning, the families were

interviewed and allocated to farms best suited according to
acreage and accommodation. The recipient farmer was advised

and transportation arranged.5l Evacuees were assigned a

serial number which identified their residence in Manitoba.

Forms ttere processed and copies hrere made and sent to the

participatÍng organizations: two were kept for the BCSC

file, one went to the Manitoba Sugar Company for their
records, and one went to the R.C.M.P. in Manitoba. When the

people left the l¡nmigration HaII, the local R.C.M.P. were

infomed of their destination. The Security Conmission asked

the police Èo watch the evacuees in the province in order Èo

alleviate public concerns, and prevent hostile actions

against the evacuees.5z The BcSc also gave the host farmer

an information package stating the evacueesr serial numbers,
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fanily descriptJ.on, and the Commissionrs expectations of the

farmer.53

Within the first week 44 farnilies (263 people) hrere

sent to Manitoba. only L9 families were settled on farms,

leaving 25 families (L51 peopte) in the Inmigration HaII.5a

Before the backlog could be dealt with, additional families

arrived, increasing the total number of families in the HaII

to 64 (378 people). Aikinsr strategy of testing twenty

families dissolved. It seemed that once the project was

started the Security Commission did not want to wait for
test results as there were no definite criteria or

conclusion date to determine if the experiment was a

success. ft remains unclear from the documents why Graham

did not reguest a stop or slow down in the number of

evacuees until the lrnrnigration Hall could be cleared.

Perhaps Graham believed Shirrasr timetable to be inflexible
in the face of political pressures in BC and labour demands

for the approaching sugar beet season in Manitoba. In an :

attempt to speed up the resettlement process, Graharn sought

and received the Cornnissionrs approval to expand the

resettlement scheme beyond the sugar beet farms of the Red

River VaIIey.55 To solicit support from the farming

community, and in particular other sugar beet farmers, the

BcSc advertised in the lÍinnipeg Free Press and Winnipeg

Tribune. The advertisement sent a mixed message to its

audience. It did not dist,inguish between Japanese Canadian
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and National evacuees labelling the whole group as Japanese

Canadians. Yet, while praising the virtues of the hard

working and loya1 Japanese Canadian labourers, it also noted

that they v/ere a national security risk. By employing these

people, farmers would be solving a national security problem

as well as supporting the war effort through increased beet

production. Guidelines governing living conditions hrere

included as part of the advertisement, which stipulated
that the host farmer needed to provide a house in good

condition for year round occupancy and an outhouse, with
sanitation complying to Manitoba laws. Access to a good

suppty of drinking water, and a garden plot hrere reguired.5ó

The notice stated that rrevery house in which a Japanese

farnily was to be placed would be inspected by a fieldsman or

qualified inspector detailed by the BCSC,'r and 'rthe
Conmission will in all cases supply provisions for two

weeks.tt5T The former statement suggests that an inspection

vras a pre-condition for the placement of a Japanese family.

This was not the case, since the pace at which the evacuees

arrived taxed the Security Connissionrs ability to find host

farms, Iet alone enforce the ter¡ns listed earlier. Thus

inspections rarely preceded the arrival of fanilies. The

Iatter statement conmitted the BCSC to a policy of temporary

assistance. Yet the Security Commission shifted its
responsibility to the farmer who was reimbursed by the

evacuee after nages were earned.58 on May 2, another 2L
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fanilies (1-2L people) arrived in !{innipeg. OnIy L6 faniLies
(lOL people) $/ere provided with a loca1 destination. Despite

the campaign 47 fanilies (286 people) had yeÈ to be

settled.5e

!{hile Graham perceived the scheme to be operating with
rrvery Iitt1e difficulty and very few kicksr1160 the Japanese

farnilies saw the process differently. Organization and

orderly processing were absent. Many evacuees asserted that
the selection process was crude trit was the same as an old

slave market, the farmers came in to look over which

fanilies best suited the farmer and then took them.,ról It
soon became apparent that young families with children had a

harder ti¡ne finding a host farmer. Farmers wanted labourers

not families.ó2

Regardless of Grahamrs efforts, the distribution systern

continued to suffer from poor coordination. The

fanner/evacuee natching process was disorganized, and

overcro$¡ding in the Imnigration HaIl lras conmon. Despite the

published regulations, living conditions on the farms hrere

substandard. The BCSC placed evacuated families on a farm

without first inspect,ing the premÍses. fnclement weather

conditions also interfered with housing preparations on host

farms. Moreover, the project experienced a shortage of

building supplies, hindering the farmersr and Sugar

Companyrs efforts to upgrade the homes of the Japanese
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farnilies before they arrived. Grahamrs reports overlooked

many of these problems.

Once resettled on farms, the Cornmission gave each

family S12.O0 for fuel and food. Some of the more needy

families were provided additional provisions Èo last two

weeks. Both supplements were distributed through Graham from

a trust fund established by the BCSC.63 It was not long

before problems arose. Through contact with the Sugar

Cornpany fieldsmen, Graham discovered that the groceries

allocated to the families did not last two weeks. In some

cases Japanese fanilies were seeking food supplies after two

days. The lack of work and low personal savings left some

Japanese families nearly destitute. Either the local stores

would have to extend credit, which many were reluctant to

do, or the farmer or the BCSC would be obliged to provide

credit.e crahan believed the best policy was to let the

farmer cover the cost and receive payment from the Japanese

farnilies for food after wages vrere earned. This action was

in Iine with Security Cornnission management practices and

vras subsequently approved by the BCSC.ó5

with these deficiencies present, Àssistant Conmissioner

Shirras, after an inspection tour in May, expressed

reserr¡ations concerning the viability of the project. rrThis

project does not appeal to ¡ne and I question whether it will

develop to any great advantage to this Commission. t'6 The

pockets of local opposition to Japanese family resettlenent
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from relatives of canadian soldiers captured in Hong Kong,

the inexperience of local farmers in dearing with Japanese

labour, and poor weather conditions concerned shirras.ó7 He

further stated Èhat the living conditions at the lrnmigration
Hall were unacceptable and unsanitary, and doubted the
Hallrs usefulness. shirras instructed Graham that in the
futurer Do more than twenty famiries vrere to be detained in
the Halr at one tine.6 Graham believed the rmmigration Hall
vras indispensable as a clearing house. The Red River varley
was too large an area in which to process and nove the
Japanese fanilies when they arrived. For example, portage,

Morris and Emerson vrere 56, 4L, and 69 niles away from

winnipeg. óe

Despite Grahamrs professional background, Shirras
lacked confidence in Grahamrs administrative abirities.
Expenditures v/ere deemed to be high in reration to the
projectrs success. *Mr. Graham seems very capabte in rnany

vrays but he is of Èhe salesman type, does a Lot of tarking
and I aur just, wondering whether his type, takÍng into
consideration conditions and circumstances, is to our

advantagE.nTO shirrast opinions seemed to weaken the BCSC's

enthusiasm towards the project.
After Shirrasr inspection, it was 1g days before

additional farnilies came t,o l{innipe9, but in reduced

numbers.Tl The last group of Japanese famiries reached

winnipeg June 4, and were resettred on host farms after a
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couple of .days. Between April L3 and June 4, lO75

individuars arrived in Manitoba and were deployed onto farms

in time for the sugar beet season. The resettlement process

was quick, but not dignified. shirrasr desire to treat these

people in a humane manner fell short of his stated
intentions. Responsibility for this shortcoming ries in the

lack of communication between shirras and Graham. Many of
the probrems shirras cited vrere a direct resurt of the
restricted tinetable and the nunbers sent from E,C.72

I{hile the BCSC reduced the nunber of fanilies sent to
Manitoba, farmer participation in the program also regulated
how many Japanese fanilies entered the province. pubric

opinion toward the evacuat,ed fanilies in the Red River
valley was mixed, affecting the degree to which the farming

community eras involved in the program. pubric reaction was

partially conditioned by reports in the national and

provinciar rnedia and by guestions raised in the Manitoba

Legisrature concerning the resettlement program. on March

27, L942 Premier Bracken vras questioned by Mr,Àts (Mernber of
the Legislative Assenbly) about the project. D.A. Best,

representing Àssiniboia, asked if arrangements were made to
prevent sabotage and espionage in regard to the Greater

winnipeg water District and the nearby war industries. s.E.

Rogers, representing RobIin, wanted the premier to explain
what occupations the evacuees were to be employed in.
Bracken repried by stating that security and other details
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vrere the responsibility of the BCSC.E As

Iitt1e to reduce fears

provincial and national
Sirnilar aÈtitudes

The l,fonis Heralô reiterated the general perception that the
evacuees nere potentially dangerous. The paper stated that
rrone cannot help but feer sorry for these peopre... because

they have darker skin and slant eyes we look upon them as

our enemies. tr The articre noted that some nations at v¡ar

with canada have the advantage of centuries of development,

illustrated by leading scientists, musicians and

philosophers, but the Japanese did not have these

advantages; rrthey worship st,range gods, and their srays are

not our ways... with proper precautions against thern, iÈ is
possibre to give them a square deal and show them the
1ight.'74 to the uninformed Manitoban, if Japanese families
had to be settled in Manitoba for national security reasons,

the accusations night have merit. Thus the evacuees were t,o
be viewed with suspicion.

!{innipeg City Council was egually cautious in its
dealings with the evacuees. At the beginning of March the
city received a panphlet from the rrmmediate Action
cornmittee.rr The Action committee, rocated in victoria, urged

the city t,o support a nation-wide policy to intern and

deport peopre of Japanese origin after the war. The panphret

stated that the Action committee was in the best position to
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judge the evacueesr true intentions. The Committee declared

that the Japanese ttere a treacherous race. If they were a

danger in BC, they v¡ere a danger in Manitoba. It seemed

likely that this panphlet helped contribute to the initial
suspicion which the city councillors directed towards the

evacuees. õ

After the BCSC announced that Manitoba would take part

in the evacuation program, city council established a

sub-committee (comprised of Mayor Queen, Aldermen Coulter,

Knowles and Blurnberg) to deal with Japanese applications
from Vancouver. Mayor Queen stated that Èhe city had

received several reguests from Japanese businessmen in
Vancouver wanting to relocate ín Winnipeg. The committee

asserted that only applications which passed an R.C.M.P.

security check, and were rnade by the Security Cornmission on

behalf of the evacuees, would be considered. The Committee

had several concerns: Blumberg was worrÍed that an influx of

Japanese labour would depress the wages of local workers.

The concern !¡as nisdirected in that, Japanese businessmen

$tere applying for relocation, not labourers. It appeared

that city council did not want any class of Japanese

relocaÈed in I{innipeg. FinaIIy, city council wanted to
prevent the evacuees from becoming a charge on the cityrs
social services.T6 Despite the clear intentions of the BcSc

to resettle the evacuees in rural Manitoba, the city was

worried by the applications of the evacuat,ed businessmen.
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The city fert that they might experience a rarge infrux of
settrers. The response of the cityrs sub-committee to the
Japanese guestion began to reveal the membersr personar

opinions. The concern for security and Japanese rabour
adversery distorting $/age revers refrected statements made

by nativists and racist organizations such as the white
canada Association and the rmmediate Action committee in BC.

l{hile city council had yet to enact discrininatory policies,
their initial opinions h¡ere ambiguous.

rn an atternpt to facititate a better understanding of
the project, Graham organized an infor¡nation runcheon.

Graham wanted to counteract any rural movement that wourd be

detrirnental to the program. To that end, he invited the
Reeves, clerks, and city officials in the Red River
valley.z oespite Grahamrs efforts, protest occurred. As

resettlement proceeded throughout Aprir and May, selkirk and

the surrounding municipatities (Lockport, sanford, st.
Andrews, St. Clement, and Mapleton) vrere active in
registering their disapproval. A delegation of locar
businessmen from serkirk voiced their concern for the type
of restrictions on the evacuated fa¡nilies and the protection
of the arears war industries.TE Lockport residents protested
with egual vigour. They objected on the grounds that
Japanese rabour wourd be ernproyed on German farms at Littre
Britain, the evacuees would be living and working crose to
war industries such as Fairfierd woollen MilLs, and locar
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children would pass near their dwelÌings. Finally there were

fears that the presence of Japanese families would hurt the

sunmer tourist industry.Te

St. Andrews Council petitioned both Graham and Jarnes

Mclenaghen, the AÈtorney General of Manitoba (their elected

representat,ive) , stating that the evacuees hrere located in
the municipality against Èhe wishes of local residents.

Chanberlain Berg, a St. Andrews Council member, pointed out

that many residents had relatives and friends captured by

the Japanese in Hong Kong. Emotions t¡ere running high

following the comments in the British House of Commons

describing the inhuman treatment by the Japanese of

prisoners of war in Hong Kong. It was believed Èhat under

the circumstances residents would not welcome any type of
evacuee.So As a result, the BCSC removed the Japanese

fanilies from the Lockport and St. Andrews area.

Open disagreement with the resettlement, project was not

confined to elected municipal governments. Concerned citizen
groups and labour organizations voiced their disapproval.

The notives behind the open dissension ranged from latent
racism to racial-econornic fears. The Imperial order of the

Daughters of the Enpire and Children of the Enpire eras an

example of latent racisn. With little or no direct contact

with the evacuees, the organization passed resolutions

asking the provincial government to prohibit evacuated

families from starting businesses or working as labourers in
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an attempq to ensure enployment for returning servicemen.

the lrnperial Order further requested that a 9:00 p.m. curfew

be imposed on the evacuees. They also endorsed the Irnmediate

AcÈion Comnittee's proposal that aIl people of Japanese

origin be repatriated to Japan after the war.El

The Winnipeg and District Trades and Labor council

expressed its reservations about the BCSC scheme. The Labor

Council displayed its socio-economic fears by implying that

the evacuees would decrease t'tage levels and increase

occidental unemployment. The Labor Council asked Bracken to

act in their best interest. In response, Bracken directed

their concerns to the Security commission.s2 rn a sinilar

move at City Hall, the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen

registered their opposition to resettling evacuated fanilies

in Manítoba.e The concerns expressed by labour groups and

the Imperial Order reflected some of the attitudes

manifested by interest groups in BC. Through the nehls nedia

and printed ¡naterial distributed by groups such as the

Action Conmittee, racist and socio-economic fears were

transmitted to Manitobans. However, the geographic confines

of the project, the linited number of family transplants,

and the docility of the evacuees v¡ere factors which

rnitigated public resentment.

I{ith only a limited number of interest groups voicing

objections, Èhe resettlenent project continued. As the

evacuees vrere settled, the Security Commission established a
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conmunication network using the Manitoba Sugar Companyrs

fieldsrnen. As Company representatives, the fieldsmen vrere

instrumental in determining crop acreage and finalizing
contracts between the Company, farmer and evacuee. Until
June L942 an accurate account of the beet acreage t/as

unknown and beet contracts had not been issued. Once the

acreage hlas surveyed, contracts were assigned. Prior to
contracts, the BCSC attempted to avoid situations where the

evacuees were taken advantage of. It seemed that the

evacuees srere like1y paid the accepted local rate.e The

fieldsmen travelled the farms daily and the Com¡nission

relied on them to report irregularities. Graham wanted the

fieldsmen to fill out rnonthly reports outlining the

well-being of each evacuated fanily. If an issue was

serious, the fieldsman would notify Graham irn¡nediately. The

fieldsnen reports were to highlight how the farmer and

resettled fanilies co-existed. AIso Èhey were to note the

evacueesr progress in growing winter food reservesr Ets well

as their access to r¡inter fuel supplies. The financial
condiÈion of the Japanese famities and the availability of

credit at local stores hrere additional items for the

fieldsmen to check.

Graham noted that credit was a problem. Local farmers,

unlike their counterparts in A1berta, $¡ere reluctant to

accept responsibility for store credit. To regulate the

amount of goods charged to a storekeeper or far¡ner, the
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Co¡nmission advised the Japanese fanilies and the fieldsnen

that a limit on relief levels egual to $¿S a month for a

farnily of 5 would be enforced.ss Graham was confident that
the number of fanilies needing credit wouLd not become an

issue. The main exceptions were the families from Steveston.

Steveston was a fishing town, and the Japanese community r¡ras

barred from fishing in January, L942. They had had to exist
on personal savings since that tirne.e

The Sugar Company employees informally agreed to many

of the duties mentioned but they refused to subnit monthly

reports or investigate the evacuated familiest finances to

ascertain whether or not relief needs nere genuine. The

fieldsmen accepted the responsibility of communicating

problems such as store credit to the Commission. Though

policy implementation and enforcement were the BCSCts

obligations,sT Graham had little alternative but to enlist
the support of the Sugar Beet Companyts field operatives.ffi

The BCSCts fixation on financial restraint, and its mandate

for a quick removal of Japanese from the coast did not allow

Graham enough ti¡ne to acquire adequate support, staff to

handle aII of the Commissionrs duties. Conseguently, issues

such as fanily finances, store credit, and living conditions

vtere not properly handled.

Through May and June, administrat,ive policies continued

to be devised. Medical and hospitalization costs were two

such exanples. The agreement, between the province and the
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BCSC stated that no evacuee would be a charge on any

jurisdiction within Manitoba. The Commission, however,

instructed Grahan that the Japanese families were to pay for
their own hospital bills. OnIy if an evacuee was unable to
pay would the Commission reimburse the doctor or hospital.se

I{hen doctorts bills could not be paid, the BCSC would pay

the charges at a reduced rate, guided by the Workmen's

Compensation Board sca1e. In an effort to simplify
accounting procedures, special agreenents v/ere entered into
with four I{innipeg hospitals to care for the evacueesl

nedical needs.eo

By JuIy L942, the evacuees started adjusting to life in
Manitoba. Branded as a security threat in BC, the Japanese

fanilies $rere resettled Ín Manitoba to augrment the sugar

beet industryrs labour supply. The provincial government did
not object to the BCSC temporarily resettling the evacuees

in the province so long as the Security Commission took fuII
responsibility for their welfare, and would remove thern once

the war ended. Vfith the assistance of G.H. Aíkins, President

of the Manitoba Sugar Conpany and the sugar beeÈ farmers,

the BCSC placed the evacuees on farms throughout rural
Manitoba.

From Àpril L3 to June 4, L942| LO'75 evacuees were

relocaÈed in the province.9l Resettlement was cumbersome and

plagued with difficulties. Poor communication between Graham

and Shirras created numerous problems. overcrowding in the
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Imrnigration HalI, and the placement of fanilies on farms noc

rneeting stated regulations were two prominent examples.

Moreover, âs the Japanese families arrived, interest groups

such as the Imperial Order and municipalities like t{innipeg

and Lockport exhibited racial and socio-economic fears which

complicated the Cornmissionrs mandate.

The urgency with which the Japanese fanilies were sent

to Manitoba and the linited preparation time afforded to
Grahan affected the abilities of the Corunissionrs local
operation. Graham had to rely on the Sugar Companyrs

fieldsmen for information that should have been secured by

the Commission. As a result the Comrnission was

underdeveloped and ttcrisis managementrr orientated. It was

under this struggling adrninistrative structure that the

Japanese fanilies were dispersed among the sugar beet fierds
of Manitoba.
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once the evacuees v¡ere placed on the sugar beet farms,

the commission transforrned its poricy to meet their needs.

The original aim of having the evacuees be self-sufficient
by working on beet fieLds in the sunmer, and live off their
savings during the winter months proved unattainabre. poor

weaÈher conditions, and problems ínherent in the Manj_toba

sugar beet industry increased rerief costs for the security
commission and its successor the Japanese Division. This
chapter discusses the changing economic and residential
needs of the Japanese communÍty, the problems within the
sugar beet industry, and the Divisionts abirity to modify
plans in order to manage the sugar beet project in Manitoba.

The najority of Japanese faniries who carne to Manitoba

resettled in an area which ranged from the portage La

Prairie district in the west to the selkirk disÈrict in the
north-east, and from the Attona district in the south-west

to the steinbach district, in the eastern section of the
province.l The rural communities participating in the
resettlement project differed in size and included such

towns as Portage, Oakville, Carman, Brunkild, Headingly,

curtis siding, Dufrost, lrihitenouth, sanford, and Lorette.2
The numbers of evacuees resettled in each area varied. The
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most conmon arrangement nas one farmer hiring one or two

fanilies to work the fierds. Larger farms reguired more

workers- For example in oakvirle, Dufrost, and portage as

many as ten fanities hrere emproyed on one farming operation.
The najority of Japanese famiries were experienced

agricurturalists from BC farning communities such as Haney,

strawberry Hil1, and Mt. Lehnan. Berry farming, ho$/ever, did
not compare to sugar beet work. prior to mechanization,
sugar beet work was labour intensive. seeding, hoeing, weed

thinning, and farr harvest required a rabour input of
seventy to eighty hours per acre.3

The physicarly demanding work hras exacerbated by
substandard living conditions. Two or three farnilies per
dwelling was not uncommon, and, water v¡ourd often be of poor
guarity, or a subst,antiar distance from the house; in
Lockport it was one mire away. rn Headingty, an ord
converted barn originally buirt for cattre housed four
fanilies. The barn-house was dirty and insulated with manure
piled to the windowsills.a

The comrnissionrs inabirity to ensure proper living
conditions did not deter Graham from dispatching optimistic
reports to both the security cornmission and premier Bracken.
rn June L942, Graham advised the comnission that the
rrJapanese vJere giving rear satisfaction to the people for
whom they hrere working, and everyone appeared to be guite
content and happy. tt5 Graham expressed sinilar sentiments in
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a letÈer to Bracken, noting that by the end of June Lg42,

LO75 rrJapaneserf were resettled in Manitoba.ó Grahamrs

optimistic assessment was based on the low number of
compraints and rikely his own serf-interest. rn the coming

months, hor,rrever, the evacuees demonstrated that they v/ere

not rrcontent and happy" on the farms. Many showed their
dispreasure by moving into the urban centres without
perrnission.

over the summer the evacuees hoed and thinned the beet

fierds. rn August they helped harvest grain to earn extra
money. As winÈer drew near the expected cold temperatures

and inadequate housing facirities worried the evacuees. rn
an effort to ease their concerns, the commission predged to
winterize the houses.T

Before nid-August the security commission v/as forced
to find a replacement for Graham and retied on G.H. Aikins
to suggest a suitable candidate. Àikins reconmended Mr. R.c.
Brown, a former farmer representative to the Farmersl

creditor Board. Brownrs principat occupation !ìras farming
which meant he was onry avairable on a part-time basis. I,{ith
no other candidate for the position, the Bcsc appointed

Brown as their nehr representative in earry August Lg42.8

Prior to Brownrs appointment, the BCSC received a

request from the spanish consurate General asking for a

Japanese National representative from each project
throughout canada. The representative woul-d submit a rist of
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names of those Japanese persons who wanted the Spanish

consulate Generar to act in their interest. Before vacating
his position, Graham was instructed to find a delegaÈe.

K.Onagi was elected as spokesman for the 220 Japanese

Nationars in Manitoba.e soon after the Japanese National
representative was erected, the Japanese canadians began

pressing for similar representation. They wanted to
establish a committee with appointees from the various
districts. Each appointee would be a liaison person

informing the security commission of any problems, thereby

eriminating the necessity of individuals dearing with the
commission.l0 Graham supported the initiative, but the Bcsc

hlas less enthusiastic. The comnission did not want Japanese

canadians meeting or traverring into l{innipeg on a regurar
basisr âs entry into the city was prohibited. More

importantly, the Security Commission did not want rrthe

Japanese to meet in any way in rarge groups where they can

discuss their problems and perhaps stir up trouble for
us."11 l{here Japanese fanilies $rere already in large groups,

the BCSC did not object to district representatives. The

commission was not against representation, but prohibited
the evacuees from meeting or creating a forrnal organization.

Despite the sanctions imposed by the Commission,

Japanese Canadians began organizing and neeting secretly.
Shinji Sato, Harold Hirose, Tom Mitani, and Ichiro Hirayama

illegalry formed the Manitoba Japanese Joint council (¡{"IJc)
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in Sept,ember 1,942.12 From their experience in marketing

cooperatives in the Fraser Valley and the Japanese

Fishermanrs Association in Steveston, they recognized the

po!.¡er of collective action. In the coming rnonths the I,LIJC

proved to be an inportant elemenÈ in the interaction among

the BCSC, the Sugar Company and aI1 resettled people of
Japanese origin.

At the beginning of the L942 harvest season sugar beet

farmers expected a good crop, but unsett,led weather

conditions threatened this prospect. With an estimated

l-00,000 of the L30,000 tons of sugar beets still in the

ground in October, both the growers and the Company pressed

for a guicker harvest. Despite the efforts of the evacuees,

extra labourers vrere brought in from schools and Winnipeg to
pick the crop. For every acre worked by the uncontracted

labourer, the evacuees lost revenue. A successful sugar beet

harvest benefitted the industry, but to the financiat
detriment of the Japanese families.13

With the prospect of insufficient earnings, additional
winter ernployment was required if the evacuees hlere to avoid

government relief. The BCSCts original intention was to
prevent the evacuees from leaving their assigned districts.
To help alleviat,e unemployment, however, Brown made

exceptions to the June agreement and successfully lobbied

the City of !{innipeg to allow Japanese domestics into the

city.la In regard to Japanese men, however, the city wanted
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all applications submitted to the city's subcommittee before
permission s¡as grant.ed. 1s

To assist in the domestic ernployment program, the
federar Deputy Minister of Labour, Arthur MacNamara, asked

the National councir of the young !{omenrs christian
Association (Y.InI.c.A. ) and their provincial branches to help
the BCSC; the Manitoba branch agreed. under the direction of
the Y-I{.C-A. rs Mrs. Lang, in consultation with Brown, the
domestic servant program hras initiated. Mrs. Langrs

committee and their church connections were a vitar part of
the naid program.16

Despite Brownrs efforts, a part-tine Commissioner

could not adeguately address arl of the projectrs problems.

winterizing the Japanese homes, finding winter work, and

estabrishing a rerief program for those unable to work or
f ind work lrrere some of the persistent dif f icurties. To solve
these administrative deficiencies, the Bcscrs Travelling
Supervisor J.N. Lister, recommended that Brohrn be upgraded

from a part-time to a fuIl-time appointment, and additíonaI
staff be hired.17 Lister aLso noted that inter-governmental

cooperation was absent. After discussions with rnspector
Tucker and Sergeant Appteby of the Manitoba R.C.M.p.

detachment List,er discovered that they regarded the sugar

beet project as a rfnon-restrictedt area. The R.c.M.p. v¡ere

not interested in preventing the movement of evacuees, or
prohibiting the use of shortwave radios or cameras. Despite
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the BCSCts original agreement stating that the R.C.M.P.

would monitor the evacuees! movements, no such order was

issued from the R.c.M.p. headquarters in ottawa to the
Manitoba detachment. Before the detachment would change its
policy, speciar instructions had to be issued from ottawa.
conseguentry, without the R.c.M.p. enforcing the security
cornmissionrs travel restrictions, many evacuated families
freery visited between districts. To remedy this situation,
Lister suggested that instructions be sent from ottawa to
enrist the support of the rocar R.c.M.p.. rt remains unclear
if the orders lt¡ere ever sent. Àt no time during this period
was there any indication that the R.c.M.p. enforced the
traver restrictions between rurar areas. The R.c.M.p. seemed

to observe rural to urban rnigration more crosery than

between the rurar districts, but there vras no evidence to
suggest the R.c.M.P. were activery preventing evacuees from

moving.18

Lister also recommended increasing the number of
hospitars adrnitt,ing evacuees. several of the evacuated

fanilies comprained that transportation to l{innipeg and

hospitat costs made medical assistance expensive. Given Èhe

large area of resettlement, Lister proposed that contracts
be made with the General Hospitals in portage, Morris,
Carman, Selkirk, and Teulon.l9 Nine months later the
hospitatization policy was decentrarized to incrude these

rural areas.
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In JuIy, many Japanese fanilies expressed concern over

winter accommodations. Under the agreement among the BCSC,

the province, the farmers, and the Sugar Company,

responsibility for proper living conditions lay with the

host farmers. Nevertheless, the Security Commission, as

manager of the project, was ultimatery responsible for the
evacueesr well-being. Despite the Commissionrs earlier
assurances, Iittle was done to prepare the dwellings for
winter. Finarly, in November the cornmission acknowredged

housing r¡¡as a probrem that needed immediate attention. The

Bcsc arlocat,ed $7,500 for building suppries for faniries
that lrere financiarry burdened. yet it was not until the end

of December that the winterization program was compIeted.20

In response to these conditions some Japanese families,
without city councirrs or Bcsc permission, began filtering
into Winnipeg and small tov¡ns to find better living and

working conditions.2l

The first probrem the evacuees encountered in l{innipeg

$¡as locating Iiving accommodations. The majority of
landLords in winnipeg erere not ready to open their premises

to the evacuees. The Ìandlords refused on the basis of
personal prejudice or protest from other tenants. In some

cases the landlord agreed to rent, but at a higher rate.22

Many men overcame this problem by staying with friends
already in the city. This $ras possible for the single male

or female; fanilies hrere less fortunate. They tended to find
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housing in the North Kil-donan area, a predominantly

Mennonite conmunity on the outer fringes of the city which

had few utilities.23
city councilrs restriction on Japanese males working

in winnipeg was designed to prevent a decLine in the hourry
vtage level. The city prohibited ernployment to male evacuees

that paid less than 45 cents per hour.2a The cityrs wag:e

rure onry applied to peopre of Japanese origin. The cityrs
actions mirrored raciar discrimination found in BC. After
consulting with the Unemployment Insurance Commission (UIC),

Brown determined city council courd not prevent Japanese

persons from being employed in the city provided that they

registered with the urc and had his approvar.25 rn any case,

the BCSC was not interested in challenging the cityrs
discrininatory by-law. Therefore those evacuees employed in
winnipeg were approved by the cityrs subcommittee, or were

guietry placed in labourer positions by Brown and the urc
office. Most men who worked in htinnipeg did so as

dishwashers, orderlies, tanners, meat packers, furriers, and

as labourers in grain and seed elevators. women found

employment in the garment industry or as maids in
households.2ó

unable to provide sufficient wj-nter employment for the

evacuees in winnipeg, Brown established contacts with
Nationar Mills in Northern Manitoba and schreiber Mills in
Fort l{irrian, ontario, seeking positions for bush workers
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and rnirt wrights.2T The commission believed the rumber

industry was ideal for the evacuees since its rabour needs

were seasonal, arJ-owing the evacuees to return to the sugar
beet farms in the spring. Furthermore, it provided a source

of emproyment, thereby rirniting the number of relief cases.

As welr, it was poriticalry safe; the Japanese were out of
the urban centres which reduced the chances of aggravating
the Caucasian populat,ion.

I{hile winter work decreased maintenance costs, it did
not eliminate them. The BCSCTs relief policy was

straightforward: if employment couLd not be found, the
commission wanted the Japanese farnity to remain on the farm.
The BCSC believed that, "if they (Japanese faniry) were to
stay on the sugar beet farm the white farmer will
undoubtedly feed them and they wirr be available to hin next
spring. tt2s The commission did not want the evacuees riving
on maintenance in the city and fairing to return to the
farms for spring employment.

The cornmissionrs strategy of shifting the maintenance

burden onto the host farmer was not successful. Many

Japanese fanilies applied for assistance regardless of where

they resided, but the security commission was not, eguipped

to administer a relief program. conseguently, Brown asked

the province to distribute the claims through the existing
provincial system.2e fn November Lg42, the Manitoba

Department of pubric works agreed, but it was not until May
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L943 that the system v¡as actually working. rn the meantime,

the BCSC allocated $2,500 for Brown and his staff to handle

immediate relief cases.3o

By the end of October L942, the BCSC had removed aII
people of Japanese origin from the rrprotected arear on the

coast. The commission had fulfitred its initiar mandate and

the orígina1 execut,ive of Taylor, Shirras, and Mead

resigned. A general supervisor v¡as reguired to manage the

national evacuee program. The federar Minister of Labour, H.

Mitchell, after consulting his advisors, appointed George

Collins, Assistant Deputy Minister of public t{orks for
Manitoba as Èhe Japanese Divisionrs general supervisor.

colrinsr long-standing relationship with Arthur MacNamara,

federal Deputy Minister of Labour, undoubtedly played a

major role in his selection as Division Supervisor. George

CoIIins had been born and educated in Manitoba. After his
graduation from the Unj-versity of Manítoba, he was hired by

Manitobars Deputy Minister of Labour, Arthur MacNamara.

CoIlins succeeded MacNamara as Manitobars Director of
Unemployment Re1ief after MacNamara went to Ottawa in L94O

to work for the federal Department of Labour. Soon after,
ColLins was appointed the provincers Assistant Deputy

Minister of Public !{orks.51 Collins was hired by the federal
Department of Labour on December L, L94Z as supeñ/isor for
the newly created Japanese Division within the federal

Department of Labour.32 On February S, Lg43, the Japanese
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Division was activated and assurned alr the rights, duties
and obligations of the Bcsc as entered into with any

province or individual.33

The Èransition to a new agency in February Lg43 also
marked a change in the mandate of the project. The BCSC had

been created to remove the Japanese from the coast. The

BCSCTS successor, the Japanese Division, tì¡as formed to
manage the resettrenent program and encourage permanent

relocation throughout canada. senior officiats in the
Japanese Division and the Department of Labour recognized
that ttit wirl take some tine (possibry years) to settl-e
fanilies permanently elsewhererr... and that the ultimate
goar rrshourd be devoted to dispersing the Japanese across

canada in productive employment, in srnarl groups or farnily
units where they will be assimirated into rocal communíty

Iife... -n31 rt would appear that the Japanese Divisionrs
originar intention was dispersaJ-; poritical considerations,
however, altered the plan.

As part of its mandate to encourage relocation outside
BC, the Japanese Division continued to endorse the Manitoba

sugar beet project and canvassed the interior camps looking
for famiries to move to Manitoba and eastern canada. corl-ins
v¡as confident, in December L942, that once the housing issue
hlas solved, more Japanese fanilies would be moved to
Manitoba rrnov¡ that officiars of the cornmission and the sugar

Company have had one yearr s experience. rt35
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However, by May L943, the projectrs viability was

under question. The expense of fuer, food, medical needs and
rent for those evacuees who had moved into towns had drained
their savings. Throughout the spring the numbers on rerief
climbed from 4r- fanilies in March, to s7 fanilies in April.
By June t943, 62 farnilíes, or 232 of the fanilies resettled
in Manitoba, reguired financial assistance.ió

Expenditures beyond food, shelter, heating and
clothing bankrupted many families. The evacuees also had to
cont'end with the financiar burdens of high schoor costs and
medicar expenses. Grade school education costs were paid by
the BCSC, but high schoor education vras a particurar
problem. rt vras an expense as welr as a drain on labour,
thus reducing famiry earnings. Medicar bilrs hrere equarry
costry. The Division decided whether the farnily paid for its
medical needsi the charges for medicar services h¡ere

weighted against the faniriesr ability to pay, ascertained
by previous earnings, savings rate and current emproyment
status- rf the farniry v/as on rerief, the cost s¡as covered by
the Division- The chief nedicar examiner, Dr. creighton, had
final control over medical_ needs.3z

For many evacuated faniries, maintenance and sugar
beet work did not provide an adeguate standard of riving.3s
Many faniLies arrived in Manitoba with two or three people
but had added to their numbers since their arrivar. The
documents did not state how many faniries enrarged their
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totals, br¡t new famiry members forced one of the parents,
(usually the mother) out of the 1abour force, thus
decreasing production and wages. presented with lower
incomes, sugar beet enployment was no longer sufficient.

rncome was just one reason for the evacueesr desire to
find permanent work in other occupations; hearth and age of
the family members vrere other factors liniting work

ability.39 Moreover, some farmers and evacuees were

incompatible. unfair vrages, and unfavourable working and

living conditions were additionar factors. The distances
between friends and reratives hras a probrem as well.
Fina1ly, a rack of water forced many families to take their
drinking and cooking water from sloughs, ponds and dugouts.
At Dufrost, for exampre, water was suppried from st. pierre,
using a sugar company truck. rn the Morris district, lvater
was sord for 2 cents a gallon. These deficiencies turned
many Japanese farnilies against sugar beet farming.a0

In an effort to address the problems and improve

morare, the Division recognized the I,LTJC in May Lg43.41 By

sanctioning the organization, minor issues could be sorved

through the DtIJCrs area representative. For the lr[.IJC,

recognition alrowed them to tobby the authorities on matters
affecting all evacuees: primariJ-y sugar beet contracts,
living conditions, and employment opportunities.a2

The lfiIJCrs struggle for reforms were assisted by

weather conditions preventing sugar beet planting. rn the
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spring of J,943, the planting season hras Iate, and the
evacuees remained unempl0yed and uneasy about spending
another season on the beet fields. t{ith little or no farm
empl0yment, more evacuated famílies opted for winnipeg to
find year-round ernployment and better riving conditi_ons.
others, sensing that a return to BC forlowing the war wourd
be impossible, wanted to move to southern ontario and Locate
permanent employment. The Japanese Division recognized that
southern ontario offered better ernployment and living
standards and wanted to avoid an exodus from Manitoba.
Movement out of Manitoba was tightly regulated.a3

The charrenge for the Division was to keep the
Japanese famiries in the sugar beet indust,ry. rn an effort
to make the Manitoba project more appealing to the evacuees,
the Division agreed to arlow free movement between the
project districts, but due to city restrictions on
ernployment, access to winnipeg h¡as controlled. Thus the
evacuees still needed the permission of the Division if they
vrere rnoving into !{innipeg. ff
rules the Division could seek

to enforce the guidelines.44

By contrast, the Japanese canadians believed that once
out of the prot,ected area and after furfirring their
contracts, they should be free to det,ermine future
employment. Evidence supporting theír position remains
uncertain. The evacuees may have inferred this because sugar
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beet contracts vrere onry for one year, and as canadian
citizens outsÍde the protected area, they believed future
employment should be their choice.a5 while a few famiries
found employment in lrlinnipeg through the Selective Service
and with the permission of the Division,46 most remained in
the sugar beet industry for another season. Their decision
to stay within the sugar beet industry was not entirery
determined by ernployment opportunities. The Division exerted
rrconsiderable pressure to keep quite a number of the
Japanese on beet work this season and it, (was) the general
opinion of the Japanese that they (were) being comperled

against their wishes to renain on beet farms."47

The Divisionrs restrictive labour policy was

complicated by poor weather conditions; excessive moisture
resulted in a loss of acreage which reduced the evacueesl

income. The areas most seriousry affected were the districts
of St. Arnaud, Morris, and Condon.48 poor climatic
conditions also resulted in a high weed infestation which
prompted five sit down strikes by the evacuees. They refused
to work until contracts were adjusted to reflect work

requirements. rn each case the ltIJC, the Division, the
farmer, and the Sugar Cornpany came to an acceptable
agreernent.49

Confronted with reduced earnings, the Japanese

community and the MJJC pressed the new Division
representat,ive, Frank Ernst,, for alternat,ive emproyment.
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Ernst responded by 1ocating sunmer employment in grain
harvesting and industries such as peat moss and rime
works.50 Despite Ernstrs efforts, the evacuees began to move

off the beet farms, becorni-ng independent labour, capabre of
choosing the most promising occupation. !{hire grain
harvesting paid werr, it was seasonal and did not offer
stabirity. consequently rurar centres such as Emerson,

Portage, and Morris which rnight offer permanent emproyment

were preferred.5l

After two summers of work on the sugar beet fierds,
many evacuees wiÈhin the project could not earn a

satisfacÈory income. rn early farr of L943, the Division
reformulated its poricies. Both the sugar Beet company and

the Manitoba Growers Association took the position that the
Japanese labour was ,frozen, to the industry for the
duration of the war. Movement was onry possibre among sugar
beet farms.52 Their position was supported by the Bcsc

letter of intent to the Beet Growers Association of Manitoba
in March L942. rn the original agreement, however, the Bcsc

stated that it, was the farmersr duty to see that h¡ages

earned during the summer period were sufficient to naintain
the Japanese farniry over the winter; this rarery happened.53

rn contrast, the evacuees berieved that once out of
the protected area, they would be free labour after the
originar sugar beet contracts had expired. rn their attempt
to be financiarry secure, they wanted to be independent of
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the sugar industry, with minimun Division supervision.5a The

originar poricy of the Bcsc and the Japanese Division was to
keep the evacuated famiries on the farms. To supptement

income, the commission and the Division supplied them with
in-between seasonal work and additional winter ernproyment.

Pressure from the Japanese community to move into more

secure employment, and the prospects of a larger number of
famiries on rerief because of the expected decrease in the
suçtar beet harvest, forced the Division and the sugar Beet

Company to re-evaluate the sugar beet project.55

By late Àugust L943, the Division imptemented its
updated policy. The nehr regulations tried to meet the needs

of the evacuees, the sugar company and the farmers, whire
arso seeking to reduce Division expenses. Trying to meet

these divergent interests created policy inconsistencies. on

the one hand, the Division wanted the evacuees to remain in
the agricultural industry, satisfying the sugar company and

the farmersr needs. Financialry, however, the evacuees could
not support themserves in sugar beet work despite free
accommodations. The Division, in order Èo avoid paying

higher rerief costs, permitted the Japanese families to
locate emproyrnent, outside of the agricurtural sector, in
contradiction to their own poricy. Moreover, the Division
did not agree with the sugar indust,ryts contention that the
evacueesr nere 'tfrozenrt to the sugar beet industry for the
duration of the war.5ó
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rn fairness to the sugar beet industry and to the
farmer, the Division stated that those farnilies who promised

to return to the farms after winter ernployment should do so.

Those families who did not renew thei-r contracts with the
farmers and were ernployed should not be forced to rnove back

to the farm.57 Despite arrowing greater freedom to the
evacuees, the Division tairored its policy to coerce the
Japanese families to remain in the agricuttural or lumber

industry. By confining the Divisionrs job search program to
seasonal industries, a seasonal enployment cycle was

estabrished, keeping some evacuees on sugar beet farms. rf
agricultural employment did not financially sustain the
families, however, the Division preferred that people find
other occupations rather than resort to werfare. rn order to
direct movement, the evacuees v/ere assisted in Èheir search
for emproyment by the Division and the selective service,
discouraging rurar to urban transfers.5s By devising this
type of policy the Japanese Division hoped to alreviate many

of their ohrn monetary probrems and those associated with the
sugar indust,ry.

In step with policy initiatives, the Division
permitted greater freedon of movement within the project.
Evacuees no longer needed a permit to traver within the
rurar areas of Manitoba, but permission was stilr needed to
ent,er winnipeg.5e Àlso, due to persistent Division requests,
city council rescinded its earlÍer position which prevented
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Japanese males taking jobs which paid ress than 45 cents per
hour. Therefore, Ernst was able to arrange employrnent in the
city provided that the evacuees went through the serective
Service. óo

As another winter approached, residences and

employment remained important issues for the Japanese

farniries and the ¡[.rJc. The new Division poricy had not
addressed the particularly deticate situation of young

famiries. with onry one worker, many young fanilies were not
able to save enough money to rive over the winter. rf the
famiry was forced to stay on the farn and the husband l_eft
for a winter job in the rumber industry, two residences
would have to be maintained. His earnings wourd not support
the family, and the faniry would be ineligibre for rerief
because he was working.ó1 rn addition, poor sources of water
and fuer in some districts, cornbined with limited
transportation for suppries in isorated areas, increased the
Japanese famiriesr demands for alternat,ive residences.óZ

I{ith these issues in mind, the evacuees continued to
reave the fierds for winnipeg and rural towns. By the
beginning of septenber L943, two-thirds of the Japanese

families had left the farms and found at least temporary
emproyment outside the sugar beet industry.ó3 once I{innipeg
rescinded its ernployment restrictions against male evacuees,

Japanese fanilies relocated in the city Èhrough the
selective service, but without inforning the Division. The
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Selective Service and the R.C.M.P. were not in the habit of

checking with the Division for approval, nor hlere they

concerned with where the evacuees resided, provided that the

Iaw was upheld within their jurisdictions. Faced with a

steady increase in the number of Japanese in l{inniPegr the

Division, with the assistance of the Selective Service,

excluded the city as an. option for further relocation unless

approved by Ernst. Possible public resentment over the

concentration of people of Japanese origin prompted the

Divisionrs move. Moreover, the Division wanted those

evacuees in Èhe agricultural índustry to remain. Preventing

the people from settling in lrlinnipeg helped achieve this

objective.e

Unable to stop the evacueesr exodus from the farms

completely, Ernst devised a two-pronged policy. For the

young families with one worker, Ernst arranged permanent

employment in industries such as lime quarries at Stonewall

and peat moss at !{hitemouth. Coal yards, meat packing

plants, and the Hide and lrlool Company in St. Boniface and

!{innipeg v¡ere additional options.

Single men, or families with more than one worker,

ltrere encouraçfed to take seasonal winter j obs in the logging

industry at Nipigon Lake Timber, Lahti's Sawmill in

Northtüestern Ontario, ês well as National- Mills in Manitoba.

Unlike the previous winter, the lumber industry was not the

only job opt,ion. Residences and enployment for carpenters
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vtere to be found in Neepawa and Morden with the North

American Lumber Company. Temporary manufacturing positions

$¡ere available with East Kildonan canneries, Gregg

Manufacturing, Canada Packers, P. Burns, Dominion Tanners,

and Vüinnipeg Supply and FueI in lVinnipeg and St. Boniface.

Other factories and manufacturers lrere opened to Japanese

Canadians later.ó5

In an attenpt to bolster the inage of Japanese

Canadians, the Department of Labour tried to publicize their
loyalty and good working habits and urged Ernst to collect
letters of support from employers. In repIy, Ernst stated

that according to the I{.IJC, 75eo of Japanese Canadians bought

Victory Bonds and had contributed to the Canadian Red Cross.

Many rural ernployers would not admit publicly to hiring
people of Japanese origin because they would be accused of
using cheap labour. While the accusation was faLse, the

public was ready to believe this charge.6

Emplolment prospects for Japanese families continued

to open over the winter months, assisted by a futt time

Division represent,ative. In keeping with Division policy,

rural towns vtere canvassed for suitable jobs. Ernst began

his search in the faII thereby increasing the range of work

opportunities. The results of the L943 sugar beet season

added urgency to his job searches. Vfith a crop average of 7

tonnes to the acre (with areas as low as 4 tonnes) 14 tO78

acres ttrere harvest,ed or 1-051000 tons of sugar beets, down
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from the l-3orooo in L942.ó7 Root, rot, excessive weeds, and.

an insufficient number of vehicres to transport the crop to
the factory caused spoilaget all of which contributed to
reducing the final crop yierd. The unsatisfactory sugar beet
conditions and lucrative grain prices induced many farmers

to return to growing grains.6

During the L942-43 winter period, the lumber industry
was the principal arternative to agricultural labour, and it
remained a viable option. Jack Devlin at Rennie,

onÈario-Minnesota pulp and paper company, Kenora, ontario
and National Timber and Fence cornpany, and Nationar Milrs
Manitoba continued to emproy evacuees. Through Èhe efforts
of Ernst, the selective service, and the Japanese farnilies
themselves, additionar jobs vrere secured.6e For exampre the
nunicipality of Portage La praírie, private businesses in
Dominion City, A.H. Flett,, Hambley Machine Shop, and

Bobrowskits Machine shop in Morris, as werl as manufacturers
of agricultural implements at Belleview Manitoba hired
evacuees. To

As the availability of winter employment increased,
the I{'IJC attempted to improve sugar beet contracts for the
Japanese faniries remaining on farms. Negotiations between

the sugar company, the Growers Associations, and the IvLIJC

began in January 1944.71 The contracts in the Manitoba sugar

beet industry mirrored those used in the Alberta industry.
Às mentioned earlier, Aikinsr estimates on the number of
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v¡orkers per acre and approximate return per family û/ere

based on Alberta figures. These figures adversely affected
the Japanese famiry in two v¡ays. First, the soil conditions
in Manitoba v¡ere inferior to Albertars, creating lower
yierds. secondly, rower yierds meant less income for the
worker-72 contract revisions were necessary if Japanese
fanilies $¡ere to stay on sugar beet operations and survive.

By Àprir L944, the DLrJc, representing the remaining
farm labourers, and the sugar beet industry agreed to a new

contract. The cont,ract was sirnilar to the earlier one, but
with a few irnportant changes. The Lg44 agreement granted the
famity a guaranteed minimun of $e.oo per acrer ân additional
fifteen cents per ton on harvests of nine tons per acre or
over' regardress of who completed the harvest. A further
crause gave the family a minimum of thirty-five cents per
ton extra, if loading v/as required.n gy successfurry
acguiring income protection in the harvesting clause, the
l'LrJc removed a najor deterrent facing evacuees in the sugar
beet industry.

While winter emplolrment and sugar beet contracts for
the 1944 season !'rere settled, the need for financial
assistance continued. The peak months were from February t,o
May, when approxirnately i-oå of the Japanese famiries
accepted maintenance.Ta The reasons for the famiries
receiving assistance varied. some recipients were young

married couples with several infants and sugar beet work did
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not produce enough income. Others vrere on relief due to
illnessr or age.75

The aÈtention to alternative empJ_olrnent for the
evacuees reduced Division expenses. Between February and

June 1943, the Division spent $6,224.8o on rerief. For the
same period in L944, maintenance expenditures were

$2,901-.66.76 Thus, the Divisionrs efforts at locaÈing winter
jobs as well as the Japanese desíre to find work contributed
to the decline in maintenance costs.

The modest level of unemployment apparently had a

settling effect on the Japanese community. Economic

security, for the majority of evacuated fanilies, helped

create an atrnosphere of stabirity. This hint of permanence

was the catalyst for estabrishing cornmunity organizations.
rn conjunction with the Y.I{.c.À., two clubs lrere fozmed, the

Niseiettes for Japanese canadian girls and the Maniseis for
Japanese Canadian boys.u The clubs were social
organizations alrowing the younger members of the community

to interact,. Both crubs were designed to promote positive
relations between the evacuees and the caucasian population.

The irnproved economic security and sense of permanence

led the evacuees to consider the possibirity of renaining in
Manitoba. The change in outlook was refrected in two ways.

In a report, to the Int,ernatj.onal Red Cross, the ltIJC, oD

beharf of the community, stated that tninety-five percent of
the (Japanese) people in Manitoba (were) well and happily
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situatedt,.78 Moreover, in an unprecedented move, the MJJC

and the Japanese community decided to promote the province

and sugar beet work as a destination for resettl-ement among

friends and relatives in the BC interior housing project.
The I'IJJC, in conjunction with the Japanese Dívision and the
sugar company, determined the best district for future
Japanese famil-ies in Manitoba.Te

Through the combined efforts of the Ì,LIJC and the
Division by December L944, 29 Japanese farnilies entered the
Manitoba project for resettlement.s0 An impediment Èo

further setÈl-ement was the statements made by the sugar Beet

Growerrs Associations in Manitoba and Alberta. Despite the
Divisionts refusar to trfreezert the labour to beet fields,
the Growers Association continued to suggest otherwise. This
incorrect information caused many Japanese fanilies in the
interior to consider other options.sl

while the }Í.IJC and the Division continued to promote

sugar beet work in Manitoba, weather conditions pJ_ayed havoc

with the industry. Excessive rnoisture in May Lg44, once

again threatened the projectrs viability. Crops in the
Letellier and Lorette districts were drowned out. I{ith the
expected rosses in acreage as high as 3oz, the Division was

forced to locate other employment opportunities.s2 In
keeping with the trend, Ernst found sunmer jobs in rural
Manitoban industries at Rennie, Millwater, Moss Spur, and

Shelley.83 The task of finding suitable ernployment was
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complicated by a series of articles in the Winnipeg Free

Press and lfinnipeg rribune which claimed that the BC

government would not allow the evacuees to return afÈer the

war. fn addition, reports highlighting the brutal treatment

of prisoners of war by the Japanese decreased public

tolerance towards the evacuated families in Manitoba,

Canadian born or otherwise. Municipalities such as lrfinnipeg

and St. Boniface remained cautious in accepting Japanese

fanilies. Whil-e they refused to endorse resettlement, they

did not officially disapprove either, deferring
responsibility to the Japanese Division.&

The press reports dampened public support, but did not

substantially affect Ernstts efforts in locating summer and

winter enployment for the evacuees. The demand for labour

took precedence over the enployersr racial intolerance. As

in previous years, faII haying and the wheat harvest

supplemented many Japanese family incomes.s5 As expected,

wet conditions during the growing season reduced sugar beet

production. In L944, only 9,52O acres hrere harvested

producing 801884 tons of sugar beets, a decrease of 29,OOO

tons from the preceding year.e The reduction in acreage

forced the remaining marginal evacuee labourers into other

occupations.sT As in prior years, work existed in logging,

agriculture, and other related industries throughout rural
Manitoba. The forestry program was extended to include the
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Fort Frances and Dryden PuIp and Paper Companies in

Northwestern Ontario, providing LLZ jobs.æ

Locating winter employment helped reduce maintenance

cost and was an important aspect of Division policy. In the

faII of Lg43, more freedom !,tas granted to the evacuees in an

atternpt to better their living conditions. For the first

time the Division actively sought permanent employment

prirnarily for young farnilies and older workers unable to

earn adeguate incomes from Sugar beet farming. One year

Iater, in cooperation with rnunicipal governments, Ernst

expanded the policy initiative by locating permanent rural

destinations across Manitoba and Northwestern Ontario for

any Japanese fanily needing alternative residence due to

financial reasons. By securing a pledge of cooperation from

nunicipal governments, Ernst hoped that these families would

not be forced to move after the war.8e The municipalities

were wilting to accept a linited number of evacuees as a

rrsolution to the general problem of rehabilitating the

Japanese.rr The number placed, hov¡ever, stas negotiated

between Ernst and local officials.e0

To accelerate the program, Ernst consulted the

National Selective Service (NSS) authorities and received a

current Iist of job vacancíes in the various districts.

Armed vrith the monthly lists and NSS support, Ernst was

better able to disperse the evacuees evenly within the

project. with the participation of rural rnunicipalities,
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placements began in the faII of 1,944. Strachanrs Seed

Company and Aubinrs Nursery in Carman, the hospital in

Neepawa and a chicken farmer in Morris hrere examp1es.9l

Ðespite the cooperation of municipal officials and the NSS,

Ernst's policy was hindered by the lack of housing in the

rural areas.92

An inportant factor determining whether Ernstfs rural-

resettlement policy succeeded was the cooperation of the

Japanese community and the MJJC. Ernst noted that rrthe work

of the Japanese Committee has greatly facilitated the work

of this Commission and has had a very settling effect upon

the Japanese people in Manitoba.tte3 The l"f.IJCrs assistance

proved valuable when explaining Division policy initiatives
to the evacuees. In return, the l,LfJC provided the Japanese

community with an opportunity to express their concerns.

Economic security was another vital element

contributing to the evacueesr growing sense of community. By

December L944, Japanese workers became union members in meat

packing plants and garment factories where they vrere

ernployed, bolstering their sense of stability.ea
Furthermore, the evacuees continued to migrate away from

unproductive sugar beet areas. In L943, 595 evacuees worked

the beet fieldsi the number steadily decreased to 43L in

L944, 428 in L945, ultimately falling to 347 in L946. fn the

areas where sugar beet farming was profitable, a number of

the Japanese fanilies nade favourable incomes, and since
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they lrere satisfied with their present locations,

alternative arrangements were not necessary.gs

The readjustment in dernographics was determined by the

search for better jobs. The decline in relief expenses and

the steady number of regj.stered births might suggest an

improvement in the economic position amongst the Japanese

community. Family expansion in itself did not prove that
Japanese families $rere better off or had accepted Manitoba

as a permanent home, but it may suggest an increasing degree

of contentmenÈ. In L944, 56 births were recorded, affecting
approximately 28å of the families in Manitoba. Moreover,

relief costs for the last half of L944 continued to decline,

totalling ç625.32, as opposed to $LL2O.33 for the same

period in lg43.eó Medical expenses decreased as well.
Between April L, 1943, and March 3L, 1944, medicaÌ costs

were ç4537.71-. Between April L, L944, and March 3L, 1-945,

rnedical charges felI to $28LL.45, a decrease of 9L726.26.e7

EducaÈion expenses $rere assisted by the Division. For the

L944-45 school year, 216 children in 39 districts attended

school in Manitoba, at a cost to the Division of $2,1-65.00.

fn addition, L8 students attended the University of

Manit,oba.es Thus, among the original evacuees resettled in
1942, a growing sense of stability seemed to evolve.

As in prior years, rural ernployment was cyclical. The

bedrock of the evacueest job market, (L945-46), remained in

the agricultural and lumber industries. This seasonal labour
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included sugar beet farming, grain harvesting, and peat moss

work from May to October, and forest reLated jobs as well as

employnent, in rural industries during the winter months. In
keeping with Division policy, Ernst concentrated on

dispersing the evacuees across rural Manitoba, and whenever

possible, placing additional fanilies in towns in
Northwestern Ontario.Ð

Despite a slight rebound in the sugar beet harvest in
L945 and 1946 reaching 82,L54 tons and 97,886 tons,

respectively, compared to 80r884 tons in L944,100 employment

opportunities in the peat moss, and forest, related
industries located in Shelley, Martin, Ànola and Long Lac

remained a necessity.tot An irnpediment to Ernstrs plans to
resettle evacuees in rural areas was the shortage of
housing. Returning veterans had priority in job

opportunities as well as for homes and buitding materia1.102

Ironically, one occupation which was able to provide

jobs and living accommodations was the sugar beet industry.
The exodus of evacuees from the beet farms in the fa]-I of
L943, created a labour demand and a surplus of Living
facilities. The labour shortage was accentuated by the

federal governmentrs reguest, ât the Dominion-provincial

Agricultural Conference in December L945, to increase

Manitoba sugar beet production to l-5,000 acres in order to
off-set the sugar scarcity. To encourage extra output, the

federal government inproved crop payments to growers,
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amounting to gi-2.50 per acre.103 Additional monetary

incentives were not sufficient; the farmers and the sugar

company reminded the government that the labour shortage was

a critical factor in meeting the governmentrs guota.10a only

347 evacuees would work the fields in L946, a decrease of 8L

from the previous year.105 lransfers to better jobs within
the project and fanilies repatriating to Japan contributed

to the reduction in farm labour. Many farmers hrere concerned

that additional evacuees would repatriate. Growers and Sugar

Company officials claimed that the I'Japanese hrere the most

satisfactory labour thaÈ the beet farmers had ernployed.rrl0ó

In an effort to attract replacements, growers and Company

officials informed the Japanese Division that 55 houses v/ere

available for evacuated farnilies wishing to relocate from

the BC interior.107 Moreover, the sugar beet growers and

Sugar Company improved labour contracts as an added

incentive. Contracts were increased by S1.50 per acre for
thinning and hoeing, and 25 cents per ton for harvesting, âs

well as L5 cents per ton for loading and a guarantee of

$8.00 per acre regardless of the condition of the crop. The

improved contract benefited the Japanese famities in the

beet industry, but had ninirnal effect in recruiting Japanese

fanilies frorn the BC interior.lo8 while a large influx of

evacuees from BC did not materialize, the Japanese families

on the beet farms continued to be a significant part of the

industryts labour force, accounting for 25e" of the labour in
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the Lg46 harvest.loe Thus the remaining evacuees working in

the sugar beet industry continued to play a valuable role in

the industryrs survival.

Since June L942, the sugar beet project had

experienced important adrninistrative changes. The original

regulations designed to keep the evacuees on the sugar beet

farns, s¡ere adapted to reflect the needs of the various

participants involved in the project. Arrangements amongst

the government agencies active in the program v¡ere

strengthened and clarified. Consequently, the NSS and the

Japanese Division were better able to meet the needs of the

evacuees.

The changes in adrninistrative practices occurred due

to a combination of factors. lrieather conditions made sugar

beet ernplolrment a marginal occupation providing most

Japanese families with inadequate incomes. The Divisionts

determination to avoid large operating costs necessitated

greater flexibility in order for the evacuees to be

financially self-sufficient. Thus the original sugar beet

proposal proved untenable, and most evacuees eventually

trickled into other industries. The Division's policy

adjustrnents atternpted to satisfy the concerns of the sugar

beet industry, the evacuees and its own needs. By not

trforcingrr the evacuees to stay on sugar beet farms, the

Division jeopardized, in the short term, the sugar
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industryrs rabour suppryi hov/ever seasonal emproyrnent in
other industries cut Division costs. rn an effort to balance

out the economic restrictions, the Division sanctioned the
l,tlJc and granted greater ratitude to evacuees moving within
the projecÈ for employment outside the sugar industry. rn a

bid to control internal movement, the Division and the NSS

assisted the Japanese fanilies to locate other jobs. Through

their invorvement, the Division continued to direct the
evacueesr choice of employment, favouring either
agriculture, forestryr or essentiar war industries in rurar
areas throughout the province and Northwestern ontario. The

Divisionts seasonar ernproyment, scheme eventually broke down

as evacuees located permanent posit,ions.

under a more established adninistrative arrangement

the Japanese community began to stabilize. Following the
Divisionts recognition of the M.IJC in May L943, the
organization lobbied for, and received, better sugar beet

contracts, improved housing conditions, and greater access

to alternat,ive occupations which would advance the financial
standing of individuar evacuees. As economic opportunities
diversified, changes occurred; Japanese workers v/ere

accepted by locar unions, rerief cases decreased, and social
organizations h¡ere estabrished. The Ì¿LIJCrs encouraging

assessment of the project to the rnternational Red cross,

and active role in recruiting fanilies from the BC interior
in L945, !ì/as further evidence of the positive change in
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attitude. Thus the improved financiar situation of the
Japanese farnilies reduced grievances and discontent.

contributing to the overarr sense of stabirity felt by
the evacuees was the equiribriurn achieved in ernproyment.
over the years, the ilapanese farnilies vacated the reast
productive sugar beet areas and the fanilies who remained in
the sugar beet industry achieved a satisfactory standard of
living. over tine, however, as restrictions governing
movement and property ownership were eased and later
revokedrll' most of the 347 labourers filtered i-nto other
occupations in Winnipeg or left the province.
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s3NAc. RG 2, p.c. 946 February 5, Lg43. The Japanese Division
succeeded the BCSC. After completing its mandate the BCSC dissolved andthe Japanese Division assumed the roLe of caretaker of the evacuees in
Canada.

3aThe switch in official title did not alter the admínistration
procedures in Manitoba. After the change in status, letterhead was notaltered' Also the Division representative was still referred to as the
Cornmission representative. NAC. H.T. Pammett to A. MacNamara, Memorandum
Re: Proposal for reorganization of the BCSC (Japanese Division) December3, 1942. RG27 Vol .642 fiLe 23-2-Z-LL

35NAc. colj-íns to c.L. Taylor, ManiÈoba sugar company. December
30, 1942. Rc 36/27 vol.31 fire L72L. Despire shirras, negarive
assessment the Division held out hope for the projectrs ãr."""".

36NAC. Ernsr to Easrwood, June 30, Lg43. RG 36/27 vol.31 file
L7L3. Ernst ro Easrwood May 15, L943. Ibid.

37rbid. Generally, facilities for grade school ed.ucation were
availabre.The only area that presented a problem for the BCSC was
Lorrette due to overcrowding. Brown believed transportation to another
school could be arranged.

3sNAc.Brown ro Easrwood, May 1 and 15, Lg43. RG 36/21 vol.31 file
L7L3.

3erbid.

40rbid.

4lNAc.Brown to Eastwood, May 15, Lg43, rbid. The I'LIJC wasillegally formed in the farL L942. MJJC members were used as
inEerpreters and helped the commission solve minor problems.

42NAc. Brown to Eastwood, rbid. rnterview March 14, 19g9. H.
Hirose.

a3NAc. Brown to Eastwood, May l, Lg43. rbid. Desbrusay to Ernst,
August 23, L943. RG 36/27 vor.31 file 1703. Evacuees could leave rheproject only wÍth special permission.

44NAc. Lisrer ro colrins, July 6, Lg43. Rc36/27 vol.31 file 1713

4srbid. sunahara makes this poinË as well, but she does nor
footnote her source. LaViolette noted that Í11-informed BCSC officíals
stressed the I'freedomrt aspect to Japanese when trying to convince themto work on sugar beet farms. perhaps arternative empÍoyment
opportuniÈies were confused rìrith freedom of movement afÈer the first
beet season.
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46NAc. Lisrer ro Easrwood, ocrober 23, 1943. RG 36/27 Vol.31 fileL7L3. The National Selective Service was not required to check with theDivision before locating a Japanese person or farniry. They helped theDivision representative locate jobs when the Divisiãn reqlesteãassistance. Hence there was litile coordination between the two
government agencies.

47NAC- Ernsr ro Easrwood, July 31, Lg43. RG 36/2r Vol.31 fileL7L3. In June 1943 Frank Ernst replãced R.C. Brown as the Deparrment ofLabourrs Japanese Division representative in Manitoba. Ernst wasformerly with the Universal Life Assurance Company. There r¡¡as noindication that G.H. Aikins was involved in thã search for Brown,s
replacement. The Division probably conducted their oren search. It wiIIbe recalled rhat in the farr of 1942 Brown was up-graded ro full-timestatus for uhe winEer months. In the spring Brown ieft the job to reËurnto his farming operation.

48NAC. Lister ro colrins, July 6, Lg43. rbid. Lisrer to corrins,August 10, 1943. Ibid.
4eNAC. Ernst to Eastv¡ood, July 31, Lgt+3.Ibid.
soNAc. Lister to collins, July 6, 1943. rbid. ErnsÈ ro Eastwood,Jury 31, L943. rbid. Ernsr ro Eascwóod, Augusr 31, Lg43. rbÍd. ErnsÈnoted that the pay lras good for labourers, $4.00 a day for harvesting
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s1NAc. Lisrer Èo collins, AugusÈ 10, L9t+3. Rc 36/2l vot.31 fileL7L3. Lister ro Collins November 3, L943. Ibid.
s2NAc. Lisrer ro collins Augusr 1g, Lg43. RG 36/27 Vol.2 file

1f40., Lisrer ro collins July 6, ti+2. Rc 36/27 vol.31 file 1713.

, s3see chapter 1, reference 16. As well, most farmers could not
employ the evacuees over the winter monËhs.

s4NAc. Brown ro Easrvrood, May 1, Lg43. Rc 36/27 vol.31 fire 1713.LÍsÈer to collins Augusr 18, L943. Rc 36/27 1,Iolr.2 file lf4o.
ssNAc. Lisrer ro colrins Augusr 1-g, Lg43. Rc 36/27 vol.2 lf4o.,collins to MacNamara, Augusr 21, L943. RG 36/27 vol.31, fÍ.le 1703.Lister to collins, November 3, L943. Rc 36/27 vo1.3l file 1713. anadditionar stirnulus for a new policy was increased relief cost. Morethan líkely maintenance costs would be higher because rnany families
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s6NAc. Lisrer ro corrins, Augusr 1g, Lg43. RG 36/27 vo1.2 {f40.The Japanese Division was not prepared to treat the evacuees asllindenturedtt labourers to any farmer, or industry for the duraÈion ofthe war. The Division felt that the evacu."" *"rL partially justified in
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arguing that once out of the protected area they should be granted alimited amount of freedom. The Dívision also recognízed thai the farmers
were unable to provide adequate su¡nmer earníngs for the evacuees to liveoff during the winËer, as the L942 agreement stipulated. Consequently,
the farmers defaulted on a basic tenet of the agreement allowing theDivision to supporÈ the evacuee's demand for grãater freedoms; whichincidentally reduced Division maintenance expen""s. collins to
MacNamara, Augusr 21, 1943. Re36/27 Vol.31 file 1703.

s7NAc. Lister ro collins Augusr 1g, Lg43. Rc 36/27, vor.2, file
lftno, collins ro MacNamara, Augusr 21 , L943. Rc 36/27 úo1.31 file 1703,
Eastwood to Ernsr, November 29, 1943. RG 36/27 vol.31, file l_703.

ssNAc. Lister ro collins Augusr 1g, Lg43. Rc 36/27 vol.2 file
1f40.

seNAc. Lisrer ro collins July 6, Lg43. Rc 36/27 Vol.31 file 1713.At the same time, Collins allowed greater freedom to all evacuees in
Canada living outside BC by granting travel options for 30 days withouta travel permit . PC 946 section 3 víii . L943.

60rbid. The city rescinded its by-law because busínessmen
informed CiÈy Council that they needed labourers and the evacuees vrereeager and available. Furthermore, some businessmen had had positive
experíences using Japanese labour over the previous winter. NAC. Ernstto Lister December L943. RG 36/27 vol.31 file 1713. Also liquorrestrictions were lifted in August L943 by the Division. Lister coCollÍns AugusÈ 10, L943. Rc 36/27 Vol.31 iife fZt¡.

01NAc. Ernst ro Lisrer seprember 30, rgt+3. Rc 36/27 Vol.31 1713.

62NAc. Lister to collins July 6, Lg43. rbid. Ernst ro Lister.
September 30, L943. Ibid.

63NRc. Ernst to Lister August 31, Lg42. rbid. The farmers rarerv
obj ecued.

64NAC. Lister to Eastwood, ocrober 23, Lgt+3. rbid. collins to
MacNamara, Augusr 21-, 1943. RG 36/26 vol.31 file 1703. Lisrer did norstate nrrnbers, but r¡as alarmed at the situation, and described it asttd¡mamiten.

0sNAc. Lister ro collins, November 3, Lg43. Rc 36/27 vol.31 file
L7L3. Ernst to Eastwood, December Monthly Reporr, Lg43. rbid.

66NAc. Ernst ro Lisrer August 31, Lg43. Rc 36/2l vol.3l fire
L7L3. Lister to Collins November 3, L943. Ibid. Ernst ro Lisrer December
1943, rbid. MacNamara to Ernsr, ocrober 29, 1943. RG 27 vo1.645 fire23-2'3-8-1 pt.l, and ErnsË to MacNamara, November 13, Lg43. RG 27
VoI.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pr.1.
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67NAc. Lisrer to Easrwood ocrober 23, Lg43. RG 36/27 vor.31 fire
L7L3. Ernst to Lister October 31, L943. Ibid. Lister Eo CollÍns November
3, 1942. rbid.

68NAC. Ernsr ro Lisrer, ocrober 31, Lg43. RG 36/27 vol.31 file
1713. Lister to collins November 3, L943. rbid. As noted earlier, whear
and barley as well as other grains r¡rere on the Dominion preferred croplist yielding higher incomes per acre.

6eAs noted earlier Frank Ernst was hired full time in June Lg43.
Through corresPondences with Division headquarters it was clear that as
early as August 1943 Ernst \,ras locatíng winter employment for the
evacuees.

7oNAC. Ernst Èo
April, and March L944.

71NAC. Ernsu uo

7zPAl,l. Tape, c859- g6L-962.

73NAC. Ernsr ro Division. MonËhly Reporr for April Lg44. rbid. rrwill be recalled that the previous contracts did nor afford the family
income protecÈion if harvesËing was done by people outside the family.
Under Ëhis agreement the expense for additional labour was paid by tire
farmer or Company.

74NAc. Ernst to Division, Monthly Report for February to May,
L944. Rc 36/27 Vol.31 file 1713. This \¡ras a 13% decrease from Èhe
previous year.

Tsrbid.

76lbid. Note that the peak periods in L943 for rvelfare cases q¡ere
March 41, April 57, l{.ay 60+ and June 63, compared to March 27, April 2g,
May 25 and June 6 in L94t+.

77PAì,1 . Y.W.C.A. Board of Directors Minutes, January !942 to
December L943, November 24, L942. p-3856. Ernst to Division Monthly
Report for February L944. RG 36/27 Vol.31 file L7I3- The Nisierres !¡ere
formed in November L942. Since membership was lÍmited to the maids in
I,Iinnipeg it had a smaller impact as a social organization. Not until
L943'44 did uhe organization expand. The Maniseis was formed in January
L944.

78NAc. Ernst to Division, Monthly Reports of February and Aprir,
L944. RC 36/27 Vol.31 file 1713. This position was in stark contrasr ro
the attitude held in the winrer/spring L943.

zerbid. The IIJJC's campaign was accompanied by the Japanese
Division's policy of encouraging additional movement from BC. The MJJC's

LO7

Japanese Division, Monthly Report for January,
Rc 36/27 Vol.31 file 1713.

Divísion, Monthly Report for Januaxy L944. Ibid.



program Ëo attract more families to the sugar beet farrns may be linked
to contract negotiations. If additional labour could be obtained frorn
BC, better wages and labour arrangements míght be forthcoming from the
Company.

80The number of families v¡as deterrnined by adding the monthly
totals entering the project from February to December L9¿+l+.

81NAC. Ernst to Division, Monrhly Report March 1944. Ibid. An
accurate number of families who reconsidered their decision to move to
Manitoba was noÈ supplied by the MJJC.

82NAC. Ernst to Division l"fonthly ReporËs May and June 1944. Ibid

83lbid. LisÈer continued to praise and support Ernst for a job
well done. These towns were only a few of the total nunbers.

84NAC. Ernst to Division Monthly Report February and June Lg¿+4.
Rc 36/27 Vol.31 file 1713.

85NAC. Ernst to Division Monthly Report, July L944. Rc 36/27
Vol.3l- File 1713. UntíI Èhe veterans returned from war, the Japanese
were in demand. After the veterans returned the Japanese were employed
in the least desÍrable positions.

s6Canada Yearbook, 1940-55. According to Division statistics,
sugar content was 16.56 and the purity vras 82.17. Ernst to Division
Monthly Report December L944. Rc 36/27 Vol.31 file 1713. Ernsr ro
Division Monthly Report November 1944. Rc 27 Vol.640 file
23-2-2-8-L.vol. 1.

87Of the 80,884 tons harvesËed the majority came from 3 of 7

distrícts. Despite the drop in production many farmers and Japanese
labourers who resided in the productive areas had a good harvest and
incomes were satisfactory. NAC. RG 27 YoL.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pr.l.The
following chart shows average earnings per worker per season by
districts

District

South east of I.Iinnipeg
South west area
I,Iest side Red River
North side Assiniboine River..
Norch of Ilinnípeg...
East side Red River
South side Assiniboine River..

* denotes the areas which provided the workers with the highest
earnings. NAC. J.F. Kristjansson to MaeNarnara, rrSugar Beet

L08

L943

I24.43
r24.99
L26.90
L3r.73
L36.28
140.05
187 . 13

L944

L08.22
L98.99
L3t+.4L
189.10
12s .01
L46.57
244.9L

L945

105.36
178 . 87*
L74.4s
2t+L.2L*
LLz.45
L58.23
268 . 86)k



Probrems:Maniroba L9t+6. " April 3, L946. Rc 27 Vol.645 file 23-2-3-g-L
pr2.

88NAC. Ernst to Division Monthly Reporr November L944. RG 27
vol.640 file 23-2-1-vol.1. Ernsr to Division MonËhly Reporr December
1944. RG 36/27 Vol.31 file 1713. Some additional tor¡ns were Carman,
Sanford, and Morris. They were employed in garages, machine shops and
grain elevators.

8eNAC. Ernsr ro Division Monrhly Reporr AugusÈ 1944. RG 36/27
Vo1.3l- file 1713. Ernst did not attempt Eo secure a similar pledge from
the provincial government because ít was beyond his auÈhority.

eoNAc. Ernsr ro Divislon Monrhly Reporr seprember Lg44. RG 36/27
Vol.31 file 1713. Ernst to Division Monthly Report November L944. RG 2l
Vol.640 file 23 -2-I, vol.1.

e1NAC. Ernst to Division Monthly Report July and Augusr 1944. RG
36/27 Vol.31 file 1713.

e2NAC. Ernst ro Division Monthly Reports Ocrober Lg44. RG 2l
vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-L pt1. Ernsr Èo MacNamara ocrober 13, L944, RG 2l
vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 ptl. Ilhile Ernst focused his policy on rural
placements, I,Iinnipeg experienced a shortage of housing and the Division
closed the city to Japanese farnilies. The Division rvas sensitíve to Èhe
ntunber of Japanese families in the City and anxious Ëo avoid public
resentment. Ernst preferred permanent rural placements whenever
possible. The evacuee urban relocaÈion will be discussed in chapter 3

e3NAC. Ernst to Division Monthly Reports Augusr Lg44. Rc 36/27
Vol. 31, f ile 1713 .

e4NAC. Ernsr ro Division Monrhly Reporr December Lg44. RG 36/27
Vol.31 file 1713.

esNAC.Ibid. and J.F. Kristjansson to MacNamara, April 3, Lg46,
t'Sugar Beet Problems Manitoba 1946," RG 27 Vol.645 file 23-2-3-B-L
pt.z.Ernst to Division, Monrhly Report ylay L9t+6. Rc 27 vol.645 file
23-2'3-8-1 pt2. The majority of Japanese families were conËent. There
vrere, hovrever, instances where dissaËisfaction and uneasiness occurred.
rn october L944 , H. Furukawa was investigated after it was reported
that he threatened another employee (a Mennonite) on Mr. Atchisonrs farm
at Oak Bluff. No formal charges were laid. In a censored letter between
s. Tokatsu of La Rochelle I'fanitoba and Mr T. Mitani of Dominion city,
Tokatsu complained about the conditÍons in Manitoba, particularly the
previous seasonrs working condiËions. TokaÈsu stated Ëhat thinníng was
difficult and when he was not able to meet contract commicments threats
that other labour would be hired and deducted from his wages were used.
Moreover, Tokatsu felt that the farmer vras not paying the workers in
full, and that the farmer, and Sugar Company were making money by
exploiting the evacuees. NAC. Department of National LIar Services,
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Directorate of censorship, July 29, 1944. RG 27 vol.645 fiLe 23-2-3-g-l
Prl.

e6These figures were arrived aË by adding Dívision Monthry
Reports for a 6 monÈh perÍod, July-December compared to the samå period
the prevíous year. The number of births recorded in 1942-43 were Èwo in
each year. Undoubtedly more occurred, but iÈ is unlikely that there r,rere
more Èhan 56 given Ëhe unsettled nature of the evacuees.

e7NAc. Expenditures of BCSC/Japanese Division in project areas.
Rc 27 VoI.640 file 23-2-L, vol.1.

e8NAC. Ernst to Division, Monthly Report August Lg44, RG 36/27
vol.31 file 171-3. and Monrhly Reporr Ocrober L944, Rc 27 vot.645 file
23-2-3-8-1 pt.1, Monthly Reporr November L944. Rc 27 Vor.640 file
23-2-1, vol.1. students were also enrolled in trade schools: sewing
school, L4, Business college,7 and specÍal Trade schools, 3. There were
no education costs Èo Èhe Division for the Lg45-t+6 school year.
rndicating that the evacuees had aEtained a satisfactory economic
status. NAc. Ernst to DÍvision, Monthly Report August rgt+6. RG 27
Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pr2.

99some of the toums targeted in Northwestern Ontario were Kenora.
Dryden, and Fort Frances.

100NAc. Ernst Ëo Division Monrhly Reporr November rg45. RG 27
Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pr.2. Consensus Canada, L946.

ro1¡¡6. Ernst to Division, Monthry Reporr september Lg45. RG 27
VoI.645 file 23'2'3-8-1 pt.1. Ernst uo Division Monthly Reporrs Ocrober
L945, April 1946 and March L946. Rc 27 vol.645 file 23-2.3-g-1 pr2.

102¡66. Ernsr ro Division Monrhly Reporrs May 1945, RG 27 Vo1.645
file 23-2-3-8-1 ptl, and Monthly Reports october !94s, February Lgt+6,
March 1946, Rc 27 vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-l- pr2. of rhe rural indusrries,
excluding sugar beet farming, bush work was favoured by the Division.
ForesÈry provided employment that \¡ras not popular with veterans. Ernst
noted also thaÈ forestry positions "should be given close attention and
every effort should be made to send families to these t)rpes of locales.
Several hundred people could be located in this area without anvbodv
knowing it. "

103¡¡¡6. The Sugar Growers Co-operative Association of Manitoba to
MacNamara, April 2, L946. Rc 27 Vol.645 fILe 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. J.F.
Kristjansson to MacNamara, 'rsugar Beet problem:Manitoba 1946," April 3,
1946. Rc 27 vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-l-pc2. rncreased federal paymenrs
filtered down to the hired worker in the form of irnproved labour
contracts which will be discussed later.

104NAC. Ibid. Manitoba Sugar Company to MacNanara February 1g,
Lgt+6. Rc 27 vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. The sugar indusrry did nor
foresee an increase in Japanese labour, as a result they lobbied the
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federal government for approximately 700 German prisoners of war for
additional labour; a plan subsequently approved.

105NAC. Ernst to Division Monthly Report ltÍay L946. RG 27 Vo1.645
file 23-2-3-8-1 pt2.

106NAC. Ernst Èo Division, Monthly Reports November L945 and.
January L946, RC 27 Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pr.2.

roz¡J66. Manitoba Sugar Company to MacNamara February 27, 1946. RG
27 YoL.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pt.2.Ernst to Division lfonthly Reporrs April
and March 1946, Ibíd. Mr. Lister's revÍew of the Manitoba project noted
that the farmers and sugar company vrere opposed to repaËriating the
Japanese farnilies durÍng the beet season. They preferred that any
deportation take place after the harvest.

108NAC. Ernst to Division Monthly Report March Lgt+6. RG 27
vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. Evidence supporting this claim was found
in Ernstrs I'Semi-annual Breakdown of Japanese in Manitoba July 1, L946",
July 4, L9t+6. Rc 27 Vot.645 fíle 23-2-3-8-1 pr.2. Krisrjansson
calculaÈed that there were approximately 370 evacuees in the sugar beeÈ
industry. However, Ernst reported 347 wete employed in the industry.

10e6" remaining percentage of labour vras supplied by local
workers and German prisoners of war. H. sulker to MacNarnara, April 2,
L946. RG27 Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pr2.

110¡¡6. RG2 order in Council, p.c. 270 January 23, Lg47. Due ro
Order in Council P.C. 1457 and 946 February 1943 property o\¡rnership was
prohiblted and consent for a licence r¡as needed from the Japanese
Division Ëo acquire property. This was amended by Order in Council 5913
September 14, 1945 and revoked on January 23, L9t+7.
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CHAPTER 3

URBAN MIGRATION

Despite the Divisionr_s policy of rural resettlenent,
Japanese fanil-ies began to nigrate to l{innipeg as early as

the autumn of L942. The movement was a constant concern for
Division officials. The evacuees had been sent to Manitoba

to resolve the labour shortage in the sugar beet industry,
but working on sugar beet farms did not provide sufficient
income to last the winter months. After the first winter the

Division rearized that not alr beet farrning areas v¡ere

prosperous, and a change in policy vras needed. The urban

movement hras propelled by a combination of inadeguate

working and riving conditions on sugar beet farms, a labour
shortage in lfinnipeg industries, and the BCSC/Japanese

Divisionts reructance to provide relief. rt should be noted

that the evidence outrining the migraÈion of evacuees into
!'Iinnipeg was limited, even though the urban movement

concerned Ernst and his predecessors.

Urban reintegration had numerous difficulties.
organized resistance from unions and citizen çtroups, as well
as housing and job shortages, complicated the process.

Economic reasons v¡ere the driving force behind the movement

into Winnipeg, yet a job opening in the city did not

automatically mean the Japanese fanily would move to
I{innipeg. It should be realized that, the types of jobs
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availabl-e couLd be as important as government regurations in
determining Èhe future residence of the evacuees. The job

market evolved over tine. whire employment opportunities
existed as a brend of seasonaÌ and permanent positj-ons, the
ratio of permanent, âs opposed to seasonal enploynent

opportunities, onry increased once Division policy adjusted
to project realities in L943.

As Japanese fanilies arrived in Manitoba, city
councilrors took steps to rninirnize their invorvement with
the evacuees. councir created a sub-comrnittee, comprísing

Mayor Queen, Aldermen Coulter, Knowles and B1urnbêr9, to
review applications for resettlement made by Japanese

fanilies wishing to relocate in Winnipeg. Before the
subcommittee ruled on an application, it had to pass a
R.C.M.P- security check and be sponsored by the BCSC. The

city devised further restrictive measures in october !942,
by prohibiting enployment of Japanese male evacuees at jobs

paying less than 45 cents per hour. city councilrs concerns

for security and the earning pov/er of labour, echo simirar
opinions expressed by racist organizations like the

rmmediate Action comnittee in BC. The city justified its
by-Iaw by stating it v¡as designed to prevent a decrease in
the hourly wage and protect Occidental jobs. yet, city
councirlors permitted Japanese maids to be hired in the
homes of some of the more infruential nembers of !{innipeg

society. The cíty argued, however, that donestic servants
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v¡ere unrelated to industry. The vrage rule might protect
Caucasian jobs, but could also be interpreted as an attempt

to prevent the evacuees from assimilating and permanently

resettling. St. Boniface also passed a resolution
prohibiting Japanese families from settling in their
jurisdiction.l city polit,icians v/ere not alone in their
negative reaction to the resettlement project. As noted

earlier, The frnperiat Order of the Daughters of the Empire

and Children of the Empire, ês well as the !{innipeg and

District Trades and Labor CounciJ-, and the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, had protested against the proposal.2

Latent racial and socio-economic fears stimulated the

dissent of these groups. I^Iith minimal previous direct
contact, their racist opinions hrere founded on prejudice

moulded by whaÈ Peter !{ard described as the social
psychology of race relations. Basing their prejudiced views

on the broad consensus of society, racial groups deemed the

Japanese fanilies to be inferior. This berief was nurtured

and made visible in varying degrees of intensity, as

illustrated by city by-Iaws, nev¡spaper reports, and the

resolutions of organizations who objecÈed to the presence of

the evacuees. The disgruntled organizations in Manitoba

feared for their economic safety and cultural honogeneity.

The only way t,o preserve their cultural purity and economic

status was to exclude the threatening element. As a result,
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racism hras grounded in economic fear and the desire for
ethnic purity.s

Supported by calls for caution and intolerance, city
officials fert justified in their actions. rn october Lg42,

the cityts employment by-raws díd not impede Bcsc actions;
the security commissionrs intention was to isolate the
evacuated faniries on designated sugar beet farms. After the
harvest in 1942, the financial resources of many evacuated

families made addit,ional winter employment a necessity.
Folrowing persistent robbying by conmission representative
R.C. Brown, city officials agreed to let 1-OO Japanese

domestics work in the city. The commission had to guarantee

they wourd be responsibre for the evacuees, and suppry the
city t¡ith the number of Japanese moved, âs werr as addresses

and names of employers.a

The domestic maid program was a joint effort by the
security commission and the y.w.c.A. The y.vÍ.c.A. became

involved after the federar Deputy Minister of Labour, Arthur
MacNamara asked the National councir of the y.!{.c.A. and its
provincial branches, to assist the BCSCTs employment

program.s The commission and the y.L{.c.A. recorded the homes

registering for maid services; the cornmission suppried the
city with the names and addresses of t{innipeg residents
employing rnaids. The remainder of the program was

administered by the Y$ICA. To help pay for expenses, the
federal Department of Labour contributed approximatery ggso
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from ]-g42 to 1944.ó The y.w.c.A. set up a subcommittee with
Mrs. Lang as project coordinator. Subcomnittee members

j-nterviewed prospective maids and emproyers before awarding

a domestic to a home. The subcommitteers assessment was

based on the age of the potential naid, Èhe raciar attitudes
of the ernproyer, living accommodations, type of work, $/ages,

time off, and discharge from employment. fn addition, the
occupation of the homeohrner was important as applicants in
essential war occupations hrere given special consideration.T
The Y.w.c.A. arso provided the evacuees with recreational
facilities for sociar gatherings, and herped estabrish clubs

such as the Niseiettes. rn May i-944, the pracement conmittee

reconmended that the naid program be discontinued because

the demand for the maids had decrined, the girls were more

famiriar with the city, and potential emproyers had accepted

them. The committee arso felt that to encourage their
assimiration, the girrs shourd not be given special status.s

The Y.l{.c.A. was more than an emproyment coordinator
and provider of recreation and social development to the
young evacuee hromen living in !{innipeg. The y.!{.C.A.rs

cooperation and support herped set an exampre for younger

members of the Y.w.c.A. and the community at rarge. I{hire
their intentions hrere positive, members of the y.I{.C.A.

actively sought to convert the evacuees to christianity. 'As
members of a christian organization we shourd exernprify such

a spirit of tolerance as would win the respect of the
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Japanese Canadian for our way of life....,,e The y.w.C.À

attempted to provide assistance in aII facets of the
resettlement process.

After winning city approval for domestic servants, the
cornmission continued to robby for the admission of Japanese

mare labour. The security commission wanted the evacuated

fanilies to stay on the farms, but under dire financial
circumstances the commission preferred the mare to secure

seasonal emproyment in vtinnipeg than receive maintenance

from the BCSC. The BCSC did not challenge the city's
discriminatory h¡age rure which appried onry to people of
Japanese origin since they did not want to make the evacuees

a public issue. Àfter consulting with the urc, however,

Brown determined the city could not legally enforce the
by-Iaw. conseguentry, the commissj-on, in conjunction with
the UIC, guietly provided jobs to Japanese males in
violation of the city by-raw. As noted, most jobs hrere

seasonar and included dishwashers, orderries, tanners, meat

packers, furriers, and rabourer positions at grain and seed

elevators.lo

The BCSCts successor, the Japanese Division of the
federar Department of Labour, in conjunction with the urc,
continued the job location program over the winter rnonths.

By late spring 1943, both the urc and the Japanese Division
were reructant to perpetuate the practice of finding jobs in
I{innipeg for Japanese mares without, city councirrs approval.
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Following the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce announcement that
the city was in the midst of a labour shortage, and in the

face of persistent lobbying by the new Division
representative, Frank Ernst, city councirlors removed the
by-law restricting evacuee male rabour in Jury L943. The

by-raw was repealed with the proviso that they be informed

of the occupation and residence of alr rnale labourers. Ernst

was free to prace rabourers in $rinnipeg providing that they

register with NSS and the Division assume responsibirity for
their welfare.ll

As the L943 sugar beet season progressed, weather

conditions caused a decline in output for a second

consecutive year. Division policy had to change if high

maintenance costs $rere to be avoided. The Japanese Division
embarked on an arnbiguous plan.12 Despite opposition by the
sugar beet industry, the Division granted the Japanese

fanilíes more freedom to change occupations within the

project, including movement to Winnipeg if suitable
enployment courd be arranged. This decision arlowed the

Japanese fanilies a chance to improve theír financial
situation.

The Division continued to endorse the sugar beet

industry as a worthy source of enployment, but its overall
view e¡as praçfmatic. The financiat circumstances of the

Japanese family were a significant quarifier when assessing

a job position. The âgê, fanily size, and injury history of
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the workers, as weII as the productivity of the sugar beet

area in which the fanily resided, \iíere irnportant factors

when determining the future location of the Japanese farnily.

!ühile the Division preferred locating the families in
Manitobats small rural towns, single males, and females, âs

well as families, received temporary and permanent positions

in l{innipeg.13

As the evacuees moved into the greater Winnipeg area,

re-establishing their former living patterns became a

priority. For many evacuees an imporÈant element was to
perpetuate the practice of their Christian faith. After the

evacuees arrived in Manitoba, Reverend Akagawa was directed
by the United Church of Canada, in June L942, to leave his
congregation in Westminster BC and continue his ninistry in
Manitoba. As part of the Home Mission branch of the United

Church of Canada, Akagawa was to provide spiritual
leadership and church services for the sizeable number of

Christian Japanese Canadians resettled in Manitoba.la

From L942-44, Rev. Akagawa travelled extensively

through rural Manitoba offering guidance to his

congregation. As a minister, Akagawa was allowed a vehicle

and not subjected to the travel restriction applied to other

evacuees in the province. Since mosÈ of the congregation was

Iocated rurally, Akagawa established a church in Letellier
in November L942.15
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As more evacuees moved into Winnipeg they sought out

churches where evacuees arready attended. one of the first
churches to accept Japanese nembers was Knox United

church.ló s. saÈo began attending Knox church soon after his
arrival in Winnipeg in late L942, and by October L943,

became a member. Thro months later Ton Mitani also became a

member of Knox united church.17 Forrowing the rarge infrux
of evacuees into !{innipeg in the autumn of 1943, church

facilities had to be secured. Before a rocation for church

services was found, private homes v/ere often used. To

arreviate the problem, Rev. Akagawa approached Knox church

for assistance. rn May L944, the Manitoba Japanese united
Church congregation held their first formal meeting and

service within Knox church.18

From the beginning, the evacuee community within Knox

lras a distinct congregation with their own church Elders and

Executive.le Except for social organizations such as the

Joshi Dendo Kwai (Japanese Mission Circle), which was

sponsored by the !{omensr Missionary society of Knox church,

little formal interaction occurred between the two

congregations.20

Led by Rev. Akagawa, the Manitoba Japanese United

Church worked to unify their community. Frorn L944-46 the

United Church membership was approxirnately L1-J- persons;

20-25 attended Knox church.21 Under the direction of the
church executive, the congregation raised donations for the
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maint,enance and upkeep of Knox Church. They initiated
programs that benefitted their congregation such as a
pension fund for Japanese United Church membersr22 and began

a fund-raising drive to build their own chapel within Knox

United Church; a task completed by i,948.23 The anicable

relationship between the ,Japanese United Church and the

rarger Knox congregation reinforced the evacueesr acceptance

in l{innipeg. Their participation within the Christian
community in Manitoba undoubtedly eased the relocation
process.

As Èhe Division lifted restrictions on movement, more

evacuees departed for Winnipeg. Driven by insufficient
incomes from sugar beet work as well as the need for
suitable housing and ernployment, Japanese families
registered and received emproyment through the NSS office in
the city.2a The new Division policy allowed the evacuees

more responsibility over their donicile and occupation.

Fina1 authority over residence, however, still rested in the

hands of the Japanese Division. The Division wanted to guard

against an over concentration of evacuees in Winnipeg. The

Selective Service and the R.C.M.P. hrere not reguired to, and

often did not, report to the Division job placements made

through the NSS. In order to control the movement of
evacuees, Ernst had t,o establish a closer working

relationship with NSS. Vthen relocating to the city, the

evacuees tended to congregate in small groupings spread
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throughout Winnipeg (untike the powell district in
Vancouver). North Kildonan, the North End, and the Kennedy

Street area in l,Iinnipeg v/ere a few of the preferred

districts. These areas hrere attractive due to proxinity to
work, and rental vacancies. In the case of North Kildonan,

the area was on the outer fringes of the city with few

utilities and had a high vacancy rate.25

The unmonitored fLow of evacuees into gtinnipeg worrj-ed

Division officials. only two months after modifying traver
restrictions, concern over the nurnber of Japanese relocated
in Winnipeg forced the Division once again to restrict
access Èo the city in october L943. Exact numbers were not
cited, but after consulting with the NSS, Ernst and Lister
I,rrere ararmed by the infiltration of Japanese into the city
without Division approval. 'rThis is just dynamite as far as

the whole situation is concerned... There is a lot of work

availabre here (Irlinnipeg) and... city placements are merery

a temporary move which may lead to a lot of trouble.r26

The Division v¡as anxious to regulate urban migration
because rural placements were a priority, and an

over-concentration of evacuees in Winnipeg might cause

public resentment,. Furthernore, the Division may have

anticipated complaints from veterans if too many Japanese

vtere employed in l{innipegrs industries. The Division
believed that it was easier to regulate the number of
evacuees entering l{innipeg than to remove them later if
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veÈerans and the public objected. Thus jobs were secured for
evacuees, but in cooperation with the Division and the NSS.

Low paid and unskilled job placements hrere made at lrlestern

Auto & Body Works, Canada Packers, P. Burns, Winnipeg Supply

and Fuel, Dominion Tanners, and coal yards.z7

Select job placements continued throughout the winter

and spring of L944. Despite articles in the lfinnipeg Free

Press and lfinnipeg Tribune describing Japan's brutal
treatment of prisoners of war, and the BC governnentrs

intentions to prevent evacuees from returning to the

province following the v/ar, Manitobans remained tolerant in
their dealings with the evacuated fanilies. Municipalities
such as I{innipeg and St. Boniface favoured a ttdo nothing

approachrr, stating the issue was the responsibility of the

Japanese Divisíon. Ernployers continued to hire Japanese

workers because labour was in short supply.28

The demand for labour in industries in the city
prevailed over concerns that the evacuees posed a security

threat. Many Japanese workers r¡/ere given jobs in businesses

with nilitary contracts. Monarch Machinery Co. and Welton

Malgren Mfg. held naval equipment contracts and employed

five evacuees. Western Auto & Body Works, Dona1d Hart Ltd.,
Western Garment Co., United Garment, Co., and Dj-rect

Furniture Co. supplied rnilitary equipment and employed

another twenty evacuees.29 Japanese hrere working in other

essential industries such as food processing and farm
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machine manufacturing. The evacueesr co-workers seemed to

accept their presence. By December L944, the Japanese

workers vtere granted union membership in the industries in
which they were employed, meat packing plants, agricultural
related industries, metal works, and garment factories. In

one case a Japanese hras elected as Secretary of the shop

union at Manitoba Co-operative Implements. Union membership

and job performance did not prevent some negative reactions.

The Department of Labour tried to publicíze the evacueesl

good working habits and loyalty, but cornpanies that were

satisfied with the evacueesr work ethic were hesitant to
admit that they employed thern. On various occasions members

of the public accused the companies of using cheap labour,

precluding the employment of local Occidental workers.

Despite this falsehood, companies felt threatened by the

accusation and declined to participate in the publicity

campaign.30

With the L944 sugar beet crop reduced from the

previous year, more Japanese fanilies looked for alternative
employment. The number of evacuees living in !,finnipeg

climbed Eo 230 by October L944. A shortage of housing

facilities, as well as Ernstrs desire to avoid public

resentment, prompted the Division to close the greater

I{innipeg area. Moreover, the number of veterans entering the

labour force $ras a complicating factor. As veterans

returned, the NSS advised the Division that they would
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receive priority for housing and jobs. Thus for the

immediate future, the number of Japanese in I{innipeg

stabilized.3l

For the next two years, (L945-46) job prospects and

housing continued to be affected by the returning war

veterans. As the labour supply increased, work opportunities
for evacuees declined or rrrere reduced to the lowest paying

positions such as waiters, orderlies, and dish washers. Many

unions in the city asked their employers not to hire
additional Japanese labour, since ex-servicemen $¡ere

available. The dearth of adequate housing also persisted and

by the spring of Lg46 the demand for living facilities
remained acute, curtaiting the infLux of evacuees into
!,iinnipeg.32 Thus the debilitating combination of scarce

housing, Iow paying jobs, and the large number of recently
discharged servicemen linited the evacuees' employment

options. Presented with these circumstances, some evacuees

left Winnipeg to find ernployment in rurat areas.33

As employment opportunities tightened in !{innipe9, the

evacuees adapted in order to remain in the city.
Nevertheless, veteransr groups, active in helping the

returning servicemen reint,egrate into civilian life,
Èargeted the evacuees for working in industrial jobs that
veterans night want. The most vocal group in l{innipeg was

the Winnipeg Civilian Committee for Rehabilitation of
Veterans. The Civilian Cornnitt,ee hras composed of
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representatives of various branches of the Legion, prominent

Iocal businessmen, and a provincial representative from the

Rural Rehabilitation Commission. The lrlinnipeg Civilian

Conmittee hras part of a national organization with offices
in large and small centres throughout Canada. In Vflinnipeg,

their office was near the Departrnent of Veteransr Affairs,
(D.V.A.)34 Involved in veteransr placements, the Civilian
Cornmittee worked in close cooperation with the Department of

Veteranst Affairs and informed !{. Runba1l, District

Supervisor of Rehabilitation, Department of Veteransl

Affairs, that evacuees were employed in local industries.

Runball contacted the NSS and the Japanese Division and

demanded that any Japanese working in posiÈions suitable for
veterans must be released imnediately, regardless of the

wishes of unions and ernployers. If the NSS and the Division

failed to act on this directive, the Civilian Committee, in

cooperation with the Legion and D.V.A., would make the issue

public. The Civilian Committeers threat had serious

consequences. The publication of newspaper articles
detailing the harsh treatment of prisoners of rn¡ar coinciding

with the returning members of the !,finnipeg Grenadiers

imprisoned by the Japanese in Hong Kong rnade for an

explosive mixture.35

Confronted with the Civilian Committeers demands,

Ernst contacted the Commissioner of the Japanese Division,

T.B. Pickersgill, for policy clarification. Given the
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national reach of the civilian Committee, trouble in

Winnipeg could spread across Canada to centres where other

evacuees resided. Ernst noted that the unions and employers

he contacted, such as the International Fur !ùorkers Union,

Metal Workers Union, and the Needlecraft !{orkers Union,

stated that the Japanese $/ere working in posit,ions no one

wanted. The employers and union officials declared that they

would support the Japanese worker if any attempts were made

to remove Èhem from their iobs on the basis of racial
origin.3ó

Meanwhile, T.B. Pickersgill conferred with his

superiors in Ottawa. The l{innipeg area protest was not

viewed favourably by the Department of Labour. In an

intra-governmental memorandum, A.H. Brown advised the Deputy

Minister of Labour, A. MacNamara, that the D.V.A. in Ottawa

should unofficially instruct |ttheir Iocal people in l{innipeg

to lay-off this matter for the present....9te wiIl, ilo doubt

get pressure of this nature from some sources but I donrt

think it should be inspired or supported by the officers or

another branch of the Government. rr37

Officially the Department of Labour stated that the

employer had the right to hire and retain any employee

regardless of race, unless the position was sought by a

veteran who had previously worked for the employer. The

government did not, want to engage in ordering employers to

fire specific workers, especially Canadian citizens; this
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vtould set a dangerous precedent. Moreover, the Division

sÈated to the Civilian Committee that of the 1-Lo Japanese

men employed in !,linnipeg industries, 59 were Canadian born,

18 were naturalized, and 33 were Nationals. Of the 51

Japanese women 36 were Canadian born, 6 naturalized, and 9

$tere Japanese Nationals. Releasing Canadian born or

naturalized Canadian citizens would be a discrirninatory act.

The Division was willing, however, to look into any cases

where veterans wanted positions that Japanese Nationals

held. In those circumstances efforts would be nade to

re-employ the Japanese Nationals e1sewhere.3s The

combination of unofficial pressure on the D.V.A. and

official policy initiatives by the NSS and the Division

contained the Civilian Committee's outburst.

Apart from the concerns raised by veteransl

organizations and the reservations expressed by city

council, I{innipeggers displayed little host,ility towards the

evacuees. As war drew to an end, the evacuees continued to

be employed in lower paying jobs, oE positions veterans did

not want. In some cases businessmen tried to change job

classifications designed to retain Japanese labour and

subsequently reduce $rages. The NSS monitored and prevented

the abuse.3e

Despite the shortages of housing and lucrative

employment opportunities, Japanese families continued to

trickle into !,Iinnipeg from rural Manitoba.a0 over the
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preceding years (L942-46) government policy, originally

designed to contain the evacuees on sugar beet farms, was

altered to confonn with the problems inherent in the

project. Poor living conditions and inadequate financial
opportunities left the federal government little alternative
but to allow movement frorn the farms into rural towns and

Winnipeg in order to avoid higher maintenance costs.

Relocation hras permitted but the Division exerted a tacit
measure of control over the rnigration into !{innipeg in
cooperation with other government agencies such as the NSS.

Despite Division attempts, some early active resistance

against Japanese families existed. City Council, civilian

organizations, and at first, some unions displayed a

reluctance to accept Japanese families as part of the

Vüinnipeg community.

As the evacuees moved into urban settings, they

continued to rent accommodations. Stripped of their rights

to own property in February L943, the evacuees remained a

Iandless segment of the population. Their status did not

begin to change until September L945 when the federal

authorities enabled the evacuees outside BC to buy property

with the permission of the Minister of Labour.al In January

1-947, the federal government removed all existing

restrictions pertaining to land purchases outside of 8c.42

The low vacancy rate, their meagre finances, and the
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deportation/repatriation issue hindered the evacuees from

purchasing real estate.

ft was not until spring 1946 that the evacuees began

to apply for property ownership in Manitoba.a3 This move

elicited no serious protest by other Manitobans as the

evacuees often purchased property in the area in which they

had been living. With the passage of time, the constant

cooperative efforts of the Japanese community and the

favourable attitude demonstrated by nost veterans towards

the evacuees, opposition to their presence subsided. The

evacuees developed a largely unfettered community lifestyle.
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CHAPTER 4

DEPORTATION, COMPENSATION AND THE JAPANESE COMMUNITY

During their years in Manitoba the Japanese families

managed to adapt to a different lifestyle, but their future

in the province remained uncertain. The evacuees had been

rnoved to Manitoba in April L942 under the obligation that
once the war was over they would be removed. The sudden end

to the war with Japan in August, L945 caused the federal

government to seek a permanent solution to the rrJapanese

problemtt in Canada. The Dominion Governmentrs answer

involved deporting or repatriating* a large number of

evacuees from Canada and dispersing the remaining persons

across the country. For many Canadians, including the

evacuees, dispersal was acceptable, but

deportation/repatriation hras a threat to citizenship. The

assault on citizenship rights united Japanese evacuees as

weII as concerned Canadians throughout Canada. In Manitoba

the I"LIJC and i-ts successor, the Manitoba Japanese Canadian

Citizen Àssociation (l,tICCA) , gained some valuable aIlies in

the struggle against the federal governmentrs deportation

policy. They also continued to receive support in their
fight for compensation for lost property in BC. this chapter

wilt discuss these issues from a Manitoba perspective as

well as look at how the MJJC/MJCCA led the evacueesr protest

in the province.
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The I'LIJC was illegal1y established in September 1942 by

Shinji Sato, Haro1d Hirose, Tom Mitani, and Ichiro Hirayama.

Through their experience in marketing cooperatives in the

Fraser VaIIey, and the Fishermanrs Association i-n Steveston,

each understood the necessity and usefulness of community

representation.l The BCSC, however, refused to endorse the

MJJC. The Security Commission vras sceptical that such an

organization would assist the Cornmissionrs work. Instead the

BCSC believed that the I{"IJC would increase the number of

evacuees coming into Vüinnipeg and would create problems.2

While Commission officials in Vancouver did not see the

value in an evacuee organization, Graham, the Commissionrs

local representative certainly did. Before leaving the

position in August L942, Graham suggested to his superiors

thaÈ allowing evacuee representatives would be a positive

step in the resettlement process. His successor, R.C. Brohrn,

likely knew of and accepted the ILIJC. Brown realized that
the MJJC boosted the evacueesr morale, and in conjunction

with the Sugar Beet Companyrs fieldsmen, notified hin of

problems in the project. AIso, IvLfJC representatives v/ere

valuable interpreters when dealing with evacuees who had a

poor command of English. Undoubtedly, Brownrs support for

the IvLIJC led to its official sanctioning in early May L943

by the BCSCTs successor, the Japanese Division.3

Once approval v¡as granted, the MJJC submitted the names

of the elected representatives and executive members to the
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Division. The ll.rJc comprised i-6 individuars: one erected
person from each sugar beet district and one l{innipeg
representative. of the i-5 dÍstrict representatives, five sat
on the executive in the positions of Chairman,

vice-chairman, Treasurer, and two Auditors. Harold Hirose

was appointed Secretary and spokesman for the I{.ÍJC.

Erections were herd annually. Despite the rural to urban

population shift in 1943, the erectoral structure remained

constant.

The membership of the ttt fJC in t942-43 was Issei
dominated. of the sixteen individuars only two were Nisei.
Prior to evacuation aLI the MJJCts rssei representatives had

been active in farrning and fishing organizations. Àfter
their resettlement in Manitoba it was naturar for these

individuals to pray leading roles. Their resettlement in
Manitoba, however, disrupted previous riving patterns and

created new problems with which the rssei were unfamiliar.
The evacuees vrere forced to deal directly with Manitobans

and the federal government on a regurar basis. As a result,
Leadership began to be transferred from rssei to the Nisei.
Better educated and bilingual, âs well as more energetic,
the Nisei began to assume greater prominence. The transfer
of community Leadership was graduar. The percentage of Nisei
representatives slowly increased, eventually controrling the
l'LrJc/llrccA. The first significant shift in generational

leadership occurred in the spring of Lg46 with the
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consolidati-on and creation of the I,LICCA. The Issei element

continued to act as advisors to the M.|JCIMJCCA members. It
seemed that the Japanese comnunity in Manitoba was fortunate

to have Issei members with forward and progressive

attitudes. A cooperative transfer of leadership from the

Issei to Nisei led to an amicable working relationship
between the two generations (a situation which did not

always develop in other centres).4

The general mandate of the III"IJC was to cooperate with

the Division, businesses, and anyone connected with the

Japanese families in Manitoba. The IvLIJC hoped that by

participating in the implementation of policy all parties

involved would benefit.5 fn specific terms this meant

irnproving the situation of the evacuated families in
Manitoba without alienating the authorities, the farmers, ot
the Manitoba Sugar Beet Company. The DLIJC's inítial
grievances, which they presented to the Division and the

sugar beet industry on behalf of the evacuees vrere for
better sugar beet contracts, living conditions, and

employment opportunities. on all of these points the MJJC

achieved a measure of success.

Following the harvest years 1942-43, the Division,

under constant lobbying from the I4*IJC, agreed to permit the

evacuees greater employment and residence opportunities. The

MJJC was particularly active in arguing for the plight of
young fanilies with one worker who were unable to earn
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sufficient incomes. Presented with mounting maintenance

costs, the Division aÌlocated to young families stable

year-round jobs outside the sugar beet industry.ó For those

evacuees who remained on the sugar beet farms, the I,LIJC

negotiated better contracts on their behalf. Faced with an

exodus of farm labour the sugar beet industry, in a bid to

convince the evacuees to stay on beet farms, üras cornpelled

to improve sugar beet contracts and housing conditions in

the spring of L944.7

The fundamental goal of the M.IJC was to enhance the

conditions of the evacuees in Manitoba. Presented with the

much larger issues of deportation and compensation, however,

national coordination among Japanese Canadian organizations

v¡as required. Although the creation and subseguent formal

affiliation with the National Japanese Canadian Citizens

Association (NJCCA) did not occur until September 1,947, the

ÞLIJC/I,üCCA cooperaÈed in the national movement to resist
deport,ation and seek compensation for property losses. In
preparing to join the national body, the Manitoba

organizations consolidated in March L946 to form the

Manit,oba Japanese Canadian Citizen Association (IvLIccÀ).8 In

step with the l["IJCrs constitut,ion, the I'[*ICCA pledged to

promote the welfare of the Japanese community in Manitoba

and atternpted to acguire full citizenship rights for

Japanese Canadians.e By commit,ting itself to these goals the
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I,LIJC/I,üCCA was an inportant element in the evolution of the

Japanese community in Manitoba.

The task of solving local matters occupied the ILIJC

through much of L942 and 1,943. Articulating the concerns and

needs of the evacuees on sugar beet, farms, and lobbying for

diversity in emplolrrnent and residence were at the forefront

of the þtfJCrs agenda. With daily survival demanding the

evacueest immediate attention, concerns raised about

property left in BC were not expressed until December L943.

V{hile the evacuees vrere enroute to Manitoba, plans to
seII their property vrere being drafted. The groundwork for
property sales began in Aprit L942, spearheaded by lan

Mackenzie, federal Minister for Pensions and HeaLth.

Recognizing the success of the Japanese Fishing Vessel

Disposal Conmitteerl0 Mackenzie wanted to employ a similar
structure to seII all land ov¡ned by the evacuated fanilies.
For Mackenzie this would accomplish three tasks: assist

veterans to acquire land, hinder the Japanese familiesl

return to BC, and enhance the possibility of deportation

after the war. In order for veterans to have access to the

Iand, the property was to be held in trust by the Soldiers

Sett.lement Board. In an effort to assist veterans purchase

property, the federal government established the Veteranrs

Land Àct (VI,A) program in August 1-942. The VLA scheme gave

timited financial assistance (up to $4,500) for land

purchases.ll To ensure that land sales proceeded Mackenzie
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convinced Thomas A. Crerar, Minister for Mines and Natural

Resources, and Norman Mclarty, Secretary of State and the

Legal Custodian of Enemy and Japanese Canadian property,

that nehr regulations srere necessary to hold land until the

VLA program started in August L942. Mackenzie gained their
support for the passage of an order-in-council giving the

Custodian of Enemy Property the power to seII the evacueesl

land in its care without the ownerrs consent. By January L9,

L943, the Custodian !.ras free to dispose of the evacuees I

property.l2

By early April L943 the New Canadian informed its
audience of the federal governmentrs powers and intention to
seII all real estate and personal possessions in storage.l3

In response, the evacuees living in Kaslo BC formed the

Japanese Property Ownersr Àssociation and took legal action

to challenge the plan. Legal proceedings began in late Juty

L943 with a filed Petition of Rights in the Exchequer Court

of Canada. The petition was not heard untÍI May L944, ât

which point the process was delayed by the legal argument as

to whether the Custodian of Enemy Property r¡ras an agent of

the Crown. If the Custodian v/as not a federal agent the case

was in the hrrong court. The judgernent on this technicality
took three years. Finally, Justice J.T. Thorson ruled that
the Custodian was not a federal agent; the case was

dismissed.14 while the evacueest appeal was tied up in legal
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filibustering, the Custodian bought the evacueesr land for

the VLA program.

Events in BC had rnininal irnpact on evacuees scattered

throughout rural Manitoba. !,Ihen evacuated from their homes

in April 1942, they vrere assured their land would be

prot,ected by the Custodian of Enerny Property. When news

arrived from BC that the Custodian $ras preparing to seII the

evacueesr property, a few members of the M.IJC sent donations

to the Kaslo group in support of the court challenge. The

I,LIJC, in December L943, also asked the Division for
assurances that aII property vested in the Custodian would

not be sold for taxes since taxes on land were being paid by

the evacuees. The Division assured the MJJC that the land in
question would not be sold for taxes and that taxes and

insurance would continue to be paid from the evacueers

incomes.l5 Given the publicity and the action taken by the

Kaslo group, the Division undoubtedly knew of the

Custodianrs intentions and seems to have lied to the ÞLfJc.

It remains unclear why the MJJC did not press the matter

further. Perhaps the MJJC and the Japanese community in
Manitoba believed that once the case went to court all- land

transactions would be halted pending a court decision.

Regardless of the MJJCts short-term motives, concerns about

property in BC seemed to be peripheral to events in the

province.
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The IvLIJC I s preoccupation with local matters led then to

ignore other issues. A press statement by BCrs Minister of

Public Works calling for a ban on Japanese Canadians

returning to the province in January, followed by the

Soldiers Voting Bill in June L944, disenfranchising all
evacuees in Canada, did not elicit a negative reaction from

the lLIJC.ló It was left to the lfinnipeg Free Press to note

that refusing the evacuees voting rights hindered the

resettlement process. 17

The ÌLIJC also remained silent when Prime Minister
Mackenzie King outlined government policy affecting the

evacuees after the war. King acknowledged that rrno person of

Japanese race born in Canada has been charged with any act

of sabotage or disloyalty during the years of !'¡ar.tt18

Despite their spotless record, the federal government felt
it was necessary to take further measures. The King

government believed that it would be detrimental for the

good of the nation to alIow persons of Japanese origin to

congregate in one province; thus they advocated instead an

even dispersal across canada.19

To facilitate this dispersal, King announced that a

guasi-judicial cornmission vras required to ascertain which

members of the Japanese comnunity in Canada lrere worthy to

remain in the country. The loyalty commission was given the

task of establishing a rrlist of disloyal Japanese persons,

some of whom will be Japanese nationals, some British
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subjects by naturalization, and some British subjects by

birth.t'20 once classified as disloyal they would be slated

for deportation/repatriation to Japan, and prior to
deportation, all persons waiting to be deported would be

stripped of their Canadian citizenship.2l Following Kingts

announcement, the IGIJCrs reaction appeared to be cautiousry
optinistic. Ernst reported that the Japanese community in
Manitoba believed the segregation program would benefit the

cornmunity. The MJJC did not object to Kingts statement that
citizenship rights t'¡ould be lost prior to leaving the

country.22 It is unclear whether the evacuees accepted the
governmentrs accusation that disroyal erements existed in
their midst, but they seemed to agree that decraring royalty
ttras a positive way to settle the issue.

Approxirnately eight months after Kingts speech in the

House of Commons on August 4, L944, the segregation program

started. A loyalty commission was not in place, but the

government had issued repatriation forms for the evacuees to
sign if they wished to return to Japan following the war. ft
remains uncertain how the segregation process was appried in
Èhe Manitoba project. Little mention was made by Ernst

concerning the issue. It seems, however, that all evacuees

wishing to return to Japan hrere to report to the local
branch of the R.C.M.P.23 It was uncl-ear whether the R.c.M.p.

or the Division actively canvassed the project, or if the

MJJC helped the evacuees fill out the forms.24
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Whatever method was used to implement the segregation

policy, many evacuees in Manitoba indicated their
willingness to return to Japan. By January L946, 34.32 or

405 persons in Manitoba applied for
repatriation/deportation.25 A= early as May L945, Division

officials expressed their concern at the high number of
reguests coming from Manitoba. From March to May 1-945, 47

reguests !'rere made, compared to only 5 f rom Alberta- a

considerable disparity as there were only 239 Japanese

Nationals in Manitoba as opposed to 786 in Alberta.2ó

The reasons for such a large number wishing to leave

Manitoba varied. Many found it difficult financially to
re-establish in the provincei the fact that they rnight be

forced to leave Manitoba after the war compounded the

problem. Premier Garson, in March L945, indicated the

province would not waive the portion of the L942 agreement

pertaining to the removal of evacuees after the !,¡ar. More

importantly, the federal government continued to prohibit
the evacuees from voting and purchasing property- conmercial

or residential- thus keeping then dispossessed and easily
uprooted.2T other evacuees chose to leave because of the

rancour they felt for the federal government. Many expressed

feelings of being humiliated by the experience of being

displaced from the coast and feared that they had no future

in Canada. About half the total number of evacuees who

signed for repatriation anticipated that they could retire
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on their savings. Others wanted to be near fanily and close

friends in Japan. A large number of Japanese Canadians also

signed due to fanilY Pressure.2s

Irlhen the evacuees indicated their willingness to return

to Japan, few believed the war would end so soon or with

Japants total destruction. By September 2, L945, Japan had

accepted an unconditional surrender.2e Japants guick

capitulation after the US dropped the atomic bombs on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki brought the deportation/repatriation

issue to a climax.

In order to deal swiftly with the evacuees after

Japanrs defeat, the federal government moved to make the

signatures on the segregation forms legally binding. To

accomplish this task the federal government needed to pass a

law before the l{ar Measures Act terminated on January 1-,

L946. This law was the National Emergency Powers Act, BiIl

l-5. BiIl l-5 would last one year and was designed to allow

for a gradual transition of pov¡er from war to peace tirne

regulations. In October L945, BiIl l-5 was introduced into

Parliament. The BiII was attacked because of clause g which

would grant the government control of rrentry into Canada,

exclusion, and deportation and revocation of nationality. rr30

The offending clause was removed and the remaining Bill

passed in December. I{ithin Bill 15, however, v¡as Section

four which granted the extension of aII pohters passed under

the l{ar Measures Act to continue for another year. Thus'
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Cabinet olly needed to pass an order-in-council prior to

January L, L946 to give the government similar powers to

clause g.31 on December L5, Cabinet approved the necessary

Iaws, and on December L7, 1945, Prime Minister King outlined

the classifications from which the government was to deport

people of Japanese origin.

The process involved three orders-in-council, 7355-57.

The first order defined the four classes of persons to be

deported: all Japanese Nationals who had sígned for

repatriation, or who were interned at the Angler internment

camp, all naturalized Canadian Japanese who failed to revoke

their request before September 2, L945, and rrCanadian-born

Japanese who wished to go to Japan and who did not renounce

such intention before an order for their deportation was

made, rr along with the wives and minors of the above

groups.32 The second order-in-council divested Canadian and

British status from any naturalized persons when they left

the country. The final order established a loyalty tribunal

to investigate those Japanese, naturalized or Nationals, who

did not apply for deportation/repatriation. The

investigation was designed to detennine whether they should

be allowed to remain in Canada. As well, naturalized

Canadians who attempted to revoke their signatures after

Septembet 2, l-945, and who were referred to the Minister of

Labour, would receive a special hearing. No such appeal

':
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process was open to Nationals even if they attempted to
withdraw their signatures prior to September 2, L945.33

The introduction of Bill t-5 Clause g into parliament

was crucial. The powers the government wanted raised the

concerns of Members of Parliament (Mpts), particularly in
the CCF party, interest groups, and newsmedia. protest

against the deportation of Japanese Canadians was

coordinated by the Cooperative Comrnittee on Japanese

canadians and the Japanese canadian committee for Democracy

(JCCD) out of Toronto.34 Reaction to the federal
governmentrs policy also took pÌace in Manítoba.

condemnation of federar policy came frorn the ttIJC, y.t{.c.À.,

church groups, the civil Liberties Association of tÍinnipe9,

Iawyers, and the cityrs newspapers. lrfhile concern for the

Japanese Canadians was genuine, it was the threat to
citizenship rights which unified the opposition to Bitr t-5.

$rith prevailing tolerant attitudes in Manitoba, threats
to citizenship rights based on religion or ethnic background

were not readily accepted. lrlhen Parliament debated crausê g,

the lÍinnipeg Free Press took exception to the proposed

legislation, stating that it was unlawful, immoral, and

motivated by racial hatred. Likening clause g to the Nazi

Nuremberg Law, the IÍinnipeg Free press argued that the

signaÈures could not be legally binding because they hrere

secured under conditions in which free exercise of wirr was

difficult, if not impossible. The paper asserted that
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deporting Canadian citizens hlas a crime against hunanity by

the standards of international law.

In addition to criticizing federal legislation, the

Free Press called on the Manitoba government to cancel any

agreement with the federal government that would remove the

evacuees after the war. The paper also urged the provincial

government to accept them as residents of the province on

the same basis as Canadians of Polish, German, and Scottish

descent.35 To the credit of the Free Press, its comrnents

went beyond simple criticism and offered consÈructive

options. At the same time, it hit a receptive chord amongst

many of the residents in the province. If the governments

believed people of Japanese origin were undesirable, who was

next?

Not surprisingly, the Y.W.C.A. voiced its disapproval.

When the evacuees arrived, the Y.W.C.A. helped them

resettle. The Y.!,f .C.4. viewed the proposed laws as

dangerous, giving too much arbitrary power to government

without fair triaLs for the accused. Strong letters of

protest were sent to MPrs from Manitoba, Premier Garson, the

federal Minister of Labour, and national nettspapers. The

Y.V{.C.A. also contributed one thousand dollars to help the

evacuees with legal expenses.3ó

Although the Civit Liberties Àssociation of !'iinnipeg

was not active in resettling the evacuees, it contributed to

the critigue of BiIl l-5. By their own admission the
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Association was only incídenta1ly interested in the plight.

of the Japanese Canadians. Their main concern was with the

future character of Canadian citizenship.3T They recognízed

that the evacuees vrere a problem in Canada, but believed the

solution need not imperil the civil rights of aII Canadians.

The AssociatÍon stated that cit,izenship status should not

exist at the discretion of the Minister of Labour and his
officials. Nor shoul-d laws affecting citizenship rights be

based on racial descent.3s Moreover, the Association

maintained that when the BCSC and Manitoba concluded their
agreement in 1-942, the Province and the federal governrnent

were committed only to internal deportation. By implication
this gave the Province authority over residence within their
jurisdiction.3e Thus, the Association reguested that Garson

waive any standing agreement to remove the evacuees after
the war, and denounce Bill t-5 as a threat, to citizenship
right,s. Premier Garson did not respond to the Associationrs
petition

Many United Church congregations, individual citizens,
and university students throughout Manit,oba raised similar
objections. Like the Civil Liberties Association, Èheir

protests were directed to the federal government and premier

Garson. Rural and urban church groups, vromenrs auxiliaries
and mission societies denounced Bill L5. They reguested that
the Premier object to the legislation and officiaÌly
sanction the evacueest permanent resettlenent in Manitoba.a0
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Moreover, the !{innipeg Presbytery of the United Church of

Canada urged the Manitoba government to oppose any

deportation action taken by the federal authorities against

Japanese Canadians rrsolely on the basis of forms signed

(perhaps under pressure) in the war years... and who are of

good character and have been unconvicted of any

disloyalty. rr4t

The official provincial government position would not

be issued until late December L945. Garsonrs replies to his

critics seemed to endorse Prime Minister Kingts policy

outlined on Àugust 4, L944. Placing the issue on the

doorstep of the federal governnent, Garson privately

reminded church groups and others that the Manitoba

government had no control over the evacueesr removal after

the war.42 until federal policy was confirned, âDy statement

by Manitoba accepting Japanese Canadians as residents of the

Province would have Little significance, rrexcept perhaps as

an irnptied criticism of Dominion Government policy.t'43

Garson appeared unwilling to condemn federal policy for fear

of being asked to accept more evacuees. As for the

possibility of signatures being acguired under duress,

carson stated that until officiat evidence proved this

rumour, he supported the Prime Ministerts position.aa

Prior to Garsonrs private replies to concerned

citizens, he directed R.E. Moffat of the Provincial

Treasurerrs Department to acquire information on the future
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prans of the federal government.a5 Moffat indicated that the

federal government intended to proceed as outlined in Kingts
Àugust 4, L944 speech. Central to Kingrs announcement was

the implementation of segregation forms to determine

Ioyalty. These forms hrere to be signed voluntarily by

individuals wanting to return to Japan. After discussions

with Mr Gordon Robertson, secretary to prime Minister King,

and Jack Pickersgill, of the prirne Ministerrs office, Moffat
learned that despite strict instructions that no pressure be

brought on the evacuees to sign, ttit seems clear that, under

the circumstances certain pressures were used (by the

R-C.M.P.) and that the date and atmosphere of the inguiries
vtere such that, in many cases the Japanese expressed a desire
to return to Japan although they had no fundamental sympathy

with the Japanese Government.t,4ó Despite this information,
carson conÈinued to suggest to concerned Manitobans that the

signatures given by the evacuees were largely voluntary.
Three days after the Doninion Government, announced p.C.

7355-57, the Manitoba Government issued a press rerease. The

Provincets position remained consistent with Garsonrs

earlier comments sÈating the issue vras a Dominion matter and

as such it was rra federar responsibirity to further dispose

of the Japanese in Manitoba. tt47 ThÍs statement seems to
suggest that the Province still expected the federal
government to live up to the L94Z agreement. The Doninj_on

Government, however, would have accepted any offer by the
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Province releasing it from the removal provision in the L942

agreement. In correspondence between G.H. Aikins and À.

MacNamara, the Ìatter stated that the federal government

would rrv¡elcome a statement from the Province indicating a

willingness to waive the provisions of the agreement for the

removal of Japanese from the Province by the Dominion

Government, at the request of the Province, following the

end of the war. rr48 An of fer of this nature from Manitoba

never materialized.

In the press release the Province agreed with the

Dominion that any disloyal persons or individuals wishing to
go to Japan after the war should be assisted. on the matter

of Japanese Canadians who were loyal, hohrever, the Province

believed that they should have rrunrestricted freedom of

movement within Canada.ttce By endorsing freedom of movement,

Garson satisfied many criticst concerns without openly

declaring Manitoba a rrhavenrr for evacuees. Thus'Garson

avoided any clear statement welcorning the permanent

resettlement of existing evacuees or future setÈlers in

Manitoba.

Despite Garsonrs reluctance to oppose federal policy, a

large coalition of groups supporting the evacueest struggle

was being coordinated by the Cooperative Committee on

Japanese Canadians in Toronto. FoIlowing the federal

governmentrs announcement of P.C 7355-57, the Cooperative

Committee and their lawyers argued the legal validity of the
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orders-in:coüDCi1. Furthermore, the Canadian public, as well
as influential citizens, pressured the Dorninion Government

into referring the matter to the Supreme Court of Canada.50

Vüorking in unison with the Cooperative Committee was

the ILIJC's Civil Defence Committee, co-chaired by George

Sasaki and R. Tachibano. The most pressing duties of the

Defence Committee v¡ere to ensure all cancellation forms were

sent to the authorities, processing and communicating

inforrnation to the evacuees in Manitoba, and maintaining

communication between the Cooperative CommÍttee, private
tüinnipeggers, and loca1 support organizations such as the

Ifinnipeg Free Press. Moreover, the Defence Committee

collected $t,SZ¿ in preparation for legal expenses

chaltenging the federal orders.5l

On January 8, L946, the three orders-in-council were

referred to the Supreme Court.52 Support for the evacueesl

position in Manitoba continued. The Winnipeg Tribune

criticized the Orders as unconstitutional and undemocratic

and expect,ed the Supreme Court to overrule the federal laws.

To lend weight to its position, the lfinnipeg Tribune

consulted prorninent $finnipeg lawyers such as W.t{. Kennedy,

L. St. G. Stubbs, E.J. Tarr, J.S. Lamont, and S.M.

Cherniack. They maintained that unless acts of disloyalty
had been committed the Orders in question were a seríous

attack on the rights of Canadian citizens.53
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The Supreme Court handed down its judgement on February

26, 1946. The najority of Justices ruled that the Dorninion

Government had the authority to carry out the Orders

contained in P.C. 7355-57, except the section of 7355

relating to wives, and children under sixteen years of age,

since these people were not under the Orderst jurisdiction.

The Cooperative Committee appealed this decision to the

Privy Council in England for a final ruling. The case was

heard in JuJ-y and in December L946, the Privy Council ruled

that all portions of the Orders were valid.sa

Vühi1e the federal government waited for the Privy

Councilts ruling, it ceased aIl official deport,ation

proceedings.s5 During the suspension, however, the Dominion

Government announced that it would provide transportation to

any evacuee who voluntarily wished to return to Japan.5ó

Despite the cessation of deportation Orders, the

Governmentts rrincentive programrr created the possibility

Èhat many, if not all, of the 4O5 evacuees who signed

segregatÍon forms in Manitoba might Ieave.57

Presented with the possibility of a large reduction in

their labour force, the Manitoba Sugar Beet industry

expressed their concerns to the Ministry of Labour. The

Manitoba Sugar Company determined that the industry would

Iose up to 30å of the evacuated workers from the previous

year. Repatriation and rnigration by younger workers to more
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profitable occupations in the province hrere the chief
sources of the decline.5s

The sugar beet, industry in Manitoba was placed in a

difficurt position. Àt the Dominion Provincial Agricultural
Conference held in December 1945, the federal government

wanted an increase in sugar beet production to relieve the

sugar scarcity. Unfortunately for Manitoba sugar beet

grov¡ers, a decrease in available labour made rneeting the

l-5,OoO acre guota very difficult.5e To alleviate the

expected labour shortage, the sugar beet industry enlisted
the support of the Provincial government. The provincial

Minister responsible for Agriculture, D.L. Campbell,

acknowledged that the labour shortage was serious. Unlike
the sugar beet grovtersr suggestions that additional evacuees

be used, Campbell suggested that Prisoners of lrÏar supplement

the difference.óo

Campbellrs proposal reflected the Manitoba Governmentrs

preference that no more evacuated fanilies be resettled in
the province. This point was made clear after G. Collins,
Assistant Deputy Minister of PubIic tforks for Manitoba

(formerly of the Japanese Division), reptied to the federal

Deputy Minister of Labour, A. MacNamarâsr, informal reguest

that Manitoba cancel the rernoval clause in the L942

agreement. Collins stated that he informally polled some

members of the Provincial Cabinet and received an

unfavourable reaction. Collins did suggest, however, that a
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housing sett,lement be estabrished at the Transcona Munitions

Plant complex. MacNamara thought the idea had merit. The

Transcona plant hras geographically located to assist the

federal dispersal policy and potentially help meet the

Iabour needs of the Manitoba sugar beet industry.ó1

Acting on Collinrs suggestion, MacNamara direcÈed Ernst

to inspect the comprex. Ernst reported that the staff house

at the plant would accommodate up to seventy fanilies and

was outfitted with toilets, showers, kitchens, and dining
halIs. Heating, additional plurnbing items, electrical
supplies, and furnishings should be installed.ó2

Nevertheless, the Department of Labour acguired the prant

from the Real Estate Disposal Branch of the lrlar Assets

Corporatíon. ó3

From the outset, preparations for the Transcona complex

v¡ere hindered by government bureaucracy. Following the
transfer of land and building ownership, securing the

necessary supplies and utilities such as heat, water, and

electricity for rong term operation became an overwherrning

task. The Japanese Division needed plumbing, electrical, and

interior furnishings which were usuarry purchased frorn the

$Iar Asset,s Corporation. Existing supplies, however, could

not be rrfrozenrr; extra equipment not bought from lrlar Assets

had to be purchased on the open market, which increased

costs.&
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Moreover, the utility equipment in the compJ-ex was only

guaranteed by the War Assets Corporation until the end of
August; after August alternative sources for these

necessities would have to be found.ó5 !'Iithout the eguipment

on the complex site, the Divisionrs only option was to lay

100 yards of underground pipe to access the Greater !,Iinnipeg

Water Districtts service. In order to have electricity, half
a rnile of hydro poles had to be installed to connect to the

Winnipeg Hydro electric system. In addition, new transformer

equipnent was reguired to stepdown the incoming pov¡er. The

cost for these additions was considered too excessive.6 As

a result,, by mid-October 1-946, the Transcona facility was

shutdown after the remaining evacuees found other locations.
Despite its brief tirne in operation (approximately

three months), the Transcona hostel was an effective way to
disperse evacuees within Manitoba and to the rest of Canada.

The first l-00 evacuees arrived at the hostel in JuIy.ó7 In

the following rnonths smaller numbers passed through on their
way to Eastern Canada. As a temporary facility to assist
Japanese evacuees relocate, the New Canadian looked upon the

hostel in a favourable manner. The early closure of the

hostel was labelled an administrative blunder on the part of

officials in Ottawa which added to the hardships of already

impoverished families trying to re-establish themselves.s

The closing of the hostel undoubtedly hindered resettling
evacuees in Manitoba. Prior to the opening of the Transcona
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establish¡nent, however, evacuees from interíor centres in BC

began relocating in the province. From May to JuIy 1946,

fifty-four families arrived, taking employment in various

occupations throughout urban and rural Manitoba.óe

The alternative to relocating in Canada hras to return
to Japan. After the federal government suspended deportation
orders in February L946, the New canadian seemed to begin a

campaign aimed at convincing its readers to stay in the

country. From February to October L946 the paper carried
articles and eyewitness reports which detailed the

horrendous conditions in Japan. On a visit to Winnipeg, Sgt.

Robert KitajÍna, an interpreter in the US Army Air Corps who

visited Japan as part of the US post-war study group 1ooking

at bonb damages and food shortages, characterized local
conditions as break: rrj-f people knew what it was rearry like
they would think twíce before they decided to return to
Japan. ¡r70 Supporting that assessment were articles and

editorials highlighting the harsh conditions and severe food

shortages. Most terling were reports that the first Japanese

evacuees to return to Japan $rere from the US and were

rrdesperately trying to return (to the US) , because of the

situation in Japa¡.tt71

Despite the reports carried in the New Canadian and

other ne!,¡spapers, many did leave for Japan. Of the potential
405 persons who had signed for repatriation in Manitoba, l_i_B

evacuees had left for Japan by December L946.72 Witnin the
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fanilies returning to Japan, considerable acrimony existed

between parenÈs and offspring. The parent(s) v¡ere either

Japanese Nationals or naturalized Canadians, but, their

children were Japanese Canadians. The Japanese Canadian

children could not write or speak Japanese and hoped for an

early return to Canada. They left Canada because they s/ere

too young to live on their ov¡n, or they had to help their
parents.õ In some cases the departures meant family

separation. The Eyernoto farnily had eight children; the two

oldest stayed in Canada while the others unwillingly

returned to Japan under the direction of their father.

Likewise, eighteen year old Toshiko Sasaki begrudgingly

accompanied her elderly parents back to Japan leaving two

sisters in Canada. rrone of the remaining sisters fell

alongside the train when it was leaving...the girl would not

move and she was carried away.tt74 Unfortunately for the

farnily members, many of the Japanese Canadians were not

allowed to return to Canada in the years imrnediately after

their departure.

By Èhe end of L946, sustained public pressure and a

successful resettlement policy elininated the need for

further deportations. On January 24,'1947, Prime Minister

King announced that orders-in-council 7355-7357 were

revoked. The federal government urged the remaining evacuees

not to return to 8C.75 In Manitoba, the MJCCA assisted

evacuated families to resettle in the province.
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For the Japanese families renaini.ng in Manitoba, and

their counterparts throughout Canada, just' restitution for

economic losses incurred by the evacuation became an

important issue. I{hen the federal government rescinded the

deportation orders in January L947, it stated that the land

sales by the Custodian had been conducted equitably. The

Dominion Government was. prepared, however, to correct' any

unfair land transaction provided that the plaintiff proved

the sale was made below fair market price.76 Following

survey work by the JCCD and the Cooperative Committee on the

property losses of evacuees living in the Toronto area, the

JCCD, and their legal counsel A. Brewin, appeared before the

federal Standing Committee on PubIic Accounts. Based on

their surveys the JCCD stated that irregularities in

Japanese evacuee property sales had occurred and a Royal

Commission was needed to correct the inadequacies. The

Standing Con¡nittee agreed, and on JuIy 18, L947, a Royal

Commission hlas established. Justice Henry Bird of the

British Columbia Supreme Court was appointed Commissioner.

The Commission was charged with the task of holding hearings

on property losses and recommend to the Doninion Government

what compensation was to be paid to gualified claimant's.u

The Public Accounts Committee suggested that the Royal

Commission investigate alleged losses which result'ed

whenever the amount received was trless than the fair market

value of property at the time of sale or loss.rr The terms
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stated in order-in-council LBLo, ho!,/ever, stipulated that
damages could only be awarded in cases where the claimant
proved that due to the Custodianrs neglect the property sold

for less than the fair market price.78 Such reference terms

$rere not acceptable to the evacuees or the Cooperative

Committee. Following further appeals by the Cooperative

Committee, and let,ters from Japanese provincial
organizations protesting the Commissionrs narrohr terms, the

federal government on Septernber L7, L947, expanded the

commissionrs rnandate to encompass arl property lost, sold or

stolen while in the Custodian's care.Te

From surveys conducted by the JCCD in the Toronto

area, it became apparent that the price of property sold by

the Custodian were below fair market value.8o In May L947,

the ltúccA received survey forms from the JCCD for a simirar
study. The ÞLrccA endorsed the study, but cautioned that such

an exercise should be only a starting point for further
analysis.8l

The opportunity for additional research proposed by the

MJCCA presented itself with the establishment of the Bird

Commission. Although not entirely content with the

cornmissionrs terms of reference, the ltLIccA bel-ieved it was a

starting point. Before the process of compensation could be

adequately carried out, horarever, it was felt that a more

centrally controlled Japanese Canadian organization was

required. As a result, early in September 1947, the JCCÐ was
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dissolved and replaced by the National Japanese Citizents

Association (NJCCA). The NJCCA and the Cooperative Committee

Ied the compensation struggle for evacuees across canada.82

The IûICCA believed the best chances for compensation

rested in a unified front; they chose to cooperate with the

national movement coordinated by the NJCCA and the

Cooperative Committee in Toronto. By abdicating autonomy in

this matter, the l,LfCCA and their lawyer Saul Cherniack had

to rely on the NJCCA and the Cooperative Committee's

abilities and final recommendations. The MJccA's role in the

compensation struggle was mainly an adrninistrative effort;

collecting fees and forms, and presenting the claims to the

Bird Conmission on behatf of the evacuees in Manitoba.The

NJCCA and the Cooperative Committee, through the provincial

bodies like the MJCCA, collected fees and individual names

for the Comrnission hearing. Two sets of duplicated forms

v¡ere sent from Toronto to the ÞLICCA. One set listed the

property to be clained and the other set indicated whether

the evacuees wished to use the legal service arranged by the

Cooperative Committ,ee on their behalf .83 To cover the cost

of lega1 services, the Committee reguired that each

individual send a LZ retainer fee of the totaL amount

claimed. All cheques and rnoney orders stere to be payable to

the Cooperative Committee, and mailed by the l¡f.ICCA to

Toronto. All legal fees $¡ere paid by the Cooperative
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cornmittee. copies of the Manitoba claims were to be given to
SauI cherniack.e

To ensure that all eligible evacuees clained for
property losses, the MJCCA created the property Loss

committee composed of chairman Harord Hirose, secretary
Therma scrambrer, and saur cherniack.s5 The craim forms v/ere

maired to the evacuees by the property Loss committee. After
completing the forms, they were to be sworn before a Notary,

Commissioner for Oaths, or lawyer, and mailed back to the
committee. since the vast rnajority of crairnants in Manitoba

lrere rssei, many needed assistance in completing the cIain.
consequently, arrangements hrere made for them to meeÈ with
the Property Loss Connittee.e Through the Committeers

efficiency and hard work, by November 22, L947 , LSg of the
totar L75 craims and retainer fees $¡ere registered with the
cooperative committee. The remaining clairns arrived prior to
the extended January L5, Lg4B deadline.87

After three months hearing test submissions in BC and

Arberta, the Bird commission moved to Manitoba in April Lglg

to hear the first 42 cases. saur cherniack presenÈed the

Manitoba craimants¡ cases. once the first set of cases v/ere

settled, a precedent was set for all other Manitoba craims

to be heard by a sub-commissioner, Judge A.G. Buckingham of
Manitoba. The remaining cases were heard in september 1949.

AII transcripts, along with Judge Buckinghamrs
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reconmendations, v¡ere sent to Justice Bird for a final

decision.æ

As the Commissionrs hearings continued across the

country, the rate at which the cases $/ere settled proved to

be too tine consuming. Neither Justice Bird nor claimantsl

counsel wanted the Commission to last for an extended period

of time. As a result, in April L949, the Cooperative

Committee and the NJCCA, on behalf of the I'LICCA, accepted

Birdts settlement proposal for evacuee property claims.se

The settlement proposal stated that property sold in the

Veteranrs Land Act, principally the Fraser Valley farms, be

given the largest adjustment in sale compensation.

Specifically, this gave aII sales in the villaqe of Mission

a l25Z increase on the actual sale price, and aII other Vl,A

lands an additional 80? increase in actual sale price. AII

other real estate outside Vancouver would recei-ve a L2.52

adjustrnent in the sale price, while the property in

vancouver received a 52 increase.90

For the I75 claimants in Manitoba, the settlement was

acceptable. Of the L75 claims, LAL ïtere within the VLA land.

A noticeable number, however, v¡ere defined as real estate

outside Vancouver (22) and 12 vtere designated as Vancouver

properties. Thus, approxinately LgZ of the claims in

Manitoba only received an increase of between 5 to 12-52

over the sale price. Despite this fact, there !üas no dissent

registered with the MJCCA, as happened in Toronto by the
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Vancouver property owners who had resettled in that city.el

IÈ took another year before Justice Bird nade his

recommendations to the federal government, and in June 1950

the Canadian government accepted the Commissionrs

findings.e2 In the absence of open criticism by evacuee

claimants in Manitoba, the issue was tentatively settled

until a fínal redress package rÀIas granted to the remaining

Issei and Nisei Canadians in october L988.

By the fall of 1947, the Dominion Government wanted to

end its involvement with the resettlement program and leave

the evacuees in Manitoba. In September L947, A. MacNamara

proposed to the Manitoba government that the evacuees

residing in the province be accepted as residents providing

that they had lived there on a self supporting basis for two

years.93

The possibifity of the evacuees becorning permanent

residents was accepted by the Manitoba government, but not

without reservations. Premier Garson noted that the new OId

Age Pension Act would affect the provincial Treasury by

having to provide pensions to all of the LSL eligible

evacuees resettled in Manitoba.94 Garson argued that except

for the forced relocation the potential clairnants would not

be living in the province. As a result, the Manitoba

government should not be expected to pay the evacueesr fuII

pensions. e5
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In an intra-governmental memorandum A.H. Bro!,¡n,

Department of Hea1th and lrlelfare, agreed with Garsonrs

position and informed MacNamara that special procedures

would be appJ-ied to exempt the evacuees from section L3 of
the Pension Act.eó In January 1948 H. Mitchell, federal
Minister of Labour, proposed to Garson that the new

residence regulations for the evacuees eligible to claim
pensions would not be considered to start until April I,
l-948.e7 Thus, BC would pay aII of the evacuee pension cost

until April Lt L948. As for welfare and maintenance,

Mitchell suggested that the Domi-nion and the province sprit
all welfare and assistance costs equalty, for a two year

period from March 31, l-948 to March 3L, L950, êt which point
the Doninion contribution would end.e8 The responsibility
for administering the program tay with the province. $Iith

maintenance duties the onry concern, the Japanese Division
crosed its office in L948, and welfare disbursements lrere

made from the Provinciar Department of Hearth and welfare.

In order for the province to be reimbursed, they would

comprete a Dominion statement of claim Form. The form would

be sent to the Dominion District Treasury Auditor who in
turn, would pass it to the Chief Treasury Officer,
Department of Labour in Ot,tawa.Ð

In nid-March L948, carson responded to Mitchellts
proposal. Garson agreed that the evacuee issue should be

concluded, but not at the provincers expense.l00 Garson
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reminded the Dominion Government that in Èhe June 30, L942

letter of understanding, points four and tenr101 clearly

committed the federal government to fulfil its obligations

until rrthe termination of the state of war nost existing

between Canada and Japa¡.tr102 Garson asserted that any future

agreement between the federal government and Manitoba, which

would make the cost of pensions and wel-fare assistance the

responsibility of the province, should start from the date

when a peace treaty was signed. Garsonrs Cabinet accepted

the fundamentals of the proposed Pension Act, the welfare

policy, and their administration as put forward by the

Dominion Government; aII that remained was the issue of

dates.l03

The federal government rejected Manitobars proposal

that a final agreement begin after a peace treaty was

signed. In a stiffly worded letter Mitchel-I acknowledged

that in the original agreement the federal glovernment was

responsible for the evacuees while they were temporary

residents. Since the evacueesr arrival in Manitoba, however,

federal policy had changed, encouraging permanent

resettlement across Canada.loa ¡4i¡"hell reminded Garson that

in his December L945 press release he stated that the

resettlement program $tas a Dominion responsibíIity, but the

province would co-operate.105 The provj.nce had co-operated

and the evacuees established themselves as part of the

provincial community. Consequently, the evacuees should be
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recognized and accepted for what they h¡ere, namely residents

of the province. Since the nature of their status changed,

Mitche1l did not see the logic in treating the evacuees as

temporary residents until a peace treaty was signed.10ó

Àfter further consideration, the Manitoba government

accepted the federal proposal. The federal and provincial

governments would share equally welfare and maintenance

cost, with administration carried out by the province, and

Manitoba would provide old Age Pension coverage after April

L, l-948.107 with this agreement in ptace, the members of the

Japanese community v/ere officially acknowledged as residents

of the province with the same rights as other Manitobans.

The time inrnediately after the war v¡as filled with

intense uncertainty, frustration, and remorse' for the

evacueets. The prospect, of deportation/repatriation, farnily

separation, or at the very least, another move to somewhere

else in Canada vÍas disturbing. Equalty troublesome was the

possibility thaÈ once again the evacuees would not have a

say in the decision process.

The struggle against the federal governmentrs assault

on their citizenship rights proved to be a unifying event

for evacuees across Canada and a startling jolt for the

Canadian public. Doninion Government attempts to deport

Canadians of Japanese heritage, alerted Caucasian Canadians

of the federal governmentrs willingness to employ race

related legislation. This contradiction of the principles
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for which Canadian men and women fought in the Second World

[,Iar drew the scorn of many influential organizations such as

the y.W.C.A., Church, and Civil Liberties Associations, and

the news rnedia, including the lÍinnipeg Free Press.

Throughout the controverSY, Manitobans, like their

counterparts in the rest of Canada, voiced their disdain for

the actions of the federal government. Moreover, many

demanded that Premier Garson show leadership and denounce

the federal policy. Unwil-Iíng to criticize the Dominion

Governrnent, Garson chose a rrhands-offtr position, a tactic

which ensured the provincets public neutrality and provided

minimal assistance to the evacuees. Neverthel-ess, continued

pressure by concerned Canadians and Japanese Canadians led

the federal authorities to rescind P.C. 7355-57 in January

L947.

Once citizenship rights were secured, restitution for

land sold during the war became an important corollary to a

successful conclusion to the episode. By L947, a weII

organized coalition of inftuential Canadians enbodied in the

Cooperat,ive Cornmittee on Japanese Canadians, and a working

organization of Japanese evacuees, NJCCA, pressed the

federal government for compensation. After appointing a

Royal Commission to investigate the charges of land sale

abuses during the expropriation of evacueesr property, the

federal government was forced to address the evidence

presented by the Bird Commission. Conseguently, the
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 4

*For the purpose of this discussion Ëhe terms Deportation and
Repatriation r¿ill be defined as follows. Repatriation: to send or bring
back a person(s) to his o$rn country. Deportation: to remove (an unwanted
person) from a country. Oxford Universal Dictionary,Oxford:Oxford
University Press, 1981.

1PAM. Tapes C-852-59-62, Ibid. Interview with H. Hirose June 9,
1989 . lfinnipeg, ManiÈoba.

2NAC. Easrwood ro Brown Augusr 28, L942. Rc 36/27 Vo1.16 file 610.

3N¡C. Brown to Eastl¡ood May 15, L9t+3. RG/27 Vo1.31 fíle 1713.

4NAC. Brown to Eastwood May 15, Lg43. Ibid. Intervier¿ with H'
HÍrose, April 16, 1991. See footnote 8 for a list of local
organizations. Other executive members were Shinji Sato as Chairman,
Vice Chairman Kurahachi Yoshino, Treasurer lchiro Hirayama, and Auditors
Tamotsu Mitani, and Takahara Miyake. Successive executive lists have
been lost.

slnterview with H. Hirose, April 16, L99L, l.Iinnipeg l"fanitoba.

6The change in Division policy was discussed in ChapÈer 2,
p.47 -53.

TFor furcher deÈails see chapter 2, p.57.

sThe Nerr Canadlan, March 9, 1946. The organizations which
consolidated included: Manisei c1ub, Lhe Civil Rights Defence Committee
established Èo fight deportation, Issei club and the Niseiettes. The

executive of the first MJCCA consisËed of T. Urnezukí, S. Sato, K. Oyama,

M. Hayashi, G.Sasaki, B. Sasaki, Miss Y. Hikida, Mrs' H. Kusano.

elbi¿. At the national convenÈion of the NJCCA the Manitoba
delegation won approval for a provincial charter system in the
constitutíon allowing provincial chapters more autonomy. The Nen
CanadLan April 3, 1949.

loThis vras a nationally appointed Committee designed to sell
fishing boats after they were impounded. For further details see, Ken
Adachi, The Eneny That Never llas, chapter 13, p.320-330; F. LaViolette,
The Canadian Japanese and llorld lfar II, p.205-208, or A. Sunahara, The

Polltlcs of Raclsm, chapter 5.

llsunahara, p.102-104, and LaViolette p. 2Lt+. I'Iackenzíe enlisEed
T.A.Crerar and Norman Mclarty out of necessity. The VLA program did not
exist but a similar prograiluned from the First l.Iorld lùar, the Soldiers
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Settlenent Board, existed and was under Uhe jurisdiction of T. A.
Crerar, MÍnister of Mines and Natural Resources. I'fackenzie needed Crerar
to sponsor an order-in-council allowing the Soldiers SeËËlement Board to
buy the land in question and hold it in trust unËil the VLA Program was

operating in August L9t+2. Norman Mclarty became involved because he was

Èhe Legal Custodian of Enemy and Japanese Canadian property. In order
for the CusËodian's pos¡ers to be expanded to include selling the land to
the Soldiers Settlement Board, Mclarty had to initiate the necessary
order- in-council.

12rbid.

13The New Canadlan April 3, L943

l4Sunahara, p.107-109, Adachi, p.322'323.

r5NAC. Ernst to Brown, Japanese Division Office Manager, December
16, L9t+3. Brown to Ernst, December 29, L943. RC 36/27 Vo1.31 file 1703.
Hirose to Kaslo Property Committee, June 1, L943, Hirose's personal
correspondence. His letter acknowledged support for Ëhe group, a $3
donaËion and citation of proPerty ownership'

lcginnipeg Tribune January 28, and June 30, Lg44. In rejecting the
Japanese Canadian enfranchisement, Senator John T. Haig (PC Manitoba),
justified his vote against the bill because, in his opinion, the
Japanese could not assimilaÈe. llinnipeg Tribune July 1 , L944. For a more
detailed discussion of the Soldiers Voting Bill see Adachi and Sunahara
as cited.

lTwlnnipeg Free Press June 16, L944.

lsHouse of Commons Debates AugusË 4, L9t+4, p.5915. King also made

it clear he wanted to adoPt a policy that was similar to Lhe US.

lerbid. p.5915-1-6.

zolbid. The anneuncement that a Commission r¡ras to be established
and disloyal persons would be found indicated that King felt disloyalcy
existed and that it had not been discovered. As well, King publicly
demanded the Cornmission ufindil those disloyal persons to
deport/repatriate or else they would have failed in their duty.
Fortunately, the Commission qras never established. King also advocated
even dispersion of evacuees across Canada; Ehis would mean Manitoba
would receive a total of 2600. No negative public reaction was reported'
lflnnipeg Trlbune August 8, L944.

21lbid. Interestingly P.C. L0773, Novembex 26, 1942 already scated
that citizenship could be lost on a Petition to ProÈecting Power or
application for repatriation to an enemy country. In any event, by
December 17, 1-945 King announced that citizenship rllas removed upon
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leaving the country in naEuralized ciEizen cases. Canada also stopped
post-war imniigratÍon from Japan for an indefinite period.

22NAC. Ernst to Japanese Division, ltfonthly Reports OcËober L944,
Rc 27 Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 ptl. Hirose acknowledged that some members

of the 220 Japanese Nationals were strongly symPaËheEic to Japan.
Interview wiÈh H. Hirose, April 16, I99L, llinnipeg, Manitoba.

23NAC. Ernst to Japanese Division, MonEhly Report June 1945. RG 27

Vo1.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 ptl. An added facÈor facing the MJJC was that it
held elections during the spring and new members l¡rere involved. This may

have affected the MJJC's abilities.

24H. Hirose, intervier¿ April 16, 1991, llinnipeg l'[anitoba. See

Appendix B for an example of a segregation form.

25NAC. MacNamara to G.H. Aikins', January 15, 1946. RG 27 Vo1.645
file 23-2-3-8-2 pX2. According to MacNamara's figures the 405 persons
represented 53 Japanese National men, 40 Japanese National $¡omen; 37

naturalized men and 26 lromen; 70 Canadian born rnen 16 and over and 49

women. Attached to these numbers were 130 children under 16.

26NAC. Lisrer to T. B. Pickersgill, May 5 , L9t+5 . RG 27 Vol. 6115 f ile
23-2-3-8-1 ptl. One may speculate thaC despite more tolerance i-n

Manitoba lower crop yields provided less money, making it harder to
re - establish.

2Twinnlpeg Trlbune March 17, 1945 and May 16, L946. P.C. L457

February L942. The law was amended December 20, L943, allowing evacuees
Eo lease buildings for business without permits on a yearly basis.

28NAC. Ernsr ro Japanese Division l.fonthly Report July 1945. RG 27

Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 ptL. No specific number of Canadian born were
mentioned. Others may have signed because of administrative
misunderstandings. T.B. Pickersgill assumed citizenship was proËected
until they left. The evacuees may have signed in order to get a free
trip to BC Lo reunite with relatives; intending to revoke at a later
date.

zeT.E. Vadney, The lÍorld Since L945, p.76-80.

3olÍlnnipeg Free Press November 6, L9t+5. The clause raised Protest '

This will be discussed later.

3lwlnnlpeg Free Press, Decembet 29, L945. The Orders-in-Council
passed on December 15 , Lg45 were closely tailored after the proposals by
th. ltini=ter of Labour in the House of Commons on November 21, 1945. His
proposals were encapsulated in P.C. 7355.

3zHouse of Cornmons debates December 17, Lg45. p.3697. H. !{itchell
noted September 2, L945 as a cut off date because Canadian citizenshÍp
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r¡ras a sacred thing and he believed that during the \{ar many Japanese
wanted !o renounce their citizenship and return to Japan. Once the
atomic bomb was dropped the Japanese changed their minds. Miuchell
disagreed with their intentions. House of Commons debates November 22,
L945, p.2438.

33lbid. p.3697-98. In King's August 4, 1944 speech he indicated
that citizenship would be lost upon signing to leave Canada.

saFor details see LaViolette Chapters 10-11, Adaehi chapters L2-L4
and Sunahara Chapters 6-7.

35$lnnlpeg Free Press, October 6 and 18, November 6, and December
29 , 1945. It should be noted also that articles in the ne\.tspapers on
returning Winnipeg Grenadiers stated that they harboured no ill feelings
towards the evacuees in Manitoba. Illnnlpeg Free Press, OcËober 17, 1945,
and the Nes Canadian January L9, L946.

36PAl'l . Y.W.C.A. Minutes of Meetings of Board of Directors October
1941-October 1946; November 8, 1945 and June 12, 1946.

37PAll. W.L. Morton to Garson December 1, 1945. RG 18 A4 Box 36,
and G106 fíle 52. The petition by the Civil Liberties Association was
composed mainly by Morton. Ibid. IË is inËeresting Èo note that the
Association believed the 'rreal villain" in Otta¡¡a was lan Mackenzie.

38rbid.

3erb id.

aoThe Nerv Canadf.an November 3, L945. PAI'Í . Garson to R.E. Moffat,
October 27, L9t+5. G1-06 file 52. Some examples of petitions were Mrs.
A.B. Rutherford/Mrs. C. Moore Virden I'Iomen's Mission SocieÈy, llrs. R.
Dunn Secrecary United Church l,Iomenrs l'[ission Society Portage, Mrs. L. D.
McKillop President United Church Mission Society Dauphin, Brandon East
Presbytery Young Peoples Union of the UniËed Church of Canada. The Youth
Union asked Garson to Irestore to Canadian Japanese within the borders
of Manitoba the full rights and responsibilicies of citizenship-
implying the provincial vote. The Premier replied that the province
could not restore rights they had not removed. Garson avoided any
statement or action such as sancËioning the provincial voEe.

41PAì,t. Minutes of Meeting, the l.Iinnipeg Presbytery Church of
Canada, November 13, L945. G106 file 52. tÃ.L. l,forton made a similar
staEement to Garson.

42PAM. Garson to Morton, November 20, L945. RG 18 A4 Box 36.

43PAì,f. Garson to G.A. Lloodside, Secretary, PresbyËery of l{innipeg,
United Church of Canada, Decembet L7,1945. RG 18, A4 Box 36. Garson to
Il.L. MorËon November 20, I9¿+5. Ibid.
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4sPAl,l. Garson to R. Moffat october 27, 1945 G106 file 52. R. E.
Moffat worked in the Department of Provincial Treasurer. Garson was also
Minister for Dominion-Provincial relations, and Provincial Treasurer.

46PAl,f. Moffat to Garson November 8. 1945. RG 18 A4 Box 36.

47PA¡{. Premier's Office News Release, December 20, 1945. RG 18 A4
Box 36.

48NAC. A. MacNamara to G.H. Aikinrs January 15, I9t+6. RG 27
Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. Given Aikints previous connections with
this issue and his concern for the sugar beet indusÈry's labour supply,
this proposition would have been transmitted to the Provincial
governmenÈ.

4ePAì,1. Premier's Office, News Release, December 2O, L945. RG 18 A4
Box 36. By comparison Premier T. Douglas of Saskatchewan offered to take
Japanese Canadians in any resettlement program. llinnipeg Trlbune
December 6, L945.

soReport on the Re-establlshment of Japanese in Canada , L944-46,
Department of Labour:Ottawa. p.14. For further discussion on this point
see LaViolette ehapter 10-11, Adachi chapter 13 and Sunahara chapter 7.
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Committee were United Church Moderator Rev. J. Arnup, Publisher B.K.
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Douglas.
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Com¡nittee had six oÈher members, S. Sato, T. Umezuki, l'[iss Yoshio Hikida
and K. Oyama. NAC. Ernst to Japanese Division Monthly Report February
L946. Rc 27 VoI.645 fiLe 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. Ernst did not menÈion specific
!üinnipeggers, buÈ one may speculate that they v¡ere associated with the
Y.W.C.A. or Church organizations. The Nen Canadian l'farch 16, L946.
Moreover, the Defence Comrnittee in conjunction with the Cooperaüive
Committee planned a test case to challenge Ëhe Orders if they vtere not
referred to the Supreme Courts. The test case involved the llinnipeg
residenÈs Shoji Minamichi of 2L9 Edmonton street; Mitsuo \agi of 220
Kennedy stree! who was a Japanese National with a Canadian born wife
with three children and Masajiro Ibuk a naturalLzed Canadian with three
children. Ilinnipeg Free Press January 11, L946.

szReport on the Re-establishment of Japanese in Canada , L944-46,
p.14.

s3i.Iinnipeg Tribune, January 7 , L946 .

saReport on Èhe Re-establishment of Japanese in Canada , L944'46,
p.L4.
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sslbid.

56lbid. p.14-15. For persons without money and who wanued to leave
canada, the federal government gave financial assisËance.

57NAC. MacNa¡nara to G.H. Aikins's Januaty L5, 1946. RG 27 Vo1.645
fLle 23-2-3-8-1 pcl.

sBNAC. J.S. McDiarmid jr. to A. MacNamara February 27, L946. RG 27

Vol.645 fíLe 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. l"loreover, the I'fanitoba Sugar Beet Company

preferred more Japanese evacuees, but was pessimisËic abouE atEracting
more labourers from BC. D.L. Campbell, Department of Agriculture and

Irnmigration, Province of Manítoba to MacNamara, April 1, L946. Ibid'

seNAC. H. Sulker, President of the Sugar Beet Growerrs CooPerative
Association of Manitoba to A. MacNamara, April 2, L946. Ibid.

60NAC. D.L. Campbell to MacNamara April 1, L946. Ibid. Campbell
forwarded the suggestion to use Po!tr's despite the fact that the evacuees

harvested more acres on average Ëhan POII's.

61NAC. MacNamara to c. Collins March 8, L946. RG 27 Vo1.645 file
23-2-3-8-1 pr2. G. Collins to MacNamara April 4, I9t+6. Ibid. T. B.

Pickersgill to MacNamara April 16, L946. Ibid.

62NAC. A.H. Brown to MacNarnara I'fay 6, L946. RG 27 VoI.646 file
23-2-3-8-3. Ernsr ro l,lacNamaxa llay 2!, 1946. Ibid. In the original plan
the plant was to operate until at least the spring of 1947.

63NAC. A.H. Brown Eo MacNamara l{ay 6, L946. Ibid. M. Humphrey Èo

c.D. Howe April 1-0, L946. Ibid. The specific price for the plant eomplex

was to be settled at a later daEe. The llar Assets Corporation was

responsible to the Department of Munitions and Supply'

64rbid.

65NAC. MacNamara to Ernst, May 31, 1946 lbid. H.R. Malley V.P. l'iar
Assets corporation to A.H. Brown May 30, L946. Ibid. The utility
equiprnent $Ias not included in the sale despite the efforts of the
Department of Labour to have it transferred.

66NAC. Ernst to Brown June 14, L946' Ibid.

67NAC. Ernst to Japanese Division Monthly Report July 1946. RG 27

vol.645 fíLe 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. After the first large grouP, (100)

subsequent numbers ranged from 20-30. They sËopped Ëhe flow of evacuees

Èo rh; facility in Sep-ember in order Èo shut the complex down. At Ëhe

end of August Lg46, Einst resigned from the Japanese Division. R.H.

Davidson Asst. Commissioner of Japanese Placement to A.H. Brown

Seprember 26, Lg46. RG 27 Vol.645 f.lLe 23-2-3-8-L pt2. It is interesting
to note that of the L00 Persons Japanese Nationals with children
nt¡mbered l-0 famili"", ,,rtrrra1ized Japanese wiCh families numbered eight,
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and Canadian Japanese families totalled five. They came from a cross
section of interior centres, the largest number were from Slocan and
Tashme, but many others came from Lemon Creek, New Denver, and
Roseberry. The Hostel lvas adminisËered by Ernst and J.S. Burns, the
former Supervísor at Lemon Creek. Burns \.tent on to administer the Neys
hostel in Ontario. T.B. Pickersgill to Ernst May 16, L946. RG 27 VoI.645
file 23 -2-3-8-L px2.

68The New Canadian, June L5, July 13, and September 7, L946'

6eNAC. Ernst to Japanese Division' Monthly Reports l'fay to July
L946. Rc 27 Vo1.645 fiLe 23-2-3-8-1 pc2. Like the farnilies who came to
the Transcona hostel, the most comrnon were Japanese Nationals totalling
2l+; Canadian Japanese nturbered 23 and naturalized Japanese amounted to
seven. Judging from Ernstrs reports sugar beet farming, McCabe Brother's
Grain Company, and various oÈher industries in lJinnipeg employed the new

arrivals.

70The New Ganadian, February 9, l9t+6.

71lbid., AugusE 17, L946.

72NAC. Japanese Repatriated to Japan from Manitoba During L946.
Department of Labour. RG 27 \'loL.646 file 23-2-3-8-3. The majority of
people left in tlay L946. Ernst to Japanese Division Monthly Report May

Lgt+6. Rc 27 Vol.645 file 23-2-3-8-1 pt2. Most of the 118 were headed by
naturalized parenc(s) 16 families; Ëhe second largesÈ grouP was Japanese
Nationals at l-3. They \{ent on Èhe second ship which sailed June 16,
L946.

T3wlnnipeg Free Press, I'lay 22, L946.

TaHlnnlpeg Trfbune , ltlay 22, and September 17 , L946.

TsReport on the Re-establishment of Japanese Ln Ganada , L944-46,
Department of Labour:OtÈawa. p.23. In an atEempt Eo ensure resettlement
beyond Èhe west coast, the federal government continued resÈrictions on
residence for another tl'ro years. Ibid.

T6Report on the Re-establishment of Japanese in Canada, L944-46,
P.23

TTAdachi , p.324-25. The Standing Com¡nittee on Public Accounts
became involved after irregularities in the disposal of evacuee ProPerty
came to light in Parliament after CCF questioning. The Secretary of
State Colin Gibson referred the actions of the CusÈodian to the Standing
Conmittee for investigation. For further details see Adachi chapter 13,
and Sunahara chapEer 8.

78rbid.
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7ep.C. 181_0 and 3737. ltrlCCA to King August 16, L947. Hirose's
files Property Losses Evacuation Claims. For further discussion see

Sunahara chapter 8 or Adachi chapter 13.

soThe Nerr Canadfan, November 9, 1946. As early as November 1946

the ì,ÍJCCA and the Nes Canadian were advising evacuees to return all
cheques from the CusËodian. Cashing the cheques might acknowledge the
right of the Custodian Eo sell Ëheir ProPerty and indicate that the
reãipient was satisfied with Lhe seËtlement; thus removing the evacuees'
option for future claims.

81The New CanadLan, March 8 and May 31-, L947 '

szNoteable excepüions to the national movement were 200 claimants
from Alberta. For a fresh perspective on the cornpensation issue see

Peter Nunoda, ilA ComnuniUy in Transition and Conflict: the Japanese
Canadians, 1935-1951.,' 1991. Unpublished Phd thesis, Department o.f

History, UniversitY of Manicoba'

s3Justice Bird was to travel across Canada rnaking local legal
assistance necessary. The MJCCA hired Saul Cherniack who was accepËed by
the Cooperative Committee and the NJCCA. Saul Cherniack was chosen as

legal côunsel because he was active in supporting their Position during
thã deportation issue. He was also an acquainEance of members of the
I,LICCA whom he met during the I¡Iar as a translator in Èhe Far East.
Undoubtedly, his language abiliUy was an added advantage.

sacooperative Committee on Japanese Canadians to Provincial
Chapter organí,zai-ions of NJCCA. Hirose's files as cited'

ssHirose to Nishikawa October 6, 1947 . It became clear that the
Manitoba Committee qras to be responsible for claims in Fort tr{illiam, and

S. Cherniack represented them as well. A factor which created this
situation was the deadline of November 31 , L947 for claims ' This r^¡as

later extended to January 15, 1948 due to geographical dispersion and

difficulty in filling out the forms. Nishika\ÀIa to Hirose November 18,

L947. The Nerr Canadlan, Novembet 22, L947.

86The Ne¡y Canadlan, Novembet 22, !947. Hirose to Nishikawa October
6, Lg47. Hirose to Nishikawa November 24, L9l+7. Hirose's files as cíted.
As a result of Division policy many claimants' did not have access to a

Notary, or lawyer as they lived in remote areas. For these people the
rules seemed to be bent.

87Boos, Secretary of the Cooperative Committee to Hirose November

22, :-:g47. Claims from Manitoba equalled 175 or aPProximately 1'1% of the
total number of claims in Canada. The retainer fees totalled $1,77L.00
from I'fanitoba and Fort l,Iilliam. The remaining retainer fees were

collected by August L948' Hirose's file as cited'
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sswlnnlpeg Free Press, April 12, 1948 and SepËember 2, 1948.

lflnnlpeg Tribune, April 1-2, 1948 and Septenber 2, 1948. A. Brewin to S'

Chernlack January 14, L948. S.ì't. Cherniack corresPondence January-l"Iay
1948. MG 30 E266 Vol ' 1

seNational Japanese Canadian Citizens Association Special
Emergency Meeting, April 10, L949. Hirose's files.

eolbid. Other items such as net and fishing gear vleIe allowed a
further 251 on Èhe sale price; boats and gear received a 23'5% íncrease
and motor vehicles and other chatËels ranged between 5 to 257" increase
over the sale Price. Ibid.

elHirose's files as cited. An additional 5 claims were disallowed,
abandoned or withdrawn; all were from Vancouver. For further discussion
of the events in Toronto see Sunahara or Adachi, as cited, or Nunoda

chapter 9.

szPtiox to Justice Bird's final assessments, total amount for
claimants' from Manitoba equalled $166,099.60. Hirose's file, Property
Losses Evacuatf.on clalms .

e3PAl'Í. MacNamara to Garson, September l-9, L947. G153 file 10. It
remaÍns unclear what was to be done with the evacuees who were not self
supporting.

e4NAC. J.F. Mackinnon to A.H. Brown, october 31, L9t+7 . RG 27

Vol.645 file 23 -2-3- 8-1 Pt2.

espAM. Garson to MacNamara, October 21, L947 . G153 file 1-0.

Likewise, Garson pointed out that welfare payments presented similar
problems. Under the provisions of the former Old Age Pension Act, Ehe

äost of the claimants' pension was split between the two provinces in
which the person had lived \.¡ithin the last Èl¡enÈy years ' For example, if
the person lived fifteen of the last twenËy years in BC and moved to
Manitoba, BC would pay the majority of the pension. Under the new systen
pension liability wàs- based on where the applícant had lived for the
iast 1095 aays (ihree years). ì{anitoba would have to pay all of the 181

pensions in full.

e6NAC. A.H. Brown to MacNamara, November 26, L947. RG 27 Vol.645
file 23-2-3-8-1 Pt2.

eTpAl,f . l.titchell to Garson, January 16, L948. Gl-53 file 10. NAC.

Mirchell ro Garson, April 17, L948. RG 27 Vol.649 file 23-2-4-L0- BC

agreed to the federal-proposal in regard to the evacuees' pension plan'

egpAM. Mirchell to Garson, January 16, 1948. G153 file 10.

geNAC.Department of Labour,Japanese Division Memorandum, July 17,

1948. RG 27 Vol.649 file 23 -2-4-LO.
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100¡¡6. Garson to Micchell, Mareh 16, L948. RG 27 Vol.649 file
23-2-4-LO.

101point four stated that the evacuees would not be an exPense Eo

any leve1 of government within Manitoba, and if the Japanese failed to
p"y for relief, medieal, medicine, or hospitalization services, the
i.ã.ral government would reimburse the appropriate leve1 of government
for services rendered. Point ten staEed that the federal government
agreed rtto remove from your Province any Japanese placed therein through
tñis Commission upon the termination of the sËate of war now existing
betv¡een Canada and Japan.n NAC. Garson to I'fitchell, l'tarch 15, 1948' RG

27 \loL.649 file 23-2-4-L0.

ro1161¿.

roz16i¿. The l,fanitoba governmenL also pointed ouË that Ehe federal
government owed them $157.19 for Old Age Pension costs. Before any

ãgr."*"r,t could be reached the accour¡t had to be settled. The federal
gã.r.trr*.rrt paid the outstanding account on June 3, 1948. Department of
Labour to Garson, June 3, l-948, Ibid.

103ç¡6. Mirchell to Garson, March 23, L948. RG 27 Vo1.649 file
23-2-4-LO.

1o4NAC. l,Iitchell to Garson, March 23, 1948. RG27 Vol .6t+9. file
23-2-4-LO.

ros16i¿.

1o6lbíd. Mitchell also pointed out thaË the federal proposal
presented to Manitoba was accepted by BC, Alberta and Ontario.

1o7pAM. Garson to Mitchell, June 15, I9t+8. G153 file 10. On June

15, 1948 Bill 198 of the Dominion Elections Act qtas amended by the House

of Commons granting Canadians of Japanese origin the righC to vote' This
amend¡nent "i"o g".tã the Japanese coru¡runity in I'fanitoba the provincial
vote, because Mãnitoba never prohibiced Japanese Canadians from votíng.
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CONCLUSION

Despite the efforts of previous writers' the literature

discussing the Japanese wartime experience consistently

fails to provide a well balanced account of what happened to

the L,L8o evacuees in l,tanitoba. This study looked at those

evacuees resettled in Manitoba, acknowledging the role of

the federal and provincial governments, interest groups'

rural and urban reactions and the response of the Japanese

community relocated in the province'

The evacuees htere resettled in Manitoba due to a

combination of factors which existed inside Manitoba and

outside the province. !{ithin Manitoba the sugar beet

industry suffered from a shortage of labour. G.H. Aikins,

president of the Manitoba sugar Beet company, shrewdly

viewed the evacuees as a solution to the industryrs chronic

labour shortage. The sugar beet proposal was welcomed by the

BCSC as it net two vital criteria: it was both a destination

for the Japanese evacuees, and a productive use of their

Iabour.

Not aII interest groups in Manitoba were eager to

receive the evacuees. The Manitoba government refused to be

directly associated with the project, and insisted that all

responsibility lay with the federal government, or the Bcsc

and its successor the Japanese Division. Some rnunicipal

governments such as lrrinnj.peg and LockporÈ protested and
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passedresolutionsrestrictingorproscribingevacueesfrom

Iocatingorworkingintheirjurisdiction.Theactionsof
Iocal government were supported by a seç[ment of the

population associated with labour unions and citizen groups'

Despitetheobjectionsofsomeresidents'evacueeslüere

placedonsugarbeetfarmsintheprovince.Theresettlement

processwasbadlyorganized,andcumbersome.Theschedule

wasrestrictiveastheBCsCwantedtheJapanesepeopleout'

of BC and rel0cated in Manitoba for the start of the sugar

beet season. Consequently, the Security commissionrs

criteria and regulations were not followed'

The BCSC established an ill-conceived adrninistrative

structuredesignedtoassisttheevacueesandanyone

associated with the project in the province. After the first

harvest Season, it becarne apparent that the evacuees could

not live off their summer earnings' If the Security

Commission, and its Successor the Japanese Division, were to

avoid paying large maintenance costs' changes were

necessary.

Policychangeswithintheprojectoccurredforanumber

ofreasons.güeatherandsoilconditionsmadeSugarbeet

farming in most areas less profitable than expected' To

avoidhighreliefexPensesandasaresultofpersistent

Iobbyingbythel,LlJC,theDivisiongrantedmoreernploynent
andresidentialexemptions.Inco-operationwiththeNSS'

theDivisionestablishedasystemofseasonalemplolrment
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which encouraged spring to fall work on sugar beet farms,

and winter employment in rural towns or in a forestry
related job. Thus, by serving its ohrn interests rather than

those of the sugar beet industry, the Division jeopardized

the industryts labour supply.

!{ith greater economic opportunities the Japanese

community began to stabiLíze. Participation in locar unions,

reduced welfare cases and the establishment of social
organizations were sorid indications that a more stabre and

adequate financial situation would lower grievances and

discontent. Moreover, by granting greater ernployrnent

opportunit,ies to the evacuees, federar policy initiatives at
the local leve1 worked against the federal governmentrs

deportation plan in L946. As the evacuees became more

faniliar with the province, they found permanent ernployment

in rural locations or in Vlinnipeg.

The migration of Japanese fanilies into trlinnipeg was a

conÈentious issue for the Division. yet the sugar beet

industry could not sustain the evacuees on a permanent

basis. Despite its original rural resettlement policy, and

in violation of city by-Iaws, the Division found jobs for
evacuees in l{innipeg. By the summer of i.943, Winnipeg $ras

experiencing a labour shortage and removed the restrictions
on Japanese male evacuees. Yet the urban movement was

complicated by resistance from unions, citizen groups and

Iater by housing and job shortages as veterans returned.
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These obstacles were not insurmountable. Over time, the

evacuees became union members, and housing and jobs were

located in areas that Caucasians did not want; even

veterans, it seems, harboured no ill-witl towards the

evacuees. Through the co-operation of organizations such as

the Y.!{.C.À. and the NSS, the Division was able to ensure

that employnent opportunities existed. Thus, through the

co-operative efforts of the evacuees and the favourable

attitude displayed by most Winnipeggers protest against

their presence abated.

bfhile opposition to Japanese families in the province

decreased, thei-r future remained in doubt. The evacuees were

resettled in Manitoba with the understanding that after the

war they would be removed. At no time did the Manitoba

government indicate that they were prepared to release the

Dominion Government from this obligation. As part of the

federal government I s solution to the rrJapanese problemtr, the

evacuees !'rere to be deported/repatriatedr or dispersed

across Canada. To the Japanese community within Manitoba

(Ied by the ¡4.|JCIMJCCA) dispersal was tolerable, but

deportation/repatriation was unacceptablei for many

Canadians, the latter action was a threat to citizenship
rights. The struggle against the federal governmentrs

attenpt to deport evacuees proved to be a unifying cause for
Japanese across Canada, and an enlightening event for
Canadians. Because of the federal governmentrs assault on
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citizenship rights, organizations such as the Y.I{.C.4.,
Church and Civil Liberty Organizations, and the news media,

including the l{innipeg Free Press, voiced their disapproval

of the Dorninion Governmentrs actions.

The provincial government was also called on to show

leadership and denounce the federal deportation policy and

cancel any clause which would force the removal of the

evacuees from the province. Premier Garson did not respond

to either suggestion. Despite the provincers intransigence,
public pressure and a combination of voluntary deportation

and dispersal convinced the federal government to rescind

orders-in-council 7355-57 in January L947.

For the Japanese fanilies in Manitoba, just restitution
for property lost in BC then became an inportant issue.

Through the efforts of the MJCCA, a well organized coalition
of concerned Canadians embodied in the Cooperative Committee

on Japanese Canadians, and a working organization of
Japanese evacuees, NJCCA, the federal government was pressed

for compensatíon. Following the findings of the Bird

Commission, the evacuees remaining in Manitoba received a

degree of financial compensation for property losses in BC.

This study has tried to reveal why Japanese evacuees

were reseÈtÌed in Manitoba and how the BCSC and its
successor, the Japanese Division, managed the project and

met the needs of the evacuees. The thesis also endeavoured

to show that, the reaction of the Manitoba government,
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interest groups and concerned citizens ranged from

non-conmitted, to supportive to hostile, depending on the
particular group. As weII, the work ventured to illustrate
that the attitudes of the provincers residents were not

static. Sceptical at first, by L945, most residents
support,ed the Japanese fight against, deportation, and were

willing to recognize them as citizens. Fina1ly, this work

atternpted to show that through the effort,s of the

MJJC/I,LICCA, the Japanese community in Manitoba had a

considerable degree of control over their own future which

arlowed them to adapted and re-established in the province.

By examining the history of the resettlernent of
Japanese Canadians in Manitoba between L942 and L94g, a

great,er appreciation for the differences between regions

will be gained, which will contribute to a better
understanding of the wartime experience of Japanese

Canadians in Canada.
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lppendix B

ìo, ,.e , Pn n

Sugrego.fJon Forrvl

RGiS 41 Box3ó

COPÏ

No. CBÏv

COVEFNIENT OF CA}IADA
DECLANATIOIf

rr rr --( 
t ) born --
ffi@

reglstered. as Canad,laa-bÖrn Brlülsþ subJeotr !J.f1 ,*rr-.-)''rnãer Ord.er-ln-Cor¡nclI p.grNo. 9760r d.ated' Dec.16r L94Ir
nereÈy docLc.:rõ ry ããsfre to rellnquitÞ ry Brltlsh natlonaltty
and, to asEune übä status of a naÈlonal of Japan.

iI, Fr¡rth,err I request the Governmenü of Canadar under the
condltlonE set out'1¡ ühe statenenü of the Mtnlster of Isbot¡¡t
d.ated. Febnuar; iã; fg¿gl tð arrange for end sffect lry repatrla-
tlon to Japan.

III I d.eclare thÂü I ful1y undsrstand. ühe contents of thls d'oct¡-

¡tããt and, I volr¡nt*l1y affi:r !V signature hereto¡

Date.r..".....1945

Pqcgr. r r r r...... o. t.. (slc)

App.llcat1 on re oo¡mend,ed :

Date . ...r.......¡r.,1945 RCMP Date..f f ..'.'f1915 CO¡mlsSlonor
of. JaPanese Plecemonü'

Signa ture

'''" " "' i;;åö;ålå;" " r I o'

Appllcatton aPProved'

{.**t{.**
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